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Notes from the Editor

Albert Klyberg, in his address to the RIJHA at the 1999 annual meeting,
pointed out the important role of the Notes, since its founding in 1954 by
David Adelman, in reviewing not only Jewish community life in Rhode
Island but also the "relationship of Jews beyond the Jewish community, the
broader aspects of Rhode Island society: politics, trade unionism, and
military service." Looking ahead to our move to Heritage Harbor in 2001,
Mr. Klyberg sees a unique opportunity to satisfy both aspects at the same
time, the "broader" as well as the more inward-looking:
we shall study with equal interest those elements of common
history, the intersections in business like the jewelry industry and
textiles, those common experiences we have had together like
world wars and hurricanes, and we shall inquire into the special
areas of culture that give us distinctive identities.
This issue illustrates how the two concerns come together: there are
articles, for example, on Jewish contributions to the performing and visual
arts, and an essay on the founding of the Miriam Hospital as a service to nonJewish as well as Jewish patients and doctors. There is an essay on the
philanthropy of a well-established Providence family and there are also
stories told by two women who came to the Providence-Boston area only
after escaping from wartime distress halfway around the world.
The theme of war, and its impact on the local Jewish community, has run
through the essays and recollecdons published in the Notes from this
journal' s beginning — the theme of surviving man's inhumanity to man, and
not only surviving, but coming through with style. Recently, the five-part
series entitled "Jewish Veterans of World War 11" offered a panorama of
experiences related by Rhode Island servicemen. More wartime experiences
are retold in this issue, ordeals endured by civilians and soldiers, women and
men, immigrants to Rhode Island and native sons, from Europe to Shanghai,
from Providence and Pawtucket to Vietnam, with a look also at troubled
conditions in prewar Palestine and Nazi Germany.
Our efforts to make sense of all the violence and dislocaUon continue to
occupy our thoughts and our memories after a century of almost unceasing
combat in which Jews have suffered and then borne witness to their losses.
We can only pray that the new century may be less painful. As Mr. Klyberg
put it, our hope at the local level is that "as understanding and true affection
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grows, our Heritage Harbor partnership will develop such a permanent
bond that no one, no group in our community, will ever have to face evil
alone again."
On a lighter note, I wish to acknowledge the efforts made by Alene
Silver in scrupulously proofreading and researching matters large and small;
by Aaron Cohen in diligendy recruiting new authors; by Anne Sherman in
tirelessly operating the new computer; and by Dick Dow in fastidiously
designing the page layouts for the Notes and padently executing many
changes and revisions. You will notice the use in these pages of a larger type
face, or font, together with other typographical improvements. These
changes will result in less crowded pages and should make for easier
reading. In addition, this issue features a full color front cover. As always,
we welcome your suggestions toward making this journal interesting,
useful, and relevant to Jewish life in Rhode Island.
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A Rhode Island Historian Looks at the
Rhode Island Jewish Historical Notes
by Albert T. Klyberg

At the annual meeting of the Rhode Island Jewish Historical Association
on April 18, 1999, Mr. Klyberg, director of the Rhode Island Historical
Society, delivered the twenty-ninth David Charak Adelman lecture. In his
talk, he commented on the forty-five-year output of the Notes, 1954-98.
Historical organizations like the Rhode Island Jewish Historical Association and the Rhode Island Historical Society make their mark on the
community in many ways. Although one of the most important is the social
relationships they create in the form of meetings and gatherings, in the end
it is easier to analyze and measure the permanent product they make —
publications. It is still the printed word that we have the easiest time grasping
and thinking of as "history."
Over the years, for my lectures at the University of Rhode Island and
Providence College, 1 have had many occasions to use the Jewish Historical
Notes to explain a development in the state's history. I have always found
them to be informative, and I have always found them to contain surprises
and interesting twists. Therefore, I decided to sit down and read them from
cover to cover, from 1954 to 1998. Actually, the word, "read" had to be
qualified. I "looked" at every article, skimmed many of them, and read every
word of others. It was a wonderful enterprise and I commend it highly.
These days, finding the time for something like this is a challenge. Being
director of the Rhode Island Historical Society with expansion programs
like our Museum of Work and Culture in Woonsocket demands a lot of
attention. In addition, as of July 1st, I will be on permanent loan from the
Society to Heritage Harbor, supervising the department heads and organizing the "ferry" operation to Heritage Harbor. I say all of this by way of an
explanation or apology for what can only be described as "reading on the
run." That said, however, 1 am here to say thank you for the invitation and
thank you for the reason to do something I have always wanted to do. The
total work of authors of the Notes is a true Thanksgiving Feast, and I am here
to salute their work and the long-lasting contributions of this society. Bravo
to David Adelman, Beryl Segal, Rabbi Braude, Bemie Kusinitz, Dr. Seebert
Rhode Island Jewish Historical Notes, Vol. 13, No. 1, November, 1999
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Goldowsky, Judith Weiss Cohen, Sidney Goldstein, Stan Abrams, Mel
Zurier, Gerry Foster, Eleanor Horvitz, George Goodwin, Benton Rosen, and
Florence Markoff, who produced numerous pieces over the years, and bravo
too for the graduate students, professors, and writers of one-time submissions.
To date, there have been twelve volumes of Notes produced. Each
volume is comprised of four issues covering several years. They begin in
1954 and run to the most recent, November of 1998. The volumes consist of
a variety of formats: there are traditional scholarly articles with footnotes.
There are transcribed documents. There are program notes of events, and
there are minutes and reports of annual meetings. There is bibliography,
biography, obituaries, and tributes. There are items that are true "notes" —
brief reports of interest on a variety of subjects. Mercifully, the volumes are
indexed, and there are two cumulative indexes for the set.
Throughout, there are interesting illustrations, in some cases of buildings important to the Rhode Island Jewish community that have been torn
down. Taken as a whole piece of historical scholarship and literature, the
publication of the Notes is a rich index to the Rhode Island Jewish
experience, a series of doorways into fascinating stories, a very important
document of life here stretching back more than three centuries, and a model
of local history and ethnic history scholarship for us all. We wish we had the
equivalent for all the major groups in our community. There is much of value
here for Jew and non-Jew alike.
First it is appropriate to consider the publication's origin and to pay
tribute to the vision of the founders. It is to their credit and power of
persuasion that they engendered a rich and generous response of voluntary
scholarship. Without having resources to commission articles, they were
somewhat at the mercy of what the postman delivered. As a result it is a rich
and varied view of Jewish life in Rhode Island. Some of this, no doubt,
resulted from the intervention of people like Dr. Seebert Goldowsky and
Eleanor Horvitz who recognized a gap and stepped in to plug it, or prevailed
on others to take on a topic. But even so, the spread of topics is very broad.
It is also interesting to see that there was an active memory process which
occasioned the return to a previous topic when new information came to the
editor's attention. Readers should be aware of the evolutionary nature of the
scholarship and use the indices to rove through the volumes to link the
related articles.
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Here is a brief summary of the extent of the landscape spread out by the
editors over the span of forty-four years. Some articles deal with the very
important issue of origins. Thus, the immigrant waves of Sephardic Jews
who arrived in the earliest years of Rhode Island's beginning receive due
attention; apparently there were at least two and probably three different
distinct communities culminating in the building of Touro Synagogue. Then
there were German Jews who came to Providence in the 1840s, followed by
waves of Eastern European Jews after the Civil War and down to World War
I, and there were Soviet emigres in the 1960s.
The earliest articles remind the reader of the "lively experiment" here
that gave Jews a degree of freedom not found elsewhere. Over the years, the
larger Rhode Island community has harvested a rich dividend from even that
modest degree of toleration. In the early 1950s David Adelman and Beryl
Segal saw the major division of the history of Jews in Rhode Island this way:
1. The period before 1840 as the history of the Newport community.
2. The period between 1840 and 1877 as the organization of congregations
in Providence.
3. With the first mass meeting of Jews in 1877 and continuing to 1900, a
period of immigration from Poland, Romania, Galicia, and the Ukraine.
4. The period between 1900 and 1918.
5. The period from 1918 to 1954.
The articles also deal with the creation of all of the important sinews and
muscles of Jewish community life: synagogues, temples, burial grounds,
free loan associations, YMHA, immigrant aid societies, orphanages, Miriam
Hospital, The Jewish Home for the Aged, religious education schools, sport
teams, boy scouts, women's organizations, the Jewish Eederation, clubs,
and businesses. They also deal with the relationships of Jews beyond the
Jewish community, the broader aspects of Rhode Island society: politics,
trade unionism, and military service.
It is hard to believe that David Adelman and his associates could have
foreseen all the directions and topics that were eventually taken up over the
years. It is probably just as well they did not attempt to draw up a detailed
road map. The flexibility allowed the Notes to go in directions difficult to
conceive of in the early 1950s. The articles eventually included sophisticated demographic and community studies and oral history projects then
hardly known, while attending to the tried and true scholarship of biography
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of prominent individuals and the dissection and annotation of key documentary evidence.
As many of you must know, the origins of the Rhode Island Jewish
Historical Association in 1951 stemmed from a realization by David
Adelman that 1954 was going to be the 100th anniversary of the first Jewish
congregation in Providence and the 300th anniversary of the Jewish arrival
in what would become the United States. These twin celebrations seemed to
serve as an organizing principle and reason to call into existence an
organization that would take steps to see that the anniversaries would be
suitably observed. The events would also put into place an ongoing scholarly
engine to collect, preserve, and memorialize the historical traditions of the
Jewish community in Rhode Island. At that time there were few, if any,
models of such organizations focusing on a local community in the United
States. Apparently the strategy of using the Jubilee as a rallying point to
organize a permanent association worked.
Like so many other similar anniversaries in this country, most notably
the 1876 Centennial of the American Revolution and the Bicentennial of
1976, the anniversaries did indeed provide a rallying point. Among the key
messages of 1954 was that Jewish presence in America went back a long
time — three hundred years — to Asser Levy in New York. It may seem
mundane now to us, but it was important then to remind both Jew and nonJew alike that Jews have had a stake in America's progress and prosperity
for a very long time, and that America owed a great deal to that participation
in business, society, politics, and military service.
David Adelman saw correcdy that the year of Jubilee would offer
opportunity and stimulus to the gathering of material documentation enabling Jews, as he said "to write the history of our own community." The
Notes have been that history. Adelman placed great emphasis on high
scholarly standard. He wrote, "there is no good reason why history should
become a series of myths when the truth is accessible."
In the process of reading about these early days, I came across a couple
of facts that pleased me greatly, and one that provided me with an eerie
surprise that I have now come to accept as a part of Rhode Island. The
pleasant experience was the friendly response to the beginnings of the new
organization that was extended by the Rhode Island Historical Society. Both
of my predecessors, William Roelker and Clifford Monahon, rendered help.
John Brown House was provided frequently for meetings. The Annual
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Meeting of the Rhode Island Jewish Historical Association (RIJHA) was
held there until the late 1960s. Support was given in the organization of the
library and advice on publishing the Notes. The tradition of collegial
association had stood us well as we have expanded on it in recent years in
our consortium to create Heritage Harbor, a new joint venture.
The surprise to me came in the form of an award of recognition given
to David Adelman by the American Association of State and Local History.
It was given in response to his work as founder of RIJHA. What was
remarkable was that the certificate was signed by the State and Local History
President, Howard Peckham. Some thirteen years later, in 1967, it was
Howard Peckham who was most responsible for my coming to Providence.
Peckham was Director of the Clements Library at the University of Michigan where I was doing graduate work in history. I had been one of his
assistants for five years, and he recommended me for the job of Librarian of
the Rhode Island Historical Society.
In looking over the total of the twelve volumes of Jewish Historical
Notes, I thought about trying to quantify the number of articles, to count the
number of times certain topics came up, but I rejected that idea as being too
mechanical and somewhat misleading. Certainly one of the most repeated
entries beyond the reports of the annual meeting would be the focus on the
original Jewish communities of Newport, the importance of Touro Synagogue, and the famous letter from George Washington to the congregation.
This focus is both understandable and quite useful. Establishing the "facts"
about the origin of the Newport Jewish community is very important. It was
the earliest community, one where the facts were somewhat in question
because of the gaps in the history: moving away from Newport on several
occasions, the vacancy of the Synagogue for periods of time, the fine points
of distinction as to the standing of Jews in colonial society, the interesting
and sometimes mystifying issues of who was buried where in the cemetery,
the origins of the name of the Synagogue, and why it might be necessary
from time to time to actually have to break into it in order to be able to pray.
Most of the fascinating unearthing of the facts on this subject over the years
was the work of the late Bernard Kusinitz.
The Washington Letter did indeed deserve all the attention it received
over the years, not because of a repetitious reminder of a fundamental
statement of American principles on bigotry, but because of all the various
statements of distinguished Americans who were asked to give the annual
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address on the letter's meaning, from Nelson Rockefeller to the Presidents
of the University of Rhode Island and Salve Regina to the President of
Portugal, Mario Soares. The Washington Letter has served us all as a reliable
point on our national compass, one that sadly we need more than ever, as
frightening and frustrating events continue to evolve in Yugoslavia that can
only serve to remind us that lessons we thought were once learned about
ethnic cleansing must be taught again and again to new generations.
So Newport topics form an ongoing theme of focus throughout the
Notes. Equally rich and prolific are the articles about the Providence
communities — their origins and their rich life. The North End community
of North Main Street and Chalkstone Avenue figures prominently, as does
South Providence's Willard Avenue. To a lesser degree there is a South
Main Street community: I found the article in the first volume on pioneer
merchant Louis Lewisson particularly interesting. There are significant
articles on Pawtucket and Central Falls, Woonsocket, Bristol, Fall River,
and East Greenwich, as well — mostiy by Eleanor Horvitz.
Biography and biographical sketches flow throughout. The importance
of Colonel Harry Cutler during and after World War I is recounted in several
articles, and there is a series of a dozen or so biographies of prominent
veterans of World War II. What is significant, however, is the attention paid
to women. This awareness of the importance of women as community
leaders I am sure was an area little anticipated when David Adelman first set
out to document the Jewish story in Rhode Island.
As already suggested, the histories of congregations, cemeteries, prominent rabbis, and the origins of community agencies form a major portion of
the pages of the Notes. Frequent articles by Sidney Goldstein and other
scholars of demography help us to understand the migration and evolution
of the centers of Jewish population over the twentieth century. Extremely
interesting and entertaining is the series by Eleanor Horvitz and Gerry Foster
on summer resorts and recreational life at various points along Narragansett
Bay. They serve, among other things, to document the evolution of the
Jewish community from poorer neighborhoods of peddlers and scrap
dealers to movements into the middle class and the rise into professional
levels of Rhode Island society.
To this end, there are numerous articles about the professions of law and
medicine, of printers, accountants, jewelry and textile manufacturers, of
retail commerce like the Outlet and Ann & Hope, as well as hotel manage
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ment. Throughout, there is the thread of the role of education as a pathway
out of impoverished environments — the role of religious education, the
public schools. Brown University and Bryant College. Ideas and ideologies
are often an interesting discourse: socialist ideas and the labor movement
come to mind.
Among the most enduring contributions in the Notes are the creations
of the tools of scholarship. Carol Frost and others provided bibliographies
of printed research sources, and listings where manuscript and photographic
archives could be found. These surveys extend to the college and public
archival records scattered from Woonsocket to Westerly, Providence to
Newport.
One of the fascinating and, 1 am certain, unintended consequences of the
wide spread of articles was the remarkable number of instances where there
was a connection with one of the future partners of Heritage Harbor. There
are a number of articles about the Jewish community's role in the Civil
Rights Movement and the relationship with the Black community of Rhode
Island. There are several articles about the connections to Portugal, the long
relationship with the Rhode Island Historical Society, and the special role
of Jews in the jewelry industry. These will all be continued and expanded
into exhibitions, storytelling, and programs at Heritage Harbor.
It is for this reason that I am particularly grateful for the opportunity to
make a reconnaissance of the principal elements of Jewish life in our state
as reflected in the Notes. Here is the documentation for more years of public
programming. Here are the topics for films and exhibits. Here are the
linkages and the intersections for many groups to work together to understand our common origins and the differences as well that make life in this
state so special.
What we are doing at Heritage Harbor is somewhat experimental and ,
in some parts of this country, actually alarming. There are those across this
land who are opposed to the study of multiculture situations. They believe
that the focus on diversity divides us into separate camps, that it breaks down
unity, that it undermines Americanism and patriotism.
Based on our history, we are confident that is not the case. In fact, the
opposite appears to be true. Take the greatest single symbol of American
tradition — the Fourth of July. Here in Rhode Island we have the oldest
Fourth of July celebration in the country — over 200 years of uninterrupted
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commemoration. Look closely at the makeup of the committee organizers.
They are almost entirely drawn from Bristol's Portuguese community. Is
there any serious observer who could complain that these folks cannot
celebrate their own highly valued ethnic origins and at the same time put on
the best American event? Gerda Lerner, one of my favorite contemporary
historians, writes in her book Why History Matters that there is no harm in
the study of differences among groups so long as there is no inference of
inferiority. At Heritage Harbor we shall study with equal interest those
elements of common history, the intersections in business like the jewelry
industry and textiles, those common experiences we have had together like
world wars and hurricanes, and we shall inquire into the special areas of
culture that give us distinctive identities.
We shall do it because we affirm David Adelman's question. Why
perpetuate myths when you can have the truth? The truth is that we have
done this collaboration together for so long — we share the common
organizational history of using the same meeting rooms at John Brown
House, of working together towards a common home at Heritage Harbor.
We have a high level of comfort in sharing. In 2001 when the doors open at
Heritage Harbor, the Rhode Island Jewish Historical Association and the
Rhode Island Historical Society will have shared a half century together. In
the total scope of history it's not very long; in human terms, though, it's
nearly a lifetime.
We continue to grow closer all the time. We all celebrate Washington's
expression that "happily the government of the United States gives to
bigotry no sanction, to persecution no assistance." 1 hope, however, that in
our next century we shall do more than basically take such a neutral stance.
I think that as our close association flourishes, as understanding and true
affection grows, our Heritage Harbor partnership will develop such a
permanent bond that no one, no group in our community, will ever have to
face evil alone again.
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Creating a Civil Judaism:
Max L. Grant and Jewish Communal Philanthropy
by Adam Harris

Skolnick

On April 18, 1999, during the foi'ty-fifth annual meeting of the Rhode
Island Jewish Historical Association at the Jewish Community Center in
Providence, the first annual prize of $1000for distinguished student essays
of interest to the Rhode Island Jewish community was awarded to cowinners Adam Skolnick and Nicole Herschenhous, students in the Judaic
Studies Program at Brown University. Their essays, written with the
guidance of Professor Maud Mandel, are presented here.

Introduction

A United Jewish Appeal collection box from the early 1990s prominently displays the message, "Did you know that the United Jewish Appeal
rescued Mushms, Christians and Jews from War-torn Bosnia?" In 1989, at
the World Conference of Jewish Communal Service, sociologist Shirley
Imber stated, "it is clear that serving non-Jews is now a fact of life in Jewish
family agencies...the trend will almost certainly continue..."' Within the last
decade, perhaps due to less urgency among Jewish causes (e.g. supporting
indigent Jewish immigrants, aiding Israel, and rescuing Soviet Jewry),
Jewish philanthropies have increasingly broadened their focus, aiding not
only Jewish but non-Jewish causes as well.' While many scholars have
noted the origins of Jewish giving to non-Jews in America, especially since
the 1960s, this study will seek the origins of non-sectarian Jewish philanthropy in Rhode Island.'
Upon arriving in America, many Jews chose to acculturate by interacting with non-Jews publicly while maintaining Jewish private rituals."*
Although they had become Americanized in their language and social
activities, until the early twentieth century they, like other religious groups,
maintained their own charities. It took the inidad ve and vision of individuals
coming from unique backgrounds, such as Max L. Grant of Providence,
Rhode Island, to change this trend. Grant envisioned a new type of Jewish
social service organization that would aid all people. 1 define his nodon of
Jewish responsibility for non-Jews as "civil Judaism," a term used in a
slighdy different manner by Jonathan Woocher.' In this study I will oudine
the arduous process by which Max Grant led the Jews of Rhode Island in
Rtiode Island Jewish Historical Notes, Vol. 13, No. 1, November, 1999
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acknowledging their communal responsibility to non-Jewish causes in the
period after 1920. I shall identify factors that permitted fluidity in their
ethnic boundaries, discuss the pressure for change and the means for
changing those boundaries, and suggest the nature of the resulting metamorphosis of American Jewish identity.
Jewish giving to non-Jews has been cited by several historians as rooted
in traditional Judaic texts. Ephraim Frisch in An Historical Survey of Jewish
Philanthropy cites Leviticus 19:18, "love thy neighbor as thyself," as the
primary evidence for this tradition, without any suggestion of whether
Gentiles were considered neighbors or whether this maxim, taken to mean
"love of mankind," was implemented in everyday interactions.'' The Talmudic tractate, Gittin 61 A, provides a direct commandment to give to non-Jews
in need; however, it is unknown whether this mandate was implemented in
rabbinic society. There is little evidence of Jewish communal philanthropy
to non-Jews in ancient times.'
Early Jewish social practices might explain the apparent dearth of
giving to non-Jews until modern times. During periods of history when
agriculture determined the structure of society, each family unit cared for its
own members. Later when Jews, among others, became centered in urban
communities, there was more of a need for philanthropy because of the
increased numbers of needy Jews without families to support them. This led
to the rise of organized Jewish charity, which was, at first, based in
synagogues.* Because most East European Jews (i.e., those who eventually
comprised the majority of the American Jewish population) were restricted
to designated areas, they interacted primarily with their fellow Jews.
The synagogue and tradition (Torah, rituals and customs) had sustained
Jews in the Diaspora; once in America, Jews were faced with a new question,
not of how to be Jewish in exile, but rather how and why to be Jewish in the
modern, tolerant world of America (to many their new Zion). Beginning in
1843, with the creation of B'nai Brith, an independent social service
organization, and soon after with the rise of Jewish federations, the synagogue no longer served as the center for all Jewish activity. When philanthropic activity moved outside the synagogue, the possibility of providing
social service to non-Jews emerged.'' However, as a result of the influx of
Jewish immigrants in the 1880s, the Recession of 1884-5, and most
importantiy, provincial notions of ethnic boundaries, Jewish resources
continued to be sequestered in strictly Jewish causes. Until the 1920s, in
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accordance with Governor Stuyvesant's injunction against becoming a
"burden on their nation," most Jewish communal organizations restricted
their efforts to their coreligionists."' It was not until Jews began to live in
integrated communities with non-Jews during times of prosperity that the
question of giving to non-Jews arose."
America first provided this opportunity, particularly during the boom of
public social service institutions in the interwar years. It was during this
period, when distinctions among Jews from different waves of immigration
began to erode, that American Jews simultaneously faced religious pluralism and the notion of Jews as participants in a common social order.'^ The
responses of the Jewish community of Rhode Island provide excellent
insights into the special circumstances that sponsored one of the first
opportunities for Jewish communal giving to non-Jews. 1 will analyze the
pragmatic causes, often financial, for assuming responsibility for and
working with non-Jews, and the philosophical implications of this new
world-view. I will discuss the origins of "civil Judaism" in Providence, the
difficult path of uniting the local Jewish community behind a non-sectarian
goal, and the efforts of Max Grant in uniting the Jewish community by
establishing what can now be viewed as the crowning achievement of civil
Judaism, the Miriam Hospital. As a result of his unique background. Max
Grant, with the help of others, was able to unite the Jewish community of
Providence to aid non-Jews in social service and extend the limits of ethnic
responsibility.
Although in ancient times Jewishness was generally easier to define
(e.g. those who lived in Jewish neighborhoods or performed Jewish rituals),
there was never a specific infallible means of determining who was a Jew.
Shaye Cohen asserts, "perhaps those rituals that would have demanded an
expenditureofmoney will have been the clearest indicators of Jewishness."'''
He was referring to the half shekel'^ and later the Temple Tax paid once a
year by all those whom the Roman state considered to be Jewish citizens. In
many ways, as Woocher suggests, philanthropy became the American
Jewish means of identification as Jews.'"* Thus the phenomenon of Jewish
philanthropy to non-Jews was a means of identification of a different sort—
it defined the role of Jews as citizens of America. It is this phenomenon, as
developed by Jews in Providence, that was instrumental in the development
of what scholars would later term civil Judaism.
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Ethnic Division in Providence

According to Calvin Goldscheider, societies that are based on ethnicity
are poorly adapted to the requirements of m o d e r n i t y . B u t beginning in the
1830s, social stradfication in the United States became based in good part
on ethnicity." It was not until the Depression of the 1930s that the
Providence religious communities would be economically forced to interact
socially with one another. The philosophical justification for this interaction
was established by Jewish communal giving to non-Jews in the 1920s and
by the transformation of ethnic and financial boundaries within the Jewish
community in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
From the 1830s undl 1900 Jewish participation in non-sectarian philanthropy was negligible. In fact the Jewish Messenger in 1864 made a popular
statement that Jews should support non-Jews only as individuals rather than
as part of a Jewish group."* During the Civil War Jewish hospitals, out of
necessity, served non-Jewish patients,''' but sustained Jewish unity in such
non-sectarian efforts meant dissolving nationalisticties.^°Many obstacles
prevented any clear vision or united philanthropic action of the kind that
came later in the Jewish community of Providence.
The generally meager economic state and small size of Rhode Island
Jewry before World War I made it difficult if not impossible for an ethnic
group to be anything but self-serving. The Jewish community in the late
nineteenth century was primarily a community of immigrants, many of
whom could not afford to support those outside of their immediate families.-' The third wave of immigrants, most of whom were from Eastern
Europe, had to focus on building and sustaining their own economic base
before they could help others.^^ The Jewish community was growing, and
new immigrants needed the support of the community. In 1878 there were
only 375 Jews in Providence; by 1907, there were 10,000!'^
Not only had the city grown, but it had become much more ethnically
diverse. Written in 1909, A Modern City: Providence, Rhode Island and its
Activities, edited by a professor at Brown University, provides a general
description of Jewish life in Providence in the early twentieth century. Irish
and Italians were the most populous ethnic groups in Providence at that time.
In the North End, specifically the third ward of Providence, where the vast
majority of the Russian and Polish Jews lived, there were 2,786 Italians,
2,105 Jews and 184 Armenians. Thus even in the most Jewish section of the
city, Jews were surrounded by other ethnic groups. A small group of
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Christian Poles also lived in the third ward.^"*
The difference of religion supposedly did not "induce clashing," yet
and-Jewish sentiment was still a relevant factor in shaping Jewish social
intercourse. According to William MacDonald (wridng in 1909), "There is
undoubtedly a strong social prejudice against them [the Jews]; their advent
in a neighborhood almost invariably depreciated the value of real estate, and
is followed by the withdrawal of the non-Jewish populations."^"^ Such andJewish sentiment may have kept Jews self-reliant, limiting their desire to
contribute to non-Jewish causes. More importantly, however, most Jews
viewed non-Jews as outside their boundary of responsibility, not as their
fellow citizens. In Providence, at this time, each ethnic group was isolated,
and at dmes at odds with the other ethnic groups. Supporting non-Jewish
philanthropies was likely not even imagined by the majority of Jews at this
early stage in their settlement when ethnic boundaries were firmly in place.
During the nineteenth century, non-Jewish philanthropic organizations,
like the Jewish philanthropies of the time, were self-serving. This was
evident in hospital practices. If each faith had provided a hospital for its own
there would not have been a dilemma for Jewish patients and doctors.
However, there was no Jewish hospital in Providence. At the turn of the
century the Rhode Island Hospital served mainly Protestant patients and
trained Protestant physicians, while St. Joseph's Hospital served mainly
Catholic patients and trained Catholic p h y s i c i a n s . J e w s in Providence,
many of whom were indigent as recentiy arrived immigrants living in the
North End, sought medical treatment at these two South Providence hospitals, but Jewish physicians were generally not admitted to their staffs and
were forced to part from their patients at the entrance to the hospitals.-'
No study has confirmed these discriminatory policies of hospitals in
Providence. As late as 1925, the Sixty-Second Annual Report of the Rhode
Island Hospital stated that "there is no distinction made as to race, creed, or
color ... the only qualification required [of patients] is need for the
Hospital's help ... there is no distinction shown in service." A public policy
statement, however, was not necessarily indicative of practice. Furthermore, other hospital statements display signs of subtie discrimination. The
Report complained of the increasing number of patients (most of whom
were likely non-Protestant) speaking foreign languages and boasted that "it
is very nice to think the world is full of meat and drink—with little children
saying grace in every Christian kind of place."^** If the 1925 Report was
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biased against non-Protestants and non-Christians, the annual report of 1926
was equally mixed in its sectarian message. While stadng that the Rhode
Island Hospital proudly served all citizens of the State of Rhode Island, it
also lauded the efforts of other faiths (e.g., the Catholics and Jews) to provide
for their own, stating that "fortunately, several hospitals have been created
by the State." These statements seem to confirm the description of the nonJewish hospitals in Rhode Island as preferential to their own coreligionists,
but open to small numbers of other patients.-'' A study by Barry Lazarus
describing anti-Semitism against physicians in Hartford, Connecticut, suggests that discrimination against Jewish physicians in neighboring Providence was the rule rather than the exception. He concludes that "Yankee
heritage and nativeborn Protestantism served as entries into a medical
society that looked disapprovingly at Catholic and Jewish physicians."-^"
Whatever the extent of actual discrimination against Jewish physicians
and patients, the Jews of Providence perceived that they would be better
served through a hospital sponsored by their fellows than a hospital
sponsored by non-Jews. It is this perceived boundary between Jews and nonJews that is significant during the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century. In this sense, the city was representative of the rest of the nation
where philanthropic organizations each served their own coreligionists.
There was an unwritten rule among many service providers that a needy
Catholic coming to a Jewish or Protestant service organization would be
referred to an agency of her own religion and vice versa.^' In the late
nineteenth century, therefore, there was some discussion among Jews on
creating a Jewish-sponsored hospital that would be closer to the North End
and would provide training for Jewish physicians.''- But it would not be until
the East European and German Jewish communities united, and the divisive
distinctions between them blurred, that a first-rate Jewi sh health care facility
could be created in the North End, where most Jews lived.''''
In the meantime, there was considerable Jewish support of non-Jewish
hospitals.''^ It would be a mistake, of course, to consider such contributions
part of a deliberate effort to provide assistance to those outside of the
boundaries of the Jewish community. Rather, such donations were merely
pragmatic: there was no Jewish hospital, and Jews needed medical treatment. The contributions of the Miriam Society, for example, were targeted
at Jewish patients. They supported neither non-Jewish patients nor nonJewish physicians. The Jewish community of Providence was following the
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lead of their Protestant and Catholic neighbors in providing medical treatment for their co-religionists (despite the lack of a Jewish hospital). In the
development of civil Judaism, the Jews of Providence were still in their
infancy, simply following Governor Stuyvesant's well-known injunction
against becoming "a burden on their nadon." The move to civil Judaism only
came later when the Jews of Providence united their efforts to support all in
need.

Setting the Example: Max Grant and the Miriam Hospital

As the nation began to reconstruct itself after World War I, Jews were
not included as a community.^' Such exclusion was particularly bothersome
to a young Rhode Island Jew, who had prospered in America and thought
that Jews should respond to and-Semitism by setting an example to their
nation by accepting those of all religions into their establishments.^'' Under
the leadership of Max L. Grant, Providence Jewry developed a common
vision of its relationship to the larger community through the creadon of the
Miriam Hospital, "a gift to the city" of Providence from the Jewish
community." The Jews of Providence, both German and East European,
entered the period of modernity, united in their support for the Miriam
Hospital. When Max Grant, with his unusually close relationship to German
Jews, served as a cross-cultural leader of his community, he pioneered the
non-sectarian institution of the Miriam Hospital.
This may only have been possible once the East European Jews became
more prosperous and far outnumbered the German Jews by the 1920s (the
end of mass immigration);'''' Grant's leadership emerged at a dme when the
distinctions in national origin were becoming less intrusive. He guided a
newly united Jewish community in the 1920s at a time when community
reladons were of utmost importance in light of increased and-Semitism.
Jewish non-sectarian assistance in World War I had helped those community relations, but after the war anti-Semitism erased most gains.^" Then, at
a time of prosperity such as the 1920s, a time when Jews could afford to
consider external charitable outlets, their concerns became more public and
the philosophy of civil Judaism had soil in which to grow.""
To cultivate this fertile soil, a capable leader was needed. Max Grant was
ideal for this role. Grant's ability to unite the Jewish community was based
on his tolerant outlook, an outlook developed during his childhood in the
small Jewish community of Providence. As the director of the fundraising
drive and later as the first president of the Miriam Hospital, he would have
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to convince his fellow Jews in Providence of the benefits of creating a Jewish
hospital to serve anyone in need. The creation of the Miriam Hospital was
therefore not merely an attempt to fill a need for the training of Jewish
doctors and care for Jewish patients but also had significant ethical importance. By 1925, when the Hospital was founded, the Jews of Rhode Island,
although stdl plagued by some internal divisions and by anti-Semitism, had
begun to view itself as a unified community that assumed responsibility for
all of its fellow cidzens, Jewish and non-Jewish alike.
The philosophy which the contributors to the Miriam Hospital espoused by their support did not eliminate entirely ethnic boundaries in
philanthropy; it did not involve a desire to work with other communities in
a common benevolent effort. Although Jews were aiding non-Jews at the
Miriam Hospital, the sponsors of the Hospital were all Jewish. Nevertheless,
the establishment of the hospital must be seen as pregnant with implications
for broader social service involving all religious communities. Max Grant
envisioned a time when aid would be distributed by a variety of citizens of
Providence to all in need.
Max Grant was born in Providence, Rhode Island, on April 28,1887, the
son of Russian-Jewish immigrants. From an early age, he began working as
an inventor and businessman. At age eight, he invented a device to alert the
deaf to dangers without the use of sound. At age eighteen, during the summer
before he entered Brown University, he took over his deceased uncle's
jewelry business and quadrupled the profits. During his freshman year at
Brown, he began a velvet business to pay his way through law school after
graduation, but the business was so successful that he dropped out and soon
had a monopoly over various types of fabric. At twenty-seven, he created a
fabric-lined pocketbook fashion, which was quite popular in Europe, and at
age forty-five he co-invented an automatic gearshift in automobiles. Later
he held patents for devices for automatic collection of fares on buses and
highways and for protecting money and products in vending machines.''- All
of these accomplishments serve to demonstrate his wide range of interests
and the source of his financial success—imagination, ingenuity and skill
rather than inheritance. He soon became a multi-millionaire and was
probably one of the richest men in Rhode Island by age 30.
Much of Max Grant's success as an inventor and businessman was
likely due to his residence in Providence, Rhode Island. While almost half
of American Jews lived in New York by 1927, those who lived in small cities
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were more likely to have contact with non-Jews than communities such as
the Lower East Side of New York, which tended to foster isolation.
According to Gerald Sorin, in Providence many Jews had "petit-bourgeois
goals." Indeed Providence Jews "were seven times more likely to be
peddlers than any other ethnic group, and an extraordinary sixty-five percent
ran small businesses or were self-employed."^'' In 1907, residents of this
small Jewish community of 10,000, as opposed to the 600,000 Jews of New
York, might have been more pioneering because it was easier to mobilize or
stand out in a smaller community. Even as a youth. Max Grant was a good
example of the stereotype of small town risk-taking and independent
thinking. At age eight he exported Providence "magintys" to youth in New
York and imported New York ping pong balls for the youth of Providence.
When he was ten, he established his own department in his mother's
millinery store and served as her assistant buyer. In small cities "even firstgeneration Jewish immigrants moved into the middle-class in disproportionate numbers."**^
Grant's success was also due to the general prosperity of the 1920s,
during which he came of age. As a result of this wealth, like others in his
social circle he could shift his focus from internal matters to a more
cosmopolitan view of his community. He became influential and was asked
to found or serve as the first president of several Jewish and non-Jewish
organizations: he was the first president of the Miriam Hospital, the Jewish
Community Center, the Jewish Eederation for Social Service, and the
Zionist District of Providence, and he was the first Jewish member of the
Executive Board of the Legal Aid Society, the Board of Blue Cross, and the
Board of Directors of United Eund (later United Way).
Max Grant's social and financial influence in the community exempted
him from service in World War I. His draft status in 1917, at age 30, was in
question. After several court hearings, the Providence Evening News
reported that "his is an essential industrial enterprise, in that he disposes of
the waste of several large mills at a profit to those mills" and "is essential to
the maintenance of national interest during the emergency.'"*' Therefore, he
was placed in class four of the draft and avoided military service. Perhaps
inspired to compensate for his lack of service to his nation during the war,
he poured his energies into additional social service to his community.'*''
Ultimately, he saw his role not simply as that of the leader of a Jewish
community but also as an American leader dedicated to serving all people
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in his nation, regardless of religion.
Although his parents had faced many hardships as immigrants. Max
Grant soon became immersed in American culture. He was given an
auspicious American name, the name of a former president. Although
comfort in American society of the 1920s, when anti-Semitism was at its
zenith, seems unlikely, nowhere in his writings does he seem to mention
and-Semidsm as playing even a minor role in his life. In an interview in
1970, when asked if he had experienced anti-Semitism in his childhood, he
stated inconclusively, "I'm not saying that there was anti-Semitism at that
dme [from 1900-1930 in Providence].'"*' His sister concurred with his
assertion and stated in her own interview in 1976 that she did not recall any
problem with and-Semidsm.''^ Perhaps Grant's self-employment served as
protection against anti-Semitism by eliminating the possibility of discriminadon from employers.*^ However, from a young age he was very much
integrated into mainstream American culture, attending public schools in
Providence and entering Brown University on a scholarship. Perhaps he
dismissed anti-Semitism in order to feel that he was accepted as a full citizen.
Indeed from a young age Max Grant was taught to accept others in order
to be accepted. Born in Russia in 1867, his mother, Mary Nemerovsky, who
was influential in founding the Miriam Hospital, had an unusual tolerance
and respect for the non-Jews of Providence that she passed on to her son. In
many ways, of course, she was quite typical of Russian Jewish immigrants
of the time. Her father emigrated to America when she was in her teens,
leaving five children and a pregnant wife behind. Soon after, Mary' s mother
died in childbirth. Mary thus took over responsibility for her younger
siblings and brought them to New York. They went from port to port; at each
stop Mary rented a room and made dresses until they could continue on their
way. In 1887 she married Louis Granowsky, a jeweler from Providence,
because he agreed to care for her younger siblings. In 1903 the couple
changed their name from Granowsky to Grant, a sign of their increasing
assimiladon.'" Like many Jewish women of the period, Mary was a member
of several community organizations: the Miriam Hospital Association, the
South Providence Ladies' Association, the Jewish Home for the Aged, and
the Jewish Children's Home of Rhode Island.""
However, if such employment and sociological patterns were typical for
East European Jewish immigrants, it was her charity beyond the Jewish
community, to all peoples, that marked her as unusual. Mary Grant was
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dedicated to all in need regardless of their backgrounds. She was reputed to
have begun a campaign to raise funds for community investments from her
Irish and Jewish neighbors to form the South Providence Ladies' Association and, as a result, became "a neighborhood celebrity." She was also
concerned about the lack of kosher food in local hospitals, so she called the
Mother Superior at St. Joseph's Hospital and obtained permission to make
special food for Jewish padents. Mary soon went on to do the same for Jews
at Rhode Island Hospital, founding a formal organization named "Miriam"
in honor of the sister of Moses from the Hebrew Bible. Mary and the Mother
Superior soon became friends and "neither of them thought it at all strange
for a Cathode nun to be a frequent guest in an observant Jewish home.""
Labeled, of all things, "Mother Mary," Max's mother began to focus her
efforts on "all of the city's people." "It's the least we [Jews] can do," she is
remembered to have said, "considering what the Christian hospitals have
done for us all these years." Her son. Max Grant, "was treated for a severe
illness at St. Joseph's Hospital" in his youth, and the treatment he received
there "endeared him toward the C a t h o l i c s . T h u s Mary and her son were
both well aware that Jews had been served by Catholic hospitals and they
wanted to return the favor. They were both determined to contribute to their
American community.
Unlike many Jewish women of the period, Mary was quite independent.
She had transported her five siblings to America and cared for them;
simultaneously she ran her own business at a time when few women
assumed responsibilities aside from caring for their own immediate families. A 1905 survey showed that less than two percent of Jewish wives
worked for wages. "Jewish immigrant wives had a lower rate of labor force
pardcipadon than all other groups of married women."''' In the 1926 issue
of Who's Who in American Jewry, out of 5000 entries only three businesswomen were listed.'''' Thus in this sense Mary was unique. Mary Grant's
story is atypical not in her affinity to social service, but in the number of
obstacles that she overcame to become a successful businesswoman and in
her positive response to her ethnically diverse (and sometimes oppressive)
social setting. Both Mary and her husband, Louis Grant, were unlike many
of their East European Jewish contemporaries in their openness toward
German Jews and other citizens of Providence who were different from
them. Louis Grant, who died at age 103, stressed the importance of giving
to non-Jews. His obituary stated that "the secret of his longevity was that he
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never considered it necessary to hate or be jealous, to have dl will or
prejudice."'''
Louis' tolerance of others was reflected in his progressive Jewish
affiliation, which his son adopted. Although most Russian Jews joined
Conservative or Orthodox synagogues, in 1910 Louis Grant was noted as a
member of the Reform synagogue (Broad Street), which later became
Temple Beth-El. Perhaps Louis was attracted to Reform's modernizing
impulses. His son Max also became a member of Temple Beth-El and in
1935 served as its vice-president. Max Grant was described in a history of
the synagogue as "a prominent member of the congregation." In 1938 he
made a motion, which passed unanimously, to remove attendance at
Saturday and Sunday morning services as a prerequisite for confirmation
(this prerequisite was later reinstated)." In 1972 he was awarded the
Dressier Award for Jewish Man of the Year. Thus although he attended
public high school and was immersed in the secular community, Max Grant
was concerned about Jewish religious practice and maintaining his Jewish
identity while living in and helping to form a modern American society.'*
Any leader that promoted the ideology of civil Judaism could not have
assimilated completely because he would have had to be able to communicate with Jews of all levels of practice.
So Max combined both secular and religious committment in an unusual
blend. If he had simply been a the son of poor Russian immigrants and had
followed his father to become a jeweler, he would not have been able to view
the issues facing American Jews as he did or been accepted by the divided
ethnic Jewish community of Providence. He would likely have remained in
obscurity; instead it was his unique position in American Jewish history,
coming of age in a time of prosperity when the Jewish community was in
need of progressive leaders to unite their increasingly American-bom
population, that made him an influential figure in establishing early Jewish
communal philanthropy. He was on scholarship and came from humble
beginnings, but through his ingenuity became a millionaire. He was rich, but
he was not from a German-Jewish background. He had Russian-Jewish
roots, but he belonged to a Reform synagogue. Thus he was able to view the
role of Jewish communities in American society as both an insider and as an
outsider. Unlike many of his contemporaries, he did not have rigid boundaries to define his Jewish community.
Perhaps most illustrative of his complex identity was his unusual
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relationship with German Jews. Unlike the majority of Russian Jews
involved in inter-group squabbles and strongly identified with Eastern
Europe, Grant related easily to German Jews. His good relationship with
them is best exemplified by his choice of marital partner: breaking norms of
the time, he married a German J e w ! G r a n t ' s uncharacteristic affiliations,
along with the opportunities provided to him through his wealth, make him
an ideal case study in the historical development of civil Judaism in
assistance to non-Jews. He had the financial ability and the unique vision of
both East and West European Jewish immigrants that allowed him to create
an organization that would serve all—the Miriam Hospital.
However, in order to mobilize the Jewish community, he had to
convince his fellow Jews in Providence of the value of supporting the nOnJewish community during a time when the general sentiment was that the
non-Jewish hospitals were anti-Semitic. A hospital created out of resentment would not be "a gift to the city of Providence;" such a hospital would
not be an example of civil Judaism, a philosophy based on the premise that
non-Jews were as much the responsibility of the Jewish community as their
co-religionists. Eollowing his mother's example, therefore. Max Grant
believed in setting a positive example of goodwill to all. Mary Grant had
thought that "religious barriers were keeping the community from enjoying
the best possible medical care."''" Max too viewed discrimination as an
impediment to quality health care, and he was determined to create a firstrate, modern facility, not just a dispensary that would provide basic care to
the indigent.
On November 15, 1925, led by Max Grant's fundraising efforts, the
Miriam Hospital was dedicated, built with the collective contributions of the
Providence Jewish community. The Miriam Hospital Association had
begun the effort by providing conversation and kosher meals, cooked at the
home of Mary Grant, to Jewish patients at the Rhode Island Hospital. After
impressive fundraising efforts of $1000 by the women, who held "whist
parties," and who "would walk up the stairs of three-story tenements to
distribute collection boxes," they urged their husbands to aid in the cause.'"'
Their husbands attended the meetings reluctantly, often arriving quite late,
perhaps because the cause was not a high priority for them.''^ Einally a site
was chosen on Parade Street (in the North End), and the dream of the Grant
family and the women's association became a reality. Max Grant became the
chairman of the Campaign Committee and then served as the first president.
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"for what was to be a brief term—and turned out to be two decades."''^
As Max Grant had hoped, the hospital became a first-class example of
"brotherhood in action." After only one year it attained ratings equal to the
best hospitals in the nation. This served to differentiate it from the North End
Dispensary, which was small and unassuming. The Jews of Providence
could only serve as an example to their non-Jewish neighbors by creating a
well-respected hospital that was also ethnically diverse. If the Miriam
Hospital had simply been mediocre in the quality of its facilities and staff,
it could not have been compared to the Rhode Island Hospital and other
major sectarian hospitals of the time. But due to its reliance on the latest
technologies, it was soon compared with the best hospitals in the nation.
Unlike other hospitals, however, the Miriam Hospital welcomed Jewish
doctors and interns, who until then "had to bid their patients good-by at the
ward entrance." Even more impressive, it had several well-respected nonJewish physicians on its staff, which "brought credibility to the hospital."*''*
Max Grant, as the chairman of the Campaign Committee, had the daunting
task of publicly expressing the necessity of a hospital with the seemingly
contradictory goals of both providing a training site for Jewish doctors and
showcasing diversity in physicians and patients. Would the Miriam Hospital
simply be Providence Jewry's version of the sectarian Rhode Island Hospital or Saint Joseph's Hospital?

The Role of an Ethnically Diverse Jewish Hospital

The answer can be found in the ethnic make-up of the physicians at the
Miriam Hospital. While it provided employment and training for Jewish
doctors and nurses, services for observant Jews, and kosher food, the
majority of its doctors, nurses and padents were, since its founding, nonJewish. For example, in 1929 the number of Jewish patients was only fifty
percent of the total, and in 1934 the percentage dropped to twelve percent,
in 1935 to eleven, rising again in 1950 to twenty-five percent, in 1966
holding at twenty-five percent, and in 1976 falling to twenty percent. In
1931, half the doctors were non-Jewish.''''
Why were there so many non-Jews on the staff? If it had served
exclusively to train Jewish doctors, then the Miriam Hospital probably
would have been viewed as self-serving. Instead, there was much written
about the contributions of the hospital to the general community. In fact,
Charles Hoffman, superintendent of the hospital, minimized the benefits to
the Jewish community, stating that the new hospital was "not chauvinistic"
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and not concealing an ulterior, selfish, or arrogant motive. Hoffman describes the Miriam Hospital as "a gift to Providence," and de-emphasizes its
service to Jews. "The Miriam Hospital," Hoffman writes, "is an expression
of Jewish faith in our social unity as an American people."" If the only goal
of the founders had merely been to provide a haven for Jewish doctors and
patients, they would have followed the example of the founders of extant
non-Jewish hospitals or of previous American Jewish hospitals and served
mainly their co-religionists. The founders of the Miriam Hospital had a
different goal, a different vision.
Although every major American city save Detroit had a Jewish hospital
by 1927, the emphasis of the Miriam Hospital's founders on its nonsectarian status was somewhat novel. In 1855, the first Jewish hospital in
America, originally named "Jews' Hospital," opened in New York City and
"accepted those outside the faith only in cases of accident or emergency."'''
In 1866, despite the opposition of a few board members who either were not
concerned with the public reladons dilemma of maintaining the name
"Jews' Hospital" or did not want to accept non-Jews, the hospital changed
its name to the Mount Sinai Hospital and made a public declaration
accepting patients of all faiths. This may have been due to the necessity of
treating non-Jewish patients in the Civil War, which then became a precedent. The Montefiore Hospital, which opened in 1884, only accepted
patients "of the Hebrew faith and residents of New York."''*' In 1920,
"virtually the entire physician staff of Montefiore was Jewish. This scenario
was replayed in Cincinnati, Chicago, and every major metropolitan community with a substantial Jewish population"'''' Thus the religiously diverse
population of the Miriam Hospital at its founding is a testament to the
innovative philanthropic ideals of its founders.
However, the Miriam Hospital was not alone in being non-sectarian.
The Michael Reese Hospital in Chicago, like the North End Dispensary in
Providence, was sponsored by German Jews to serve mainly Russian Jews,
but in 1885 only 218 out of 426 patients were Jews.™ Perhaps the hospital
was built in a non-Jewish neighborhood, or perhaps there were not enough
Jews to fill the hospital. The scope of hospital care in the city of Milwaukee
may provide a better comparison. Milwaukee's Jewish population in 1927
was 25,000 compared to the 21,000 Jews of Providence." Like those of
Providence, Milwaukee's Jews were described as having petit-bourgeois
goals, as few were employed by the principal industries of the city (brew
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eries and iron foundries).'^ In the 1920s, the patients at Milwaukee's Mount
Sinai Hospital were only twenty-five percent Jewish, while fifty percent of
the city's Jews were served by non-Jewish hospitals. However, there was
considerable public criticism of the hospital's demographic profile from
East European immigrants in Milwaukee who were more concerned about
accessibility to health care in a Jewish setting than intermixing and good
community relations.'' Thus the Milwaukee Jewish community was not
publicly united behind the non-sectarian aim of its Jewish hospital; nevertheless, the diversity of the patient population continued at Mount Sinai of
Milwaukee.
In Providence there was also some criticism of the tolerant policies of
the Miriam Hospital, mosdy in private. But Max Grant emphasized the nonsectarian status of the hospital in several early publications and defended it
against such cridcs. In 1924 he outlined his vision of the hospital as follows:
This institution is and always will be non-sectarian. ... It is our
aim that it shall always stand as a tangible and concrete contribution
of the Jewish people to our City and State as a token of appreciation
of the privileges of citizenship which we enjoy here on terms of
equahty with all other people. ... It will be Jewish in the sense that
Jews have and will to the greatest extent share its responsibilities.
... The Jews have always given no less than they expected to
receive.''*
Like his mother, Max Grant called the hospital a gift to the community
and referred to a sense of indebtedness that he felt as a Jew in Rhode Island
to his fellow non-Jewish Rhode Islanders." Grant seems to have escaped, or
at least suppressed, the discrimination that was widespread even in Providence during the 1920s; perhaps he simply avoided mentioning antiSemitism in order to combat it. There may have been widespread antiSemitism, but in order to eliminate it he chose to set an example by
establishing a hospital that was open to all, hoping that others would follow
his lead. This is suggested by the last line of his vision: "Jews give no less
than they expect to receive."
Charles Hoffman concurred with Max Grant and wrote in 1935 that a
Jewish hospital was necessary because Jews "have awakened a more intense
interest in their share of labor, sacrifice and endeavor to maintain a high
standard of co-operation and efficiency in the cure and prevention of
disease." Hoffman distinguished between a Jewish contribution and a
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contribution by Jews, stating that even poor Jews who did not contribute to
its founding could take pride in the Miriam Hospital.''' Similariy, Felix
Warburg, American Jewry's leading philanthropist of the 1920s, stated that
philanthropy had wiped out class distincdons." In Providence such optimism as to the role of philanthropy in breaking down barriers appears
justified because the funds for the hospital were raised by collecting from the
entire Jewish community in door-to-door solicitation, and thus it belonged
to all members of the Jewish community.

The Philosophy of Civil Judaism

All philanthropy requires limits and definitions of targeted recipient
groups; the Ust of those to be aided could otherwise easily become overwhelming. Jewish organizations had to determine which beneficiaries
would improve their public image most. Non-sectarian giving done in part
for status or community relations was "one half of the moiety of Jewish
fundraising, the other being Jewish Welfare Funds created in the 1920s."'*
Non-sectarian giving could be a community relations tactic: many Jews
thought that only civic responsibility could counteract anti-Semitic charges.
They were fearful of a rise in anti-Semitism when the American Jewish
Relief Committee, which provided non-sectarian war relief, was replaced by
the "unequivocally Jewish donor and beneficiary groups of the JDC" (Joint
Distribution Committee) in the early 1920s. They were afraid that exclusively Jewish philanthropy, which also involved Zionist fund raising and
annual federation campaigns (outside of Providence), made Jews subject to
"canards of selfishness."'''
Many Jews sought to combat this selfish image: the community relations tactic was so conscious that in 1924 the first book of Jewish fundraising
included editorials praising donations to non-Jews. The book specifically
advocated Jewish philanthropy to non-Jews as the antidote to anti-Semitism,
citing Louis Marshall's opinion.*" Thus, maintaining good public relations
was of extreme importance to Jewish leaders in the 1920s. While in
Baltimore, Philadelphia, and Cincinnati, the lack of adequate training
opportunities for Jewish physicians provided the driving motive behind
building a Jewish hospital, in Providence a Jewish hospital was formed
largely as a part of this public relations initiative.*' Jews were faced with a
double-barreled command: they had to care for their own and they had to
care for society at large.*-
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The Jews of Providence, then, through their philanthropic efforts,
especially the founding of the Miriam Hospital, defined themselves in their
culturally plurahsdc environment as a Jewish community that assisted all
those in need. Such efforts were possible during the 1920s, a time of
prosperity. The hospital was made possible when Jews chose to spend their
surplus dme and funds to help others. The Jews of Providence responded to
and-Semidsm by broadening their notions of community to include nonJews and by defining a civil Judaism in which Jews saw themselves as
working together to serve the community at large. They were individualistic
in their exclusively Jewish-sponsored associations but universalistic in their
non-sectarian causes.
The beauty of civil Judaism was that Jews could be both. The 1920s in
America was likely the first time when Jews united voluntarily in order to
serve their non-Jewish fellow citizens. In establishing Miriam Hospital,
Providence Jewry transformed the boundaries of ethnic responsibility.
'
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The Response of the Providence Jewish Community
to Events in Prewar Germany, 1935 to 1939
by Nicole

Herschenhous

In studying the reactions of the Jewish-American community to the
persecudon of Jews in Germany during 1930s, some historians have
criticized what appeared to be that community's lack of concern for its
imperiled European brothers and sisters, a lack of concern that resulted in the
failure of effective action. Consequently, many studies have focused on
what American Jews could have or should have done to prevent the slaughter
of their brethren.' By relying on hindsight, scholars have suggested that
American Jews should have reacted more forcefully to the growing threat in
Europe. However, when trying to explain the reactions of American Jews in
the 1930s to occurrences at the time, it is important to view the events
through the lens of the day. By reading Jewish newspapers from the 1930s,
one can trace what the Jews of the day learned about events as they
happened, and undertake to explain the actions they took, or failed to take,
by understanding how they viewed their world.
This essay will explore the response of one Jewish-American community by studying the reactions of Providence Jews to prewar events in Europe
as reported by the Jewish Herald, the local Jewish newspaper of Providence.
Reports of local events reveal the actions the community took, while reports
of national affairs reveal how the community saw itself in relation to the
larger Jewish-American community and to the United States government.
Editorials are an important source of information as well. The newspaper
gives us a good view of the community, then, but it is important to keep in
mind that it is not the whole view. While the press offers an occasional peek
into the private lives or sentiments of individuals, it cannot reveal as much
on this subject as memoirs or letters. Furthermore, while many articles
report the goals and activities of local organizations, they cannot fully reveal
their inner workings. For the purposes of this study, though, the Herald
provides a good overall view of the Jewish community in Providence.
From 1935, when the Nuremberg Laws were passed but Hitler's regime
was still fairly new, until September of 1939, when war broke out in Europe,
the focus of action taken by Providence Jews changed because of the
changing way they viewed the situation in Europe. From 1935 to 1939, they
Rhode Island Jewish Historical Notes, Vol. 13, No. 1, November, 1999
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saw an increase in the severity of the plight of European Jewry and a decrease
in the possibility that Hitler could be stopped. Therefore, the focus of their
actions shifted from attempts to destroy the Reich to concern for the refugees
fleeing Hitler's growing regime, although not much more was actually done
to aid those refugees. To explain these reactions, it is necessary to understand the way the Jews of Providence viewed their own political and
economic status — their roles in the local, national and international Jewish
communities — in relation to the state of world affairs.
In 1935, it appeared to many Providence Jews that Hitler could be
stopped and that they could play a role in bringing down his regime. Their
confidence was evident in newspaper appeals to boycott German goods and
calls to encourage the U.S. government to prevail on the Reich to stop the
persecution of Jews. Editorials in the Jewish Herald describing the effects
of the boycott asserted that Germany would be forced to stop its anti-Semitic
policies in order to prevent further damage to its commerce.^ The editors
thought Providence Jews could help stop Hitler. This belief may have
stemmed in part from what historians have argued was a widely-held
misconception held by American Jewry: it saw Nazism as not essentially
different from the many forms of anti-Semitism of the past, and therefore
believed the situation could improve.'
The Jewish Herald gave the community evidence that it had the power
to stop Hitler. There were numerous reports of the success of the boycott,
stressing what seemed to be widespread participation and its detrimental
effects on the Reich. One article reported that Providence Jews had assumed
their part in a worldwide protest and there were more than 2,000 signatures
on a petition to Washington after a mass meeting.* Others reported that the
import of German goods had dropped twenty-five percent, and that the
German government was worried about further embittering world Jewry
against the Hitler regime.' Many believed that "the boycott movement, as
begun two years [before, had been] effective in notifying the German
government that Jews still [had] the power to fight back."*
Providence Jews also had faith in the U.S. government and in the
support of other groups. One editorial declared "We are in the best position
at the present time to gain powerful allies, and if the combined efforts of all
are successful, the Hitler regime will either be doomed or will be forced to
modify its policies."' They saw government officials such as Governor
Lehman speaking out against Nazism,* and they believed the U.S. govern
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ment would act against Hider. There were calls on Jews to bombard their
Congressmen with telegrams and letters asking that action be taken to
prevail on the German government to stop its persecution.'' Moreover, it
appeared that they would have the support of other American and foreign
groups in their maneuvers. One report informed the community that Catholic circles in Belgium were urging a boycott of German goods, and espoused
the belief that a collaborative effort of Jews and Catholics would force
Germany to soften its attitudes.'" In fact, many Jews had such faith in the
support of their countrymen and the government in 1935 that they believed
America would boycott the 1936 Berlin Olympics to protest Germany's
persecudon of the Jews."
It is clear that there was a widely-held belief in the Providence Jewish
community that Hitler could be stopped by actions that would help bring
down the Reich. Yet there was only partial participation in the boycott. One
report asserted that the boycott was only fifty percent effective because
store-owners were still carrying German goods which the consumer unwittingly bought.'^ Consequently, there were numerous editorials encouraging
stricter adherence to the boycott. Some stated that there had recently been
little interest in it, and many editors feared that the apathy and indifference
of Providence Jewry would help weaken the boycott." Another reported that
there were plenty of "Jewish Tories" (store owners who "betrayed" the
Jewish community by carrying German goods) in Providence because the
majority of Providence's 35,000 Jews did not fully support the boycott, the
movement against Nazi oppression, the press, or the merchants who did
participate in the boycott.'*
In an attempt to explain the lack of complete action in the JewishAmerican community in response to the events in Europe, some historians
have argued that it felt it lacked the power and influence to make a
difference." Erom the evidence presented above, it is clear that this was not
true of the Providence community. Why, then, was there only partial
participation in the boycott? Taking our cue from the Jewish Herald, we can
consider the numerous explanations that have been proposed for this
response and determine if and how they apply to Providence.
Historians have argued that a major reason for the dearth of actions was
disunity in the Jewish community, and that the boycott was unsuccessful
because it was not pushed by a united group.'* In Providence, the leaders of
the community thought disunity was indeed a problem, and there were
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constant calls for unification. Editorials argued that "petty squabbles and
factional strife [had] no place in this common cause."" Even after a citywide meeting by all Jewish organizations on August 12 to plan a unified
boycott campaign, there were still articles about "Jewish Tories" and the
deficiencies of the boycott.
Disunity may have been a contributing factor, but it does not fully
explain the incomplete participation of Providence Jews. Other causes were
evident. Eor example, fear of Nazi retaliadon against the Jews in Germany
for actions taken against the Reich may have also played a limited role in the
response of the community. One article predicted that "Germany [would]
hold Jews as hostages if the boycott [failed] to become more moderate."'*
However, as there was litde evidence to support this fear, it was not
mentioned often and does not appear to have been a dominating concern.
It has also been argued that the American public was reluctant to believe
that the conditions of European Jewry were as bad as reporters on the scene
claimed. In one sense, to accept that a modern nation could so terribly
persecute a minority would be a threat to Americans' liberal faith in the
progress of humanity. '^ Furthermore, an awareness of the use of propaganda
during the First World War allowed the public to be skeptical about any
reports in the press, especially those which threatened their liberal ideals.-"
This belief in human progress, which may have contributed to faith in the
triumph of justice and the demise of Hider's regime, may help explain what
many editorials denounced as apathy in the Jewish community in the face
of terrible persecution of Jews abroad.
Furthermore, while there is evidence that Providence Jews were
empathetic with the plight of European Jews, they may not have fully
internalized the reality of it even though they were clearly well-informed
about the persecution. They were definitely informed that the outlook for
Europe was grim, and that the Jewish population could no longer remain in
the occupied areas. Often, the entire front page of the Herald was filled with
reports of horrible events in Europe. Heart-wrenching stories about a wave
of Jewish suicides following the German push into Czechoslovakiarevealed
the hopeless situation of Jews in occupied areas.-' Reports of deportations
in Poland and exile of Jews from Germany predicted huge numbers of
refugees." In July, readers were informed that an international foundation
had been formed to aid the refugee exodus from the Reich. Few could deny
that conditions in Europe were worsening and would not soon improve. But
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still the Providence community took few definite and effective actions to
alleviate this situation.
What the editors denounced as apathy may not have resulted from a lack
of information, but rather from an acquired numbness to the constant
bombardment of reports of the horrors. It appears that the extreme nature of
the reports may have made it easier to view them skepdcally and become
numb to them. After a period of increased Nazi activity during which
numerous reports appeared each week, an article describing new horrors in
Germany was endded "Germany: Same Old Story."-' The manner in which
the news was presented seems to announce that it was no longer worth
reading about. Furthermore, during periods of decreased Nazi activity.
Providence Jews felt they had reason to believe the situation was improving
or was not as bad as some had thought. Editorials encouraging adherence to
the boycott reported periods of apathy following lulls in violence abroad and
warned that Providence Jewry should realize that anti-Semitism would
condnue in Germany.-* Concern about participation in the boycott may have
followed a similar pattern. While numerous articles point out the incompleteness of the boycott, many others proclaim its success. The readers could
choose, consciously or subconsciously, whether they wanted to believe the
positive reports or the negative ones.
The editors recognized that the community failed to internalize the
bleak reality of the sitaation: they denounced Jewish apathy and tried to
draw a stronger connection between events abroad and the lives of Jews in
the community in an attempt to increase their participation in the boycott and
related activity. One editor warned, "When Hider and company supposedly
modified their attack on Jews, the local boycott slowly waned. During the
past year, salesgirls said, litde or no interest was shown by shoppers about
the origin and manufacture of their purchases. If it suited their needs, they
bought it."-' Another admonished, "You may proudly point to your shopping expeditions and claim that despite the attractive prices for a pair of
gloves, you desisted from purchasing. This is all good and commendable.
But with the crisis as acute as it has been brought to this month by the Nazis,
you are not doing enough."-* In addition, editorials encouraging action
suggested that Nazism could spread to the United States if not stopped in
Europe.
It is not surprising during a depression, however, to find personal
concerns outweighing political activism. There were outbreaks of economic
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anti-Semitism in America, with which Providence Jews felt they had to deal
before they could concern themselves with problems abroad. And there was
much activity in welfare organizations, as well as concern about unemployment, indicating that many Providence Jews were living in precarious
economic conditions. Consequently, some Jewish store-owners continued
to carry German goods because they were cheaper than others," and families
struggling to stay afloat were more concerned with the price of goods than
with their origin. The "Jewish Tories" (it is hard to determine how many
there actually were) were not purposely betraying their brethren. Rather,
they were fighting for their own survival during difficult times.
There were efforts to help Jewish communities abroad, showing that the
community placed some importance on taking care of their own in the global
community. Aid was given to the Polish Jewish community for Passover and
charity drives were organized for other overseas needs.^* Some espoused the
belief that "no Jew can hold himself aloof to the fate of other Jews."-'
However, most of the focus was on welfare programs and social and
recreational activities in the Providence community itself.
While the community was concerned about the persecution of Germany' s
Jews and was involved in attempts to improve their situation, there was
relatively litde concern about refugees from the Reich and few actions were
taken on their behalf. From the very beginning, some Providence Jews did
think that the situation of the Jews in Germany was hopeless. There were
reports that German-Jewish leaders recognized no hope for a future in
Germany and were considering a twenty-five year plan to get the entire
Jewish population out of the country.'" Another article mentioned that
expulsions were being urged by the Nazis." However, these reports were not
followed up, and could easily have been dismissed as exaggerations. One of
the few articles considering where the refugees would go espoused the belief
that the only hope for mass Jewish immigration lay in New Zealand or
Western Canada and that elsewhere was impossible.'Despite the early warnings, there was little concern about refugees
because most Providence Jews believed conditions in Germany would
improve. The few scattered editorials declaring that there was no hope
whatsoever for the Jews in Germany were fighting against the widespread
belief that their situation would get better. Some editors concluded that antiSemitism in Europe would decrease as economic conditions improved."
Moreover, readers were presented with evidence that the German authori
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ties tliemselves were working to stop Jewish persecution. When Nazi
leaders announced in April that peace would only be achieved through the
annihilation of the Jews, German authorities denied the statement. The same
week, a report was printed that youths were arrested by German authorities
for wrecking the Saar Temple. Given the evidence of positive development
and the skepticism of the press in reporting the atrocities, many in the
community could view the events through liberal lenses. That is, they
believed anti-Semitism could not really remain a significant factor in the
modern world. A modern country like Germany could not consider expelling a minority group on the basis of their ethnic identity.''' The situation
certainly could not get worse; it would only improve.
Optimism about the future of Germany's Jews helps explain why there
was little concern about the fate of refugees or about America's restrictive
immigration policies. Furthermore, many of the Jews in Germany thought
the situation would improve, so they were not fleeing in large numbers. Due
to a combination of these factors, most Providence Jews did not perceive a
refugee crisis. Even in the few articles that predicted the imminent necessity
for all of Germany' s Jews to leave, there was no mention of where the entire
Jewish population of Germany would go when they emigrated. In addition,
one report, stating that 20,000 emigrants were expected annually, called for
the League of Nations to execute an aid program. There was no perception
of a crisis, and certainly no role mentioned for Providence Jewry in this
situation. The community had faith that the authorities would handle it.
There were some efforts to help the refugees who were arriving, including
a HIAS relief-drive in the community in June of 1935, but most of the
concern about anti-alien sentiment related to the immigrants already in the
U.S. The Dies Bill to deport six million aliens, which was being considered
in Congress, aroused an awareness of the special problems of immigrant
Jews. Resulting calls for the naturalization of Jewish immigrants reflect a
belief that Jewish aliens had particular reason to fear anti-alien sentiment
and legislation: if Christians were deported, they could return to their
homelands, but Jews could not.''
Some historians have cited a desire to keep a low profile, so as not to
incite anti-Semitism at home, to explain why American Jewry did not take
actions to facilitate the immigration of refugees. While there is some
evidence that Providence Jewry feared anti-Semitism, they predominantly
thought that it was on the decline at home, and fear of anti-Semitism did not
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prevent leaders of the community from calling for acdon. While some
perceived an "anti-Semitic scourge" in the reports that many firms in the
U.S. were refusing to employ Jews and that a public official had made some
anti-Semitic remarks, the editors perceived that most felt fairly confident in
their jobs, and declared that "as far as American Jewry [was] concerned,
litde attention [would] be paid to Dreiser's [and-Semitic] outburst.""'
Others recognized that "ever since the start of the depression, Jews [had]
been used as a scapegoat," but predicted that with Roosevelt's new programs
in place, economic recovery would bring improvement."
Fear of anti-Semitism clearly did not prevent the leaders of the community from calling for action. Even leaders who were concerned about the
problems caused by anti-Jewish sentiment encouraged an active, not a
passive, solution. There were calls for Providence Jewry to "awaken itself
and fordfy its rights against the scourge of and-Semitism sweeping the
country."'* Nathan Strauss urged Providence Jews not to shun public life so
that they could protect themselves against anti-Semitism. "The Nazi philosophy does not stop at the Rhine," he declared. "In helping our brothers
overseas, we are, at the same time, protecting our own interests.""
It has also been argued that the American population at large opposed
the immigration of refugees because they feared immigrants would be an
economic burden or take jobs away from citizens."*" These feelings were not
widely held in the Providence Jewish community and did not play a large
role in their lack of action on behalf of emigrants. In fact, numerous articles
presented evidence that aliens were good for the economy.*'
One final factor of importance to consider when trying to explain
Providence Jewry's response to the refugee situation is a belief, which
continued to prevail through 1939, that there were many areas in the world
open for Jewish settlement and immigration. Reports flooded the Herald of
countries in South America, Africa, and elsewhere that were willing to admit
an undetermined number of Jewish refugees from Germany. And of course,
Palestine seemed to be an option. Much of the lack of concern for the
restrictive immigration policies of the United States stemmed from a belief
that the refugees would find somewhere else to go.
To sum up, in 1935 Providence Jewry predominandy believed that the
situation in Germany would improve and that they could play a role in
Hider's demise. Consequentiy, there was relatively little concern in the
Providence community about a possible refugee crisis, and a great deal of
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emphasis on actions aimed at destroying the Reich. By 1939, however, the
community's oudook on the world had changed. Four years had passed, and
the Reich not only had failed to collapse, but had grown stronger. Kristallnacht
had occurred and the Reich had spread to Austria and was pushing on to
Poland. While some still believed that Hitler's regime would fall, few
agreed. The focus on stopping Hitler had faded; although the community
continued its efforts to weaken the Reich through the boycott, concern had
shifted to what to do about the effects of Hitler's continuing expansion and
persecution. But even though there was a great deal of information and
concern about refugees, very little action was taken to help them receive
entrance into the United States. By understanding how Providence Jews
perceived their world in 1939, we can seek to explain this continued failure
to act.
The Providence community maintained its efforts to weaken the Reich
through the boycott, but events after 1935 diminished its effecdveness.*'
Articles pertaining to the boycott were relatively few, and there was not
nearly as much focus on it as there had been in 1935. Concentration had
shifted away from the possibility of solving the problems abroad and toward
how to deal with their effects. Stories about refugees flooded the papers, and
there was a great deal of concern about their fate. There was a debate held
at Temple Emanu-El in April of 1939 to discuss the refugee question, and
a Mischa Elman concert to raise money for refugees had a good turnout of
Providence Jews."*' There was some concern about America's restrictive
immigration policies.'"''* But little action was called for or taken to try to get
these poHcies changed. To explain the lack of concrete action despite the
obvious concern for the plight of the refugees, we must look at how
Providence Jews viewed the state of world affairs in 1939.
Fear of anti-Semitism was still not a major factor preventing Providence
Jews from taking action. While they were presented with reports that antiSemitism was on the rise,**' there is litde evidence that they thought refugees
would exacerbate the problem or that they feared that taking action on behalf
of the emigrants would call attention to themselves and incite anti-Semitism,
as some historians have argued about American Jews.** Only one editorial
espouses the belief that anti-Semitism was worsening at home in response
to America's intervention in Europe.*'
Again, disunity within the Jewish community has been cited by some
historians as a reason for its failure to take action towards ending America's
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restrictive immigration policies. But while the Providence community was
clearly divided over various issues, there were also efforts to unify in order
to help world Jewry. A regional conference of the AJC was held in February
to discuss the continuance of the boycott and the unification of Jewish
masses through local Jewish organizations for the purpose of aiding Jews
overseas. Furthermore, an article on January 27 lists twenty-three non-local
drives that came into the community each year. Noticeably, there was no
organization listed whose specific goal was to change the United States
government's immigration pohcies. But it would be misleading to attribute
the lack of action to disunity among Jewish organizations.
A more influential cause for inaction may have been the persisting
depression in the U.S. There was still a strong feeling that concentrating on
foreign problems would mean ignoring domestic concerns. Editorials
urging readers to forget the problems abroad and look at conditions at home
show that, while there was much focus on the European crisis, some feared
it was detracting from important local causes. One, entitled "American
Refugees," remarked that, with all the focus on European refugees, the
community was ignoring the plight of the jobless and impoverished Jews at
home. "While we shouldn't underestimate the importance of foreign relief,"
it declared, "we must not forget these American Jewish fugitives from
starvation."** Another, about Jewish unemployment, urges, "While we are
compelled today to strain in effort to defend our people against annihilation,
we must continue to give due attention to our specific, inner Jewish
problems of this country."*' Other editorials, asserting that refugees were
good for the United States, disagreed with these prevailing beliefs. One
reported that five thousand refugees had obtained capital, set themselves up
in business, and were employing American workers.'" Another even suggested the country should be offered as a haven for victims of tyranny, purely
out of selfishness."
Clearly there was ideological debate within the community over the
issue of how much emphasis should be put on foreign concerns. In practice,
though, most community efforts focused on local causes. Numerous articles
each week discussed drives and organizations involved in welfare, care for
the sick, disabled, and elderly, and the arrangement of social and recreational activities. However, even community drives had trouble raising
essential funds. The annual Community Fund Drive in October only raised
one third of its goal despite urgent appeals, and the campaign to collect
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$75,000 for the building of a new community center fell far short of its aim.
It is not surprising, given the lack of discretionary income in this period, that
Providence Jews would focus on their own hves and that Jewish leaders
would perceive a frightening apathy towards the Jewish community.^ If a
significant number of Providence Jews did not feel responsible for their
local Jewish community, how could they feel obligated to an international
one?
Perhaps the chief reason for the failure of Providence Jewry to organize
in response to the refugee crisis was their faith in the United States
government and in humanity. There is evidence that the community did not
believe a civilized nadon would allow the problem to go unaddressed.
"Wide Refugee Aid Believed U.S. Aim" was the top front-page headline on
July 28. The article reported that the United States was cooperating to the full
extent of its capacity with thirty-one countries on an international committee
to aid refugees. As evidence of America's willingness to cooperate, the
report cites the fact that the immigration quota for Germany for the past year
was entirely fdled, and about six thousand more Germans came in outside
the quota, making the total thirty-three thousand. It emphasized that ninetyfive percent of these immigrants were Jewish. In addition, the paper printed
an editorial written by a Christian who believed that refugees should not be
only a Jewish problem. This writer outside the Jewish community declared,
"The United States is a refugee nation. We are all here because of immigration ... The right of asylum is necessary to the survival of democracy."''
The best example of the community' s faith in the American government
was probably its response to Congress's deliberations over the WagnerRogers Bill.'* Surprisingly, there were no calls in the Herald for Jews to
prevail on their congressmen to vote in favor of the bill. This lack of action
was not primarily due to apathy. Rather, it resulted from widely-held
misconceptions about the American government." Providence Jews not
only assumed the bill would pass, but hoped it would pass unanimously."'
Ironically, an editorial espousing this belief appeared on the same page as
an article reporting that the Daughters of 1812 adamantly opposed immigration because they saw America as a predominandy Christian country that
should take care of its own."
The community was presented with other warnings of the persistence of
America's restrictionism. A Fortune Magazine report, printed in the Herald
in January, showed that eighty-three percent of the country was opposed to
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loosening immigration restrictions. In April, an article reported that the
immigration chief of HIAS believed the easing of quota laws was unlikely
because of the unemployment situation in America.'* Hopes for a refugee
haven in Alaska were dashed when the state declared that it would play its
part like the rest of the country but would refuse to take on special
responsibilities." Furthermore, the Wagner-Rogers Bill was ultimately
blocked in June. Faith in America rose and fell, but on the whole it appears
to have persisted despite all these indications that restrictionist policies
would continue.
Moreover, United States immigration policies may have seemed irrelevant to Providence Jewry. They did not see a need to take action on the issue
because they beUeved that the refugees would find somewhere else to go.
"Of course we must find a place for these exiles," declared an article in
March, "We are not the sort of people who can live happily while millions
of others starve to death or are doomed to a life of bondage." But the United
States was not among the numerous locations the article considered as a
possible haven for refugees.*" Many unsettled areas seemed available, and
South America and Africa appeared open to Jewish immigration. In March,
British Guiana was reported as a promising haven; it was predicted that
South America would welcome well-educated Jews into its population; and
a few articles mentioned immense tracts of land in western Canada. In June,
when 200 German Jewish refugees holding visas to Paraguay were not
permitted to land, another 520 were reported to have found a home in
Bolivia. While Ecuador declined to admit refugees in September, Brazil was
expected to admit 3000. It seemed that whenever one door closed, another
opened. Moreover, Palestine, to which an entire page was devoted in every
Herald, was always a major consideration. Numerous articles that spoke of
concern for refugees saw lifting the immigration restrictions for entering
Palestine, not the United States, as a solution to their plight.*'
The case of the 5?. Louis is a good example of how these beliefs
influenced the community' s response to a crisis.*- Knowing in retrospect the
fate of the passengers, we might expect to see outrage in the Providence
community that Roosevelt and the State Department would not permit the
ship's passengers to enter the United States. Surprisingly, there was not one
article in the Herald about the incident during the weeks when the ship was
waiting in Havana harbor or sailing up the Florida coast and appealing to the
United States government to grant its passengers refuge.*' However, this
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was not because Providence Jews didn't care about fate of the emigrants.
Rather, it was because the community didn't see the refugees' situation, if
they were turned away from Cuba and America, as a problem. The one
article about the St. Louis, written after the ship arrived back in Europe,
declared a happy ending to the incident because the passengers were allowed
to enter various European countries and were not forced to return to
Germany. "Saved through the efforts and financial guarantees of the
American Jewish JDC," it reports, "the refugees were given havens in
Belgium, Holland, Erance, and England." The Jewish community of Providence had failed to act on behalf of the passengers to obtain entrance into the
United States — not because of apathy towards the plight of the refugees,
a feeling that the community was not responsible for their fate, or even fear
of inciting anti-Semitism at home, but rather because they still saw many
areas in the world as safe havens for refugees. Consequently, the efforts to
help refugees focused on finding a foreign home for them, and on helping
the ones who had already immigrated.*^
There are some questions that cannot be answered from the sources used
for this study. Examining the actions of the Providence Jewish community
may be irrelevant to the issue of what could have been done to prevent the
Holocaust. It is important to keep in mind that Jews made up only three
percent of the American population. Even if there had been full participation
in the boycott or a unified campaign to end immigration restrictions, the
efforts may not have been effective.
However, by focusing on the actual response of Providence Jews, rather
than on what they could have done, this study indicates that, while they were
clearly well-informed about world events, they viewed them through liberal
lenses. Awareness of the current state of world affairs did not mean
knowledge of what was to come. In 1935, they were presented with enough
evidence to allow them to believe that the Reich could be, and would be
destroyed, despite reports that the situation was hopeless. By 1939, while
they accepted that the situation in Germany looked grim, they attended to
indications that the civilized world — and the American government in
particular — would find a place for the refugees, in spite of growing
evidence that America was the only possibility for a haven. The ways they
perceived their world shaped the focus of their actions, manifesting themselves in efforts to bring down Germany in 1935 and evolving into debate
over what to do about the hordes of refugees fleeing the growing Reich in
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1939. Feelings of responsibility and concern for the fate of Jews abroad were
prevalent throughout the period, yet even in activities which the community
viewed as important and effective there was only partial participation. No
one factor explains this completely. A desire to keep a low profile to avoid
anti-Semitism at home may have played some role, but it should not be
overemphasized. In addition, disagreement within the community contributed somewhat to Providence Jewry's failure to unify their efforts. To a
greater extent, conditions caused by the Depression led Providence Jews to
focus on domestic affairs, and the dearth of discretionary income precluded
the success of various campaigns. And most important, misconceptions
about the intentions of the American government and other nations were
widespread and prevented them from perceiving the urgency of the crisis.
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Two Jewish Girls in Wartime Shanghai
by Ada Winston and Josie Toochin
This interview took place at my home on November 20, 1998. Ada
Kushner Winston, a clinical social worker with a private practice in
psychotherapy, lives in Providence. She is a member of the board of the
Mental Health Association of Rhode Island. She helpedfound Temple Sinai
in Cranston, and is presently a member of Temple Sinai and Temple Beth El.
Josie (Josephine) Toochin, apastpresident of the Brookline, Massachusetts
chapter of Hadassah, now lives in Easton, Massachusetts. She volunteers
her services at Brandeis University, at nursing homes caring for her two
older sisters, and at an organization that assists home-bound mothers.
Ada and Josie have been friends ever since meeting in Shanghai as girls
during the Second World War. Their touching .stories illustrate the long
journey traveled by European Jews who, despite having been dispossessed
of home, country, and livelihood, found ways to survive among foreigners
and to make sense of their harsh, heart-rending experiences. The challenge
they faced was painful, but it brought out deeply humane qualities that have
persisted through the centuries in our Jewish legacy. —The Editor
Ada Winston: We left Baranowicz, Poland, in 1939 when the Germans
attacked. My father was probably one of the wealthiest men in our town; my
mother had a governess, a cook, and a maid. We were bombed, and then the
Russians came back into Poland, fortunately for us, but they confiscated my
father's business and our home. My father ran away not from the Germans,
because who would even imagine that the Holocaust would take place? He
ran from the Communists, because he already had been in the Russsian army
and he was terrified of being involved with the Communists again.
They came in and said to my father, "We're closing your house in
twenty-four hours!" What do you take? My parents dismanded our grand
piano and brought it to my grandmother — they figured they would be back.
Most of the money was in the bank so we couldn't get to that. My father just
went to the cash register and got whatever he could. He owned a lumber
business, a saw mill. My mother had a lot of jewelry and a fur coat, so she
took her diamonds and rubies and hid them wherever she could, to be
converted to cash later. I was five, my sister was ten. My sister grabbed the
Rhode IslandJewish
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photo albums: if not for her we wouldn't have our family pictures.
We lived across the street from my aunt, who owned the business with
my father; my grandfather had left it to both of them. My father begged his
sister and mother and the rest of his family to go away with us. But they said,
"Why go running around the world? Where are you going!" They wouldn't
go. But my father had decided, and at night we snuck across the border into
Lithuania.
I remember knowing that if the border guards caught us we'd be killed.
And we were stopped by the guards. I have a fade-in, fade-out memory of
my sister getting on her knees and begging them not to kill us, and then my
memory fades out. My mother told me that my father passed out, and we
were separated for forty-eight hours. I was with my mother; they took my
father and sister somewhere else. And this will show you what happens to
children of Holocaust survivors — later I never asked questions. 1 never
asked what happened to the family at that point. Not until I was in my forties
did my mother tell me that we lived in Lithuania for a year and a half. I
thought it was two weeks! And I never asked her the next question: how did
we get back together after we were caught? To this day, I don't know.
Have you heard of Sukihara, the Japanese consul in Lithuania? Because
of him we were able to get out. He gave visas to the refugees, against his
country's orders — there was even a whole Yeshiva that traveled with us.
Some people got visas but then got scared because you had to take the transSiberian railroad, and people got taken off the train and disappeared. But my
father took some of our diamonds and bought forged passports. My father
(he died in 1954) had to get us through that passage while forever being
asked "let's look at your passport," knowing that the thing was forged. But
we got through Siberia to Vladivostok after eleven days on the train — I
didn't even have a seat and sat in my father's lap.
From Vladivostok we took a boat—a ship that sank about three voyages
later — to Kobe, Japan, where we spent a year, starting in late 1940. On the
boat we were searched; 1 guess my mother hid her jewelry in her underwear.
She was very pretty and spoke fluent Russian. Later she told me that she
flirted with the soldiers so they wouldn't search too carefully. They took
some things but left most of our stuff.
Sukihara was demoted for illegally giving out transit visas for refugees
to stop off in Japan on the way to someplace like Curagao. Everybody got
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their passports stamped "Desdnadon Curacao," but we stayed in Japan. If
the Japanese were truly against the Jews coming in they could have said,
"Sorry, these transit visas were given out illegally and we are not going to
honor them." Sukihara was only a servant of his government. But they kept
giving out those visas and let everybody into Japan.
My feeling is that they only had to make a fuss to appease the Germans:
in 1943 when the Germans came to Shanghai, a German general told the
Japanese that he wanted us all exterminated — by then we were living in one
room in "Frenchtown," Shanghai (the French Concession), where Josie
lived. But instead of putting us in gas chambers they put all the refugees in
Hongkew, the poorest secdon of Shanghai, where the ricksha coolies lived,
near an ammunition factory. So they did not want to kill us. The Russians
were their enemies, not us.
Leonard Moss: Were you treated pretty well in Kobe?
AW: The Japanese were really wonderful to us: the military were terrible,
and they were brutal to the Chinese, but the civilians would come over with
food, with eggs. 1 started school — a Catholic school — and began to learn
English. The year in Japan was not negative; my parents were full of anxiety,
they had to depend on other people for everything. But my memories are
good: they are a kid's memories.
We applied for visas to America and to Palestine. The Americans were
not thrilled about taking us in — Roosevelt was this great hero to the Jews,
but we found out later that he did not make any efforts to save us, either in
Europe or where we were. What he said was, "How do we know you
Europeans are not collaborators?" And in Palestine, the British were
certainly not letting us in. So we waited. Nobody would let us in. The
Japanese had occupied Shanghai in 1939, so finally they let us in there. They
shipped us out from Kobe in October 1941 because they knew Pearl Harbor
was coming in December and I guess they didn't want any problems.
There were about 33,000 Jews in Shanghai — Russians and other
refugees. The German and Austrian Jews had already come in the early
thirties to escape Hitler. Wherever you go, there are Jewish communities:
the population of Jews that came from Russia got together, formed committees, and helped us settie down. The way we got through everything was to
get help from a Jew here, a Jew there.
In mid-December we got visas to leave for America. If the attack on
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Pearl Harbor had come two months later we would have been gone, but we
were stuck there.
LM: You came from Kobe with the entire Jewish community that had been
living there?
AW: Yes, including an entire Yeshiva—we lived with them and had Seders
together. You know, sometimes hardships don't matter to children when
you all live together and everybody's like you. From 1943 my family lived
in one room, but so did all my friends. And we had a big room with two
windows! I never saw an oven or a refrigerator dl I came to America, but it
didn't matter. We didn't have penicillin either, and I almost died from
double pneumonia in forty-five when I was eleven.
LM: Let's go to Josie now: you have told me that your experiences were
completely different from Ada's.
Josie Toochin: Yes, both coming to Shanghai and living there. My father
was bom in Kiev. In 1900, when he was eighteen, he came by train through
Siberia to north China, Harbin, and started out working as a Shochet, a ritual
slaughterer. He came to China because of the pogroms in Russia. Relatives
of his were killed. A favorite cousin — he had attended his wedding the year
before — his wife was found more dead than alive. They cut her belly, they
took her embryo out, she was lying there more dead than alive. Her father
was a champion wresder and when he found out he went to find the man who
did it. By the time he got back home, friends of his in the Russian police told
him, "We can't help you. You've got to run." So he packed his bag, put it
on his back, watched his mother crying at the window, and never saw his
family again.
My mother was a little orphan girl when she came to China, shortly after
1900, also by train from Kiev to Harbin. Relatives mnning away from
pogroms picked her up; she was only four. In Harbin, my aunt used to cook
at home and feed others who had escaped, mosdy single men. My mother
waited on tables from the dme she was a girl of five or six; she helped the
family.
My father used to eat there. Years later, three men approached him and
said, "Which one of us should marry this girl?" She was sixteen years old by
then. One of them was a gambler, one was a womanizer, and I don't
remember about the third. This made my father take another look — she was
no longer a little girl — and decided that she was for him. He pursued her
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and they were married.
At that point, my father was well established. He was no longer a ritual
slaughterer; he used to buy catde for the Chinese army. He traveled great
distances to locate the cattle and bring them to the army. He lived in Harbin
from 1900 to the 1930s. As the years went on, the political situation made
it very difficult for him to remain there, so he took his family to Shanghai,
where I was born.
My earliest memories were of happy family life and also a close
relationship with Chinese people. Then my mother died, before I turned five,
and a Chinese lady brought me up. Shortly after we moved to Shanghai in
the mid-thirties, the Japanese came. Unlike Ada's situation, where she found
Japanese friendly, we were terrified. The Japanese soldiers came and we had
to move from our apartment; they took all our possessions. And they were
much cruder to the Chinese people, who were at the bottom of the ladder.
There was no law. They walked around with guns, and if you displeased
them you could be shot like a dog on the street.
LM: Were you treated any better as a European?
JT: We were treated better than the Chinese, but — we had a shoe store, and
when the Japanese soldiers came in we were all very humble and very quiet.
They would order boots or whatever they needed. They never paid, but we
were so happy when they left because we weren't touched or hurt. The
economic conditions for our friends were terrible. Shanghai had been an
international port with a lot of trade, but when the Japanese occupied it there
was no more trade. The banks were closed, and we could hardly squeeze out
a living. All the beautiful parks were closed to us too; I was never allowed
to enter them. And the British school that I went to was closed; the British
and Americans went to internment camps.
The Jews, in the beginning, had to wear a yellow band. I had a lot of fear
because many of the non-Jewish Russians became like Nazis. I remember
as a litde girl coming home after playing with other children, and my father
said, "What happened to your head?" The Russian children had been spitting
on my head and shouting in Russian, "A Jewess! A Jewess!" After that, my
father was very careful. He told me, "Don't eat in their home, don't play with
these chUdren. Be very careful of anyone with a swastika." So I felt much
closer to the Chinese and very frightened of the Russians and the Japanese.
LM: Did you have any connection with the Jewish community, as Ada did?
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JT: We belonged to the temple, and we belonged to a Jewish recreation club,
so we had Jewish friends.
LM: Let's go baclc to Ada. We left you coming to Shanghai, where your
experiences were much different from Josie's.
AW: Yes. We came to Shanghai with nothing. We had no home, no food,
no money. In the first year, my father came into contact with some of the
Russian people there that he knew. He did bookkeeping, he was a business
manager. We lived right near Josie and went to a school called Shanghai
Jewish School. That's where we met. I used to go over to her house every
day. At school, everything was taught in English; it was built by Iraqi Jews,
and right next to it was a Sephardic synagogue. The Sephardic Jews built all
the Jewish schools.
My whole life revolved around Jewish holidays. I only knew two kinds
of people — Jews and Chinese: I didn't know anything about Christianity.
I never saw a Christmas tree. We had Rosh Hashanah, then the Chinese New
Year in February. The Chinese would march through the streets with all the
ornaments and ritual things from their temples, and some of those things
were so heavy that they made their hands bleed as they marched.
LM: You were closer to the European Jews than to the Chinese?
AW: I had very little to do with Chinese. I did not learn the language because
about a year and a half later the Germans came in and the Japanese put us
in the European ghetto. Once we were in the ghetto, there was another Jewish
school there. The Chinese who lived in that area were completely uneducated, a very different kind than the Chinese in Josie's community. It was
like a slum. We lived with the German, the Austrian, and the Polish Jews,
so the Chinese in our area began to speak a litde Polish, German, and pigeon
English.
The conditions were pretty bad. The children were fed in a soup kitchen.
The American Joint Distribution Committee managed to send people and
money over, so we were fed the first year. Then my father went back to a job
in the French International Sector, but in order to get out we had to get passes
from the Japanese and wear badges that showed you were a Jew. The Army
threw people into prison, where many died of typhoid and typhus. There was
a little Japanese soldier who would get up on a table and slap around a tall
Jewish man before giving him a pass.
So the Japanese soldiers were mean to us, but life for us children went
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on fairly normally. My family was intact and also our friends were like
family, like brothers and sisters. We all had to rely on one another. To this
day, I think that the way you live when you're a kid you learn to live as an
adult; even today, my close friends continue to be my family.
We lived in this one room, we had a potbelly stove for heat, only a twoburner hotplate for cooking, and a little sink. But my mother still made
sponge cakes this high — she was a wonderful baker even though we had
no oven. How did she do all these things? How did she make sponge cakes?
My parents had a hard time to survive, but I didn't have an unhappy
childhood. It shows that it isn't what we have or how well we live, but the
relationships and the love that we have that give us our security and the base
of our existence. All I knew was that I had a mother and a father who loved
us and who I felt secure with.
But for my parents it must have been a horror story because in the fordes
news began to trickle in about the Holocaust even though there was a
complete news blackout. Until 1943, my mother was still corresponding
with her family though the Red Cross; then when she didn't hear anything
they assumed it was because of the war. Suddenly news began to come in
about Jews being killed — my grandmother, my aunt, everybody, one
hundred per cent were killed in Poland.
I never really asked my mother or my father about this. To think — their
family had been slaughtered! We found out about my cousin Ava from a
relative who escaped: she and her boyfriend were captured after they ran
away from a concentration camp and lived with the Underground. When
they were caught they knew they'd be killed right away, so they marched
back to the camp with a blue and white flag, singing Hatikva — nineteen or
twenty years old! And my mother said, "I feel so guilty. 1 could have taken
Ava with us in Lithuania. We could have saved her." But Ava wasn't going
anywhere; she didn't want to leave. And if she had come maybe none of us
would have survived.
There were a lot of air raids in Shanghai. I used to go to sleep halfdressed because we had to rush down to the first floor in our stone building.
The Americans were very precise in bombing; they never hit places with
civilians because the Japanese would intern the Americans and British near
ammunition factories. But one time they missed and hit a building with
refugees, and we were at the first aid station when they carried in the
wounded and dead.
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When the war ended, I heard they found a place where the Japanese were
beginning to build gas chambers. In 1945, they were losing and something
happens to the mentality of people when they are losing. In our neighborhood, after the war, the Chinese had such anger that they stoned the Japanese
houses and beat them up, and they also turned their anger on any foreigner.
In Shanghai, the Chinese had been colonized by the Bridsh, by the
French, the Russians, the Germans. The sailors would come off a ship and
have a good time in the red-light area. They would drink — they were young
kids. The British were very proper and drank by themselves. Same with the
French and Russians. But the Americans, they were friendly souls. They
would drink and go through the streets arm in arm, singing and yelling. The
Chinese were not used to that kind of behavior, but the foreigners were their
bosses. The Americans would come in and take a ricksha and tell the coolie
to go sit in it and they would pull it, and take pictures and give the coolie two
dollars, which was like six months pay. The Chinese couldn't understand;
they would say "crazy foreigners."
When a Briton walked on the sidewalk the Chinese would cross the
street. And they couldn't sit in a streetcar; they had to hang on outside. So
the Chinese had been colonized for so long and mistreated that once the
Japanese left, they turned their anger on us. I was scared to walk the streets.
My experience with Chinese people was much different from Josie's.
L M : Josie, you had close contact with the local Chinese before the war.
JT: Yes, we had Chinese friends, we were invited to Chinese homes. Some
were merchants, although everybody was very poor. My father had a
business and Chinese people worked for him. We did speak Chinese,
although many Chinese spoke English or Russian. Mostly we all spoke in
English. They were very friendly: one of our friends was Joyce Chen, the
famous lady who had restaurants in Boston. When she came to America I
used to babysit for her daughter! So our reladons with the Chinese people
were not like Ada's: we lived with them. I always say that I don't look
Chinese, but I believe in their philosophy. My father said he'd rather do
business with Chinese than anybody else because they were honest with
him. They could depend on one another.
But they lived in terrible poverty. I was very much affected by the way
they were treated during the war. So many lived in the streets, beggars
running around in cold weather without shoes and socks. Little children not
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having clothes or medicine, not having food. 1 had terrible nightmares.
Going to school, I remember loving to walk on leaves, but somedmes when
I'd walk on a leaf F d step on a dead baby! People were too poor to bury them.
After that 1 was always afraid to walk on piles of leaves.
Our own life was not so good either. My father was very ill — he had
diabetes, and you couldn't get medicine for it. They needed to amputate his
leg. 1 had already seen quite a few members of the family die, so I did not
feel that mine was a happy home. My mother had died, my young brother
got appendicitis and they couldn't save him in the hospital — no penicillin.
A young uncle passed away. A newborn niece got sick, and again no
medicine: she died at four months old. We had a better life before the
Japanese came, and I was used to security and comfort, but now we lived,
six girls and my father, in two rooms. We were without heat, and had water
and electricity just a few hours a day. We lived on a major street, and across
was a big hotel where the Japanese had anti-aircraft guns on the roof.
LM: What about anti-Semitism in China?
AW: One thing I never felt among the Chinese and Japanese was a drop of
and-Semidsm.
JT: I did feel this from the Japanese when they told us we had to wear
armbands. We all feared them. And they were very cruel to the Chinese and
the American prisoners.
AW: But not to us Jews, although the military were a different breed. 1 left
Poland very young and then went from China to the Bronx, where three
million people were Jewish. I went to City College (CCNY), which was
called "Circumcised Citizens of New York," so I've always hved in a Jewish
environment. The Holocaust was too gross to relate to, but after Poland 1
never personally experienced anti-Semidsm. I never had a chip on my
shoulder, never grew up wondering, "What's wrong with being Jewish?"
LM: After you two met in Shanghai, what was your friendship like?
JT: We met in the Jewish school and liked each other, and we lived near each
other at first, in "Frenchtown."
AW: You say you were poor, but you still had a store and an apartment above
the store — I thought you were rich\ went to her house all the time. I
remember loving Josie; we were very close.
JT: I admired her because she was so athletic. I played the piano but Ada did
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the things I would have liked to do.
AW: I was on the school hockey team, the softball team, the gymnastic team.
We had a wonderful education at the Shanghai Jewish School. My English
teacher was an actress and she took us to all her plays, the professional
theater. You know, the Jews that came to China, especially the German
Jews, were educated and talented. The amazing thing is the resilience of
people. Everybody came with nothing; everybody left homes and families,
we lived in deplorable conditions in a completely foreign country. It isn't
like we went to France or Switzerland: we lived in a different culture, with
nothing. But in no time, there were orchestras formed with German Jews
who had come with their instruments. We had orchestras, we had theater. I
remember going with my mother to a tea house in the afternoon, and there
were lectures, musicales. In the middle of all the turmoil and anxiety, people
made a life with culture, and that's what kept them going — the singing and
the music and the art. 1 probably went to more concerts and piano recitals
than my American friends growing up in the U.S. because they were
important to our families.
The interesting thing is that when we get together for our reunions here
— I'm in touch with Josie and half a dozen others in California, Florida, the
Midwest — we find that everybody is extremely successful. The PhDs and
the MDs! It's like deprivation is a great motivator. When you think: my
father and mother came to China in their mid-thirties, then ten years later
they came to America, again with zero, and started a life all over, with
teenage children. How hard it was! Their best years were over but they still
had drive, and their children got the same drive. We all had the gift of being
deprived! Now we have this whole generation that everything is handed to,
and no one wants to work for anything — they rebel against hard work. I'd
like to study our children because usually what happens is that the people
who work so hard to become successful don't want their children to suffer
like they did, so they overdo it.
LM: You've answered a question I was going to ask: What did you bring to
the new country from those places of hardship? I've been hearing about an
ambition not only to survive but to succeed, to do better. What else did you
both bring to Providence and Boston? What else came out of that experience
of running from persecution and living in a strange land?
JT: I think that I have an appreciation of diversity, having been brought up
in China and knowing so many different kinds of people. I am Jewish but I
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went to a Catholic school for awhile and was treated very well. I had Greek
friends, French friends, and 1 became bonded to the Chinese. After coming
to America 1 may not have had a very strong motivation to succeed, as Ada's
friends did, but I have a tremendous appreciation for opportunity and an
awareness that one can choose and create the quality of life one wishes to.
An appreciation for what is here.
AW: I'm very sensitive to human suffering and pain, and as a therapist that's
what I do every day. I can never forget: it brings tears to my eyes now,
walking among so much poverty and suffering. (Pause) That's been my
family! (Pause) My father and my first husband died very young, so it's been
reinforced. That's important. People complain about deprivation in America
during World War Two. It is one thing to say that their fathers and brothers
or husbands got killed overseas, but they talk about not having silk
stockings, and food being rationed. I can't relate to that. I love America, but
always in the back of my mind I had a sense of perspective, even as a kid.
But the other thing is that I never saw myself as a Holocaust survivor
because compared to the people in Europe our life was easy. Yet I am a
Holocaust survivor, and what makes me so angry is injustice. I can't step on
a fly, but I could kill because of injustice.
JT: I have the same feelings. I did a lot of social work and volunteer work
because of that, and involved myself in community activity. I felt that
America had done so much for me, I wanted to give back.
LM: What is uniquely Jewish about what you are saying? After all, a lot of
non-Jewish people were displaced during the war and had similar experiences.
AW: For me, a sense of community — in Shanghai I lived in a Jewish
community. I'm not religious but what was Jewish in me was deeply
ingrained — that is who I am, there was never a question. My friends would
tell me how they came to Shanghai during the war: some of them were kids
whose parents sent them ahead alone to save them. They would go through
northern Europe and then down to Manchuria, and in every town they came
to there was a Jewish committee that took the children from one train and put
them in the next one. If not for them I don't know where we would be! So
for me there is a whole sense of belonging to a Jewish community.
But then I had children of my own and asked myself, "Can I transmit to
them what's in my heart and my feelings?" We joined a temple because I felt
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that we had to do a htde more than just have these feehngs. But my children
already had them! My son had this great anger about the Holocaust, and my
daughter, when she broke up with her non-Jewish boyfriend, told me,
"Mom, I'm tired of translating] I am who I am, and I have a hard time
transladng that." The Chinese have similar feelings about family and respect
and the meaning of education, so it isn't just our experience; when the
immigrants came at the turn of the century they felt the same thing.
JT: My parents were always involved with the community too, helping one
another. My father helped found a synagogue in Harbin; he built a house
across the street with a very big porch, and they held weddings for people
who had no families. People stayed in our home: I remember my mother
baking cookies and cake and inviting people from the shelter house — the
old people. They were always helping others. My brother-in-law founded
the Jewish Recreadon Club when 18,000 Jews came from Germany and
Austria. He would walk for miles to get permission to organize that. The
Jewish doctors and others also volunteered their time. I come from a
background where we feel an obligation, almost a love: you feel better by
helping somebody. It's something that's part of me. Our experience had to
shape us.
LM: We could say that the strength of America comes from its foreigners.
AW: That's a//of America!

Postscript

LM: How did you two stay in contact after coming to America?
AW: Josie came to America before me, and we wrote letters up to age
eighteen or nineteen. But then I married, my husband got sick, later I got
busy with school in Boston, and we lost contact. Then seven years ago we
met again in Philadelphia at the second Shanghai reunion. The first reunion
was held about twenty years ago in San Francisco: 1200 people came,
including our school headmistress, a woman of eighty-nine. People came
from all over the world — Australia, Israel, Europe, and America. But it was
at the second reunion that we became friends again.
LM: Do either of you have any desire to go back for a visit?
AW: My sister and brother-in-law recently went back to Shanghai to see the
room my family lived in: it's now divided in half for two Chinese families!
My brother-in-law, after seeing how we lived, said "You deserved to come
to America and have a good life."
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JT: A relative of mine went to Shanghai; he found that the cemetery where
my mother and all my family were buried is no longer there. That killed my
desire to go back. But my son went to China two years ago and adopted a
baby girl in an orphanage. The minute she saw my daughter-in-law she just
clung to her. She knew that this was her "mom." Now she loves Jewish food,
and she's not afraid of anything — a happy, clever, beautiful little girl!
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Isaac Woolf at the wheel of his Cadillac, his son Peter to his left, and daughter
Edythe on his lap. Betty Woolf is in the back seat with Molly, while Gertie
(Gertrude) is on the running board with 3-year old Ruth. The photo was taken in
Roger Williams Park, Providence, in 1908.
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An Altruistic Jewish Family of Providence
by Eleanor Horvitz
Eleanor Horvitz is Librarian-Archivist of the RIJHA. When archivists
and historians look back at Jewish life in Providence after the beginning of
the twentieth century, they often find it worthwhile to focus on socially and
financially prominent leaders who worked hard not only for their own
benefit but also for the benefit of their community — men and women who
combined successful business careers and a warm family life with unselfish
efforts on behalf of the less fortunate. Betty and Isaac Woolf were two such
people. By reviewing their busy lives we can glimpse the lifestyle of JewishAmericans who, after coming to the United States as poor immigrants, made
good use of the Land of Opportunity during the first decades of this century,
and then gave something valuable back from their own talents and resources.
The early lives of Isaac and Betty Woolf were in many ways typical —
and typically difficult — of East Europeans at the turn of the century. Betty
Bassing was born in Riga, Russia, in 1874; she was thirteen years old when
her mother died. Her father re-married, and two or three years later, unhappy
at home, she took employment in the home of a rich German family. She
lived with the family as an apprentice in sewing, and she also befriended the
only child of the family, a litde girl who was shy and withdrawn. Betty
became such an outgoing and inspiring friend to the shy child, and the
parents were so pleased with their daughter's warm feelings toward Betty,
that they engaged her as companion to their daughter. Thus she learned all
the niceties of aristocratic behavior, which included eating meals with the
family, receiving ice skating and horseback riding lessons, and attending the
opera. As Betty's daughter Ruth remarked years later, "my mother loved
every minute of it and played the part of a millionaire's daughter all her
life.'"
And there Betty might have remained, but Betty's brothers, who had
migrated to the United States, were concerned about their sister living with
a Christian German family. So in 1893 they made a "shidech" (arranged
marriage) for her and her older sister with two brothers in New York. Betty
was nineteen years old at the time.
Rhode Island Jewish Historical Notes, Vol. 13, No. 1, November, 1999
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Unfortunately for Betty's intended groom, she first met, by chance, a
handsome young man whose sister happened to live in the tenement house
in Providence where she and her sister came to live with their older brother.
Her daughter Ruth later described her father as blonde, with striking hazel
eyes, a "smoothie" and a gentleman. Isaac Woolf, born in Vilna, Russia, on
April 1, 1871, left his homeland at the age of eighteen for England in order
to escape Russian conscription for compulsory military service. He and the
other male members of his family had trained as coppersmiths in his father's
shop, and in London he earned his living as a roofer. Then he came to the
United States in the early 1890s to live in his sister's two family home on
Chalkstone Avenue in the North End section of Providence.
After meeting Isaac, Betty was no longer interested in meeting the New
York man chosen by her brothers to be her future husband. She sent her older
sister on to New York to marry the man designated to be her husband, but
back in Providence Betty and Isaac fell in love. They would walk every
evening along the Seekonk River, where their romance blossomed. Against
the wishes of Betty's family, who felt she should have married the man they
had chosen for her, they married in 1895. It turned out to be a romance that
lasted until the day Isaac died. Every Saturday, as long as daughter Ruth
could remember, her father would bring her mother one rose and a box of
Gibson's candies. He presented them with the same gesture, carrying them
behind his back and declaring, "to my sweetheart."
During their first year of marriage Betty and Isaac lived in a rented flat
in the North End of Providence at 96 Chalkstone Avenue. Their first child,
Peter, was born on August 20, 1896. It was then that Isaac decided to go into
business with a partner, Joseph Joselovitz (father of a son who was to
become the well-known Judge Philip Joslin). The following advertisement,
placed in the 1896 Providence City Directory, describes the business:
PROVIDENCE CORNICE CO., 3 CHARLES ST., COR. OF SMITH
Manufacturers of Metal Work for Buildings.
This includes cornices, skylights, bay windows, vendlators, chimney
caps, gutters, conductors, copper, iron and dn roofing, fmials and crestings, tinned doors and shutters.
Added to this list was this credential: "All kinds of repairing executed
with despatch." Isaac Woolf was successful in his chosen field from the day
he opened his shop. His work may be seen today on many private and
municipal buildings in Rhode Island as well as other areas in the United
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States. Examples are the Rhode Island State House, as well as several
mansions in Newport, and buildings on the Brown and Yale campuses.
Prior to Providence Cornice Company's 1904moveto311 CanalStreet,
two more children were born to Betty and Isaac — two daughters, Gertrude
in 1898, and Molly (Mildred) in 1901. The Canal Street building was to be
the final move for the business; it remained at that location until Peter's death
in 1993 (Peter inherited the business on the death of his father in 1937).
The company employed between forty and fifty people and they worked
only in slate, tin, copper and zinc.- Isaac Woolf was the first Jew to be invited
to be a member of the Rhode Island Engineering Society as well as the first
non-university person to receive such an invitation. He always astounded
the engineers because he did all the computations in his head, using no slide
rule or other aid.
Who were the entrepreneurs who were also doing business in the same
downtown Providence area as Providence Cornice Co.? Recorded in the
manual of the Rhode Island Business Men's Association of 1890-1900 are
examples of the manufacturers, the merchants, and the "men of affairs of the
State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantadons." A glance at the adverdsements of this early period reveals what a busy metropolis the Providence
downtown area was. There were several-storied bank buildings. The Homestead building at 357 Westminster Street was the home of Bryant & Stratton
Business College. And, of course there were clothing houses of all types,
jewelry manufacturers, and watch and clock repair establishments, all
attesting to a thriving business area. And if one wearied of commercial
enterprise, Oscar Lundin and Edward Wiessner offered Turkish and Russian
baths as well as massage and Swedish gymnastics in the Banigan building
at the corner of Exchange and Weybosset Streets. If the massages did not
take care of your mental and nervous exhausdon, a tonic and vitalizer called
Horsford's Acid Phosphate afforded sustenance to both brain and body.
In 1905 Isaac decided to buy out his partner and became sole owner of
the Providence Cornice Co. That was the year that his third daughter, Ruth,
was born. Betty and Isaac then moved from their rented flat on Chalkstone
Avenue to a two family house at 98 Benefit Street that they owned. Ignatz
Weiss, a tailor, and his family rented the second floor of the house.'
When they continued to prosper, a new, more luxurious home was called
for, so in 1909 Betty and Isaac and their four children moved into the house
that Isaac built at 309 Hope Street. Isaac designed their home himself to meet
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the requirements of a large family: the Woolf family eventually consisted of
four daughters and two sons. It was in this home that the last two members
of the family were bom — Edythe in 1909, and Herbert in 1914.
When the home was constructed it was the only one in the vicinity; it
marked the end of the trolley line from downtown Providence. Across the
street was a reservoir surrounded by high green banks. The rear of the house
faced fields that were part of the Moses Brown farm. Many fruit trees —
pears, apples, peaches and cherries — grew in the back yard along with blue
hydrangeas and red geraniums.
Of particular interest was the triangular-shaped decoration, designed by
Isaac, in the pediment over the front porch. Called a tympanum, it was
hammered of solid copper. The tympanum depicts a graceful woman (Betty)
on one side and a well-built, attractive man on the other (Isaac), with their
inidals B.W. and I.W. intertwined in the middle, representing their attachment to each other. As one might expect, the copper for all the gutters and
the slate for the roof came from Mr. Woolf s factory.
The design of this house attests to Isaac Woolf s talent: this beautiful
home now has a marker declaring it a historical building by the Providence
Preservation Society and it is gratifying to see that it has been restored to its
former elegance by its present owners. It is no longer the only house in the
vicinity, of course; the area now is a very busy section of Hope Street, and
the house is flanked by a large apartment house on one side and several large
homes on the other. Across the street is a tennis court and Hope High School.
And what was life like for this family in their new home? The parents
did a lot of entertaining: every rabbi who came to Temple Emanu-El dined
at their home, and if a visiting rabbi needed to stay overnight there were
always extra bedrooms. Several cousins had their wedding receptions at the
Hope Street home. Untold numbers of relatives came to visit, but if the
Woolf family were in their Barrington summer place, then out-of-town
relatives might spend the summer with the family in Barrington instead of
Providence.
It was a ritual that every Sunday afternoon, after their Sunday dinner, the
family went in their 1903 Cadillac for a ride. They would visit Isaac's sister,
Tante Chana, who lived on Public Street in South Providence. She would
join them as they drove to Roger Williams Park, her outing for the week.
There they would feed the ducks and partake of the other activities offered
in this large, beautiful park.
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Ruth said that she did not recall ever being told how to act; she and the
other children seemed to know automatically what should be done. For
example, Ruth loved the piano and practiced on her own. Her mother, who
never did take music lessons, would come in from the kitchen to the parlor
where Ruth was practicing and say "it does not harmonize," and Ruth would
start over again to get it right by herself. Betty Woolf must have had an
instinctive ear for music because in an article in the Rhode Island Jewish
Historical Notes there is a reference to a musical program at a sisterhood
meeting of March 3, 1929, during which Mrs. Woolf sang.*
More important than her musical talent, however, was her organizational dedication and ability. "This is our heritage, we who are born female
and Jewish — to practice charity and benevolence," she said.' Betty Woolf
joined other charitable- minded women early in her marriage. She was in a
position to devote herself to volunteer work since her husband could provide
the workers (live-in and day help as well as a chauffeur and seamstress)
needed to take care of their home and growing family. And she was quite
articulate: considering her lack of formal education, Betty Woolf was able
to express herself well both in spoken and written English. Undoubtedly this
was due in part to the fact that not long after she married she hired a Brown
University student to give her private English lessons.
The Miriam Hospital Women's Association was one of many women's
organizations for which Betty Woolf worked. A 1907 photograph shows the
charter members of the hospital association sitting on the front steps of the
Woolf summer home in Oakland Beach, Barrington. Their charter specified
their purpose: "to build, maintain and operate a Hebrew hospital in the State
of Rhode Island." In 1914 the ladies distributed tin boxes ("Pushkes") to
Jewish homes to raise money for the hospital. After the coins accumulated
in the tin boxes they were delivered to the treasurer, Betty Woolf.
Ruth Woolf Adelson, Betty's daughter, said that in addition to her
mother's commitments to various organizations, she became the "official
installer" for the other officers and board members at their annual meetings.
She enjoyed writing speeches in which she incorporated information about
the organization and its origins as well as praise for those entering office.
Fortunately, some of her speeches have been preserved, including two
installation speeches for annual meetings held by the Miriam Hospital
Women's Association. One of these was apparently for Mrs. Abraham
(Laura) Klemer, who held the position of president from 1923 through
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1932.* In this speech Betty Woolf questioned why someone like herself,
whom she called "an inadequate speaker," should be chosen for this honor.
She compared herself with the Miriam Hospital Women's Associadon
itself, which had as its slogan, "simplicity, modesty and unpretentiousness."
This slogan, she concluded, might also apply to herself.
Other adjectives she chose to describe Mrs. Klemer were not so modest:
"sincere, energetic, diplomatic, tolerant, patient, devoted and self-sacrificing." Betty applied praise like that to other members of the Miriam Hospital
Women's Association also. Here were women, she said, in the prime of life
and with many household duties, who deprived themselves of many personal pleasures and interests in order to serve this organization for the
welfare of the community. Again, she might have been describing herself.
By 1932 the Miriam Hospital was a reality, having been formally
dedicated at a banquet held on November 15,1925. In that year, Betty Woolf
introduced an installation speech with these words:
My dear friends and sisters: a year has elapsed and the supreme
honor and pleasure of installing the officers for the ensuing year is
again rendered to me. It is indeed gratifying when a year passes to
find that we are still engaged in so noble a cause as helping the poor
and healing the sick.... Let us be proud that we have lived to see the
realization of our dream. We are witnessing hundreds of people
being comforted and cured through your cooperation and mine, and
chiefly through the self sacrifices of the officers of our association.
Following herpraise for Mrs. Klemer, she described at length the virtues
of the vice presidents, the recording, financial, and corresponding secretaries and the treasurer. Borrowing a quotation from an article by Albert
Einstein, Mrs. Woolf said, "You, my friends, are here for the sake of others.
Therefore, may the Almighty grant you good health and his good will to
serve your people and all mankind."' These comments reflect the unselfish
attitude of Betty and many other "clubwomen" of her time.
In addition to Mrs. Woolf s commitments to the Miriam Hospital
Women's Association, she was one of the fourteen incorporators of the
hospital in 1925. These founders envisioned a Jewish hospital to be
established for the medical and surgical care of all, Jews as well as non-Jews.
She was appointed to the Board of Trustees of the Miriam Hospital in 1932.
Another organization that was dear to the heart of Betty Woolf was the
Jewish Orphanage. A study of the Jewish Orphanage's origins reveals a
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difficult beginning. According to a listing of chartered organizations in the
Rhode Island Jewish Historical Notes, women from the recently organized
South Providence Ladies' Aid were granted a charter on September 2,1908,
"to support and maintain orphan children between the ages of six and
twenty-one."* Herman Paster's name appears on that charter with the ladies.
However, it was not long before some of the women became disturbed over
the operation and financial set-up of the home, and as a result withdrew their
support. Soon Herman Paster and his group obtained another charter, now
called the Machzeka Hadas Orphans (they were housed in back of the
Machzeka Hadas Synagogue) "with permission to sustain, keep, and educate Jewish orphans." Within a few months after opening its doors it
sheltered seventeen children.
The South Providence ladies now had a charter for an orphanage, but no
orphanage. They obtained the assistance of the Montefiore Lodge Ladies
Hebrew Benevolent Association, resulting in a second Hebrew Orphans
Home and Day Nursery, which they opened in the North End section of
Providence at 151 Orms Street.' The founders were Mesdames Moses
Einstein, Saul Lewando, M. Goldstein, Annie Adelman and Isaac Woolf.
Now there were two orphanages, but the two institutions, competing as they
were, were continuously in financial difficulties. They finally combined and
moved to a large Victorian mansion at 1213 North Main Street, dedicated in
October 1910, with Maurice J. Karpeles as its first president. The building
was intended to house forty-five children.
A Ladies Auxiliary was formed at a meeting in Eebruary 1912, with
Mrs.Archibald ( Ida) Silverman as its first president, and in 1930 Betty
Woolf was chosen to install the officers of that year. As she stated in her
speech to the group, "I was delighted and felt resurrected. 1 had yearned to
be called back to the organization [the original charter of 1908] that I had
helped give birth to over twenty-two years ago." She then spoke of the large
role the Jewish Orphanage had played in the Jewish community. Einally,
however, in 1942, the Jewish Orphanage came to an end when the Jewish
Famdy and Children's Service arranged for the adoption and foster care of
those few children who were still under the care of the Orphanage.
Betty also worked for the welfare of the aged. Her daughter, Ruth Woolf
Adelson, wrote an article in which she reminisced about her mother
delivering a speech in 1939 at a meeting of the Ladies Auxiliary of the
Jewish Home for the A g e d . I n her speech, Betty recalled the time, twenty-
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eight years previously, when she had been appointed by the Ladies Union
Aid Association to act as chairman for a special meeting which had been
called to raise funds for a building to house old and homeless people. That
fund-raiser was held in Dimond's Hall on Randall Square in 1911, and raised
$300,000 for a building, located at 191 Orms Street, that was to house older
people for over 20 years. In 1912 a formal charter was obtained for the
Jewish Home for the Aged by the Ladies Union Aid Association to provide
and maintain a home for the aged and infirm. Betty Woolf s name was
among the twelve people named on that charter, and she was nominated to
be the first president.
Betty Woolf's closing paragraphs, in her 1939 speech, reflect the
tremendous satisfaction she had derived from her role in the establishment
of the Jewish Home for the Aged: "we have reasons to regard today a sacred
festival for more reasons than one .... We are privileged to see that our brave
beginning has been developed into such a magnificent institution for our
aged and helpless fathers and mothers. You women are the pillars of this
association." We wonder how these members would have viewed the later
closing of the Jewish Home for the Aged!
Betty Woolf also wrote for other occasions. She wrote a tribute to Ida
Zelda Feinberg on her death. This woman who devoted her life to helping
others, and whose funeral, according to Mrs. Woolf, was attended by
thousands, was eulogized as "a friend and colleague who gallantiy fell in the
midst of the battle for human service."'' Once again, Betty Woolf might just
as well have been describing herself and her hard-working "sisters." "In
spite of her comfortable life," Ruth Adelson said about her mother, "she had
great affinity for those in need. She had great organizational skills, utilizing
them in fund-raising bridge and whist pardes."'At the same time that Betty Woolf was active in many Jewish organizations, her husband Isaac also played a very prominent role in the founding
and support of major Jewish institutions in Rhode Island. In February of
1924, a group of individuals living on the East Side of Providence became
interested in forming a new Conservative congregation. By April 2, 1924,
fifteen people met at the home of Philip and Dorothy Joslin to organize a new
temple to be called Temple Emanu-El. Isaac Woolf's name was listed
among those who made possible the purchase of land, contributed substantially to the Building Fund, signed the Articles of Association, and served
on the Building Committee. He was among the first members of the Board
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of Trustees when the building was opened and continued to be acdve in the
Temple's affairs as, for example, when he helped to purchase land from the
Congregadon Sons of Zion to maintain a final resting place for the members
of Temple Emanu-El."
In a history of the Jewish Community Center of Rhode Island, founded
in October of 1925, credit should be given to Isaac Woolf, president of the
Hebrew Educational Institute, for being responsible (along with other
leaders) for its formation.'* In connection with his posidon as president of
the Hebrew Educational Institute, Isaac took an active role in the Jewish Boy
Scout acdvides of Troop 41. That troop consisted of boys from the Jewish
Orphanage."
In addidon to his involvement with the Hebrew Educational Institute,
Temple Emanu-El, and the Jewish Community Center, Mr. Woolf was a
founder of the Providence Hebrew Eree Loan Association, the Miriam
Hospital, and the Orms Street Synagogue. He was also prominendy idendfied with the Providence Community Chest from its incepdon."'
Thus the six children of Betty and Isaac Woolf were inspired at a very
early age to participate in community service by observing their parents'
involvement. The tradition of giving was passed on to the children: the
dinner conversation of the family as they sat around their large dining room
table was concerned with Betty's and Isaac's meetings and organizations.
But the loving and inspiring relationship of Betty and Isaac Woolf —
these two unusual and accomplished people who had arrived in the United
States with no money and little knowledge of the language — came to an end
when Isaac died in March, 1937, at the age of sixty-five. Betty Woolf was
devastated. With his death, her life completely changed; he had been such
a colorful, dynamic man who exerted a tremendous influence on her and
their children." Ruth Adelson wrote that "in all her community efforts my
mother ... had wonderful cooperation. [Isaac was] a loving husband, a
successful businessman, a good-humored, empathetic partner whose pride
and joy, along with his business and good name in the community, was his
devodon and love for his family. His ability to foresee always astounded
me."'"
Betty Woolf lived ten more years after her beloved husband. At the age
of seventy-three, in March, 1947, she died in her cherished home on Hope
Street after an illness of about a year. She was survived by her six children.
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Peter, Gertrude, Mildred, Ruth, Edythe, and Herbert. Before her death, she
went to Palestine in 1938 to visit her sisters and their families, who had
emigrated there from Russia. Her diary of that trip is the subject of Jerry
Foster's article in this issue.
'
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Excerpts from the Palestine Journal
ofBetty Woolf, 1938
by Geraldine

Foster

A year after the death of her husband in 1937, Betty Woolf decided to
visit Palestine. Because of her lifelong involvement with Zionist women's
organizations as well as with the Jewish community of Providence, such a
trip had special meaning for her. The plans ofherfriends, Clara cmd Joseph
Smith, to travel to the Holy Land perhaps was a deciding factor. Although
they would all be sailing together, once in Palestine Mrs. Woolf would
continue by herself. She had family in Palestine but would not be staying
with them most of the time. And since organized tours were rare at that time,
individuals traveling in the Holy Land had to depend on their own resources
for day trips and sightseeing. It was a mark of her strength of will and
independent spird that she undertook such a difficult journey alone and in
those difficult times.
Hitler's dark shadow loomed larger and larger over Europe in 1938.
Within his Reich, Jewsfaced ever greater terror. Those desiring to leave had
to pay exorbitant taxes in order to emigrate, if indeed a country of refuge
could be found. When the trickle of refugees reaching Rhode Island made
known the plight of those left behind, concerned Jews tried to help, but to
little avail. The Nazis' relentless drive for Lebensraum grabbed as its first
victim Austria; the bloodless coup known as the Anschluss doomed that
country's Jews, already suffering under restrictive laws. In Palestine itself
Arab violence fomented by the mufti continued to strike at Jewish lives and
property. The recommendations of the Peel Commission to partition Palestine were accepted by many of the Jewish leaders and Emir Abdullah but not
by the mufti and his cohorts in the Arab Higher Committee. As the death toll
from the violence rose, armed bands of Arabs attempted to seize large areas
of territory while intimidating their opponents.
Undaunted, Mrs. Woolf undertook her journey, and the violence of these
events colored some of the entries of her diary. The following are edited
excerpts of that diary — Geraldine Foster.
April 5, 1938: My fifth day at seaon the Conte de Savoia. Ocean rough,
boat steady and smooth. I'm feeling well. I wrote postal cards to Herbie,
RlitHlc IsIuiidJewish Historical Notes. Vol. 1.3, No. 1, November. 1999
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Edyth, and Freiden.
April 6: It is remarkable how the ocean changed colors. The Atlantic was
a deep blue while the Mediterranean has a decided shade of grass green. Yes,
my yahrzeU is tonight! [the anniversary of the death of her husband — ed.]
April 10: We arrived in Naples prompdy at 2:30 pm. Dr. Smith hired a
cab and we went sightseeing. The city of Naples is gorgeous, but the public
gardens, the boulevards, everything is newly built in honor of Hider. He is
to visit there soon. We inquired about a Shul [synagogue] and were directed
to an alley where there was an immense large grey stone building that was
more like a jad than a house of worship: tens of families were living there.
After knocking a considerable length of time, an elderly man in a skull cap
came out. He seemed upset. He seemed frightened. He did not understand
Yiddish, only Italian and Hebrew. Luckily, Dr. S. speaks a little Hebrew.
April 12: We sailed for our destination thirty-six hours later than
scheduled. It was bitter cold and gloomy. Many passengers wore fur coats,
especially the Germans who got on in Genoa; they were going to Jerusalem
for Easter. The Jewish people nearly got frantic on account of Pesach
[Passover] because there is no transportation on Yontef [holiday], since Tel
Aviv is two-and-a-half hours away from Haifa by automobile. I don't know
the exact number of Jews on the boat because the majority were third class,
but I know that everybody was uneasy. They formed all sorts of opinions and
suspicions because they saw so many Germans. They were afraid the delay
might be some kind of a trick or frame up. They started to doubt why the boat
was so long in the harbor.
However, the Jewish Emigration Association was aware of this delay,
and they sent an agent to meet the Jewish people and see that they shouldn't
be delayed in the custom house. They would be the first to go through the
proceedings: it was really impressive to note how much of dignity the Jew
really possesses when he must deal with important officers. It felt good to
note that the Jew can be a big factor somewhere.
April 15: Arrived, thank G-d, at the port of Haifa at 7:00 am. Anchored
about two miles from the port on account of the size of the boat; we had to
descend to small steam boats. The morning was cold and rainy. It took four
hours from landing until I got through with the customs procedures, but I met
my sister in the meandme who came with her son-in-law and their three
small daughters to greet me. Poor things, they were all exhausted waidng for
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me. I couldn't believe my eyes that this is Palestine. A magnificent city in
the evening when all the lights are lit on the mountain. One can sit for hours
and admire it.
April 17: Went up to Mount Carmel, which has developed of late years
into a remarkable residential and commercial section. Beautiful hotels,
cafes, a nice park. Every street and public building is named after people of
importance, as for instance Herzl Street. The area is indescribably large and
appeared to me like in the Bronx, only much poorer and more oriental. There
you can see it is Palestine. You hear nothing but Hebrew from the young
generation but you also hear a lot of German because there is a great amount
of German influence.
It would take an artist or a poet to describe the beauty of the mountain.
Visited Beth Hachalutza [Pioneer House] for homeless girls [those who
came to Palestine alone]; it houses them until they find work for themselves.
It also maintains a half-free kitchen where the unemployed can get a meal
for cost price. I was very much impressed to see the size, the cleanliness, and
the useful training given to girls who want it, but it seemed to me they don't
have it easy because they all looked emaciated.
April 24: The passover is over. Was quite disturbed about the riots that
go on every day. Three nice young men killed yesterday. No one wishes to
go out at night. Haifa is in fear. The Ring family is terribly upset. So am I
for their sake because they are located in a dangerous spot.
April 25: I went to Tel Aviv with Bertha [Betty's sister].
April 26: Tel Aviv is a big, all-Jewish city, big buildings, beautiful
businesses of all kinds, up to the minute in style, moving picture houses,
beauty shops galore, and coffee houses that serve mostly outdoors. But the
people are discourteous. Everybody suits themselves. Hustle, bustle, rush,
everything and anything. Life itself is Tel Aviv.
April 28: [After arriving in Jerusalem, Mrs. Woolf visited Jericho and
the Dead Sea.] We stopped at the Jordan River, which the Jews crossed when
they entered Palestine from Egypt [in ancient dme]. If this river looked that
way at the time the Jews crossed it, there is not much credit due to them
because it's very narrow.
April 29: [Back in Jerusalem,] 1 received an invitation from WIZO,
Women's International Zionist Organization, an English and Canadian
group that works very much in conjunction with Hadassah. A very cultured
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young woman took me around to show their work. They are maintaining an
infant asylum from birth until two years of age. They had at the time ninetytwo children, the maximum they can afford to support. They have many
applicants they have to reject due to lack of funds. The WIZO also takes care
of a day nursery which is located in the Nathan Strauss building. There were
sixty children whose mothers are working and paying for the children's care
according to their earnings. They have nurses trained for child care and their
own school to train them. I was shown the kitchen and the food they prepared
for lunch. Everything was wholesome and sanitary. I saw plenty of help
around the kitchen so I asked how much they pay for help, but got no
satisfactory answer.
Then we proceeded to the building of the Keren Kayemeth, the Keren
Hayesod [both refer to the Jewish National Eund], and Vaad Haleumi, the
Jewish Council. They are all under one roof, but some roof. A magnificent
building, court style with beautiful flower beds and trees and grass. It is a
credit. There are always hundreds of people there from the whole world,
Zionist or otherwise; whoever comes to Palesdne goes to see the Jewish
headquarters. There are plenty of guides to show the place.
Herzl's office is there, with every detail, to perpetuate him. Pictures,
carpets, books. Very touching.
Then the crowd was led to a room where they have the Golden Book
[imprinted with the names of those who had made major contributions to the
Jewish National Eund]. I so nonchalandy asked whether they could find the
name of Isaac Woolf from Providence, Rhode Island. The guide immediately showed me the inscribed name, in the presence of maybe fifty people.
I broke down. I was thrilled and proud.
April 30: Been to Synagogue Yeshurun for services. Impressive and
simple. A large attendance, a goodly number of young folks. The singing
trained and harmonious.
In the afternoon I called Mrs. Katinka, a sister of Mrs. Joachim in
Brooklyn, N.Y. After sunset we went for a ride to show me the suburbs of
Jerusalem. Her husband showed me certain institutions for which I have
been paying. I was happy that I was able to contribute toward them because
they all looked worthy. He also showed me a section which was erected by
B' nai B' rith of America. In America, he said, if every American would show
the same spirit, we would have by now a full-fledged Eretz Israel. When 1
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told him how much in the air this Eretz Israel is on account of the parddon
and the banditry of the Arabs, he got angry and said fear has long vanished
from the real Zionist. He showed me that he carries a gun. I got frightened.
He said this will help to win our land. He has permission for the gun from
the government.
May 3: 1 went with Mrs. Margolis [sent by the Hadassah Women's
Organization] to the Hebrew University. The building is tremendous, and
still more impressive are the grounds and the locality. One can't remain
indifferent to be on Mt. Scopus and not be moved to tears by how in the world
this magnificent edifice has come into being. I shall not omit that the
Hadassah University Hospital is in construction. Also a Nurses' Home and
Training School. Also the Medical College. Whenever these wdl be completed they will surely be a credit and a pride to Jews in the world and to
Hadassah.
I have been to the Wailing Wall. I had to say a few chapters of Psalms
and had memorial prayers said for my parents, friends and dear husband, and
donated some money in their memory and felt relieved. It was remarkably
pitiful how the Old City people are living. They hardly know what goes on
in the city of Jerusalem.
[Mrs. Woolf then traveled to Tel Aviv again, where she visited several
friends and relatives, and toured an agricultural school for girls sponsored
by WIZO. Here, as throughout her tour, she was impressed by the hospitality
shown by those she encountered: "I really wondered," she writes, "how
strangers could show so much friendship."]
May 10: Mrs. Smith met me in Natanya, a seaside town with a beautiful
beach. The setdement is only about six years in existence. There are already
one thousand families, a goodly number of them wealthy orange growers.
I met several families, American born. Young intelligent women. It was a
pleasure to converse with them. They all expressed happiness.
Mrs. Smith took me to nearby colonies [the name once used for farming
settlements]. One [probably a Kibbutz, a socialist farming collective] had
eighty families, all American, with homes of their own, gardens with every
imaginable flowers, vegetables, grapevines, berries of all kinds! Of these
fine litde women, some play the piano, trained in America, and all are happy
to work the soil. The other colony, an independent one [probably a Moshav],
had two hundred families who learn trades and have small stores of some
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kind and also gardens to raise vegetables. After spending three days with
Mrs. Smith showing me arolind, I went back to Tel Aviv.
[Here the diary stops, to resume on July 23]: Sailed from Haifa at 3:00
pm. My sister and the family Ring had started out to see me off, but it was
impossible. Bombs were flying from all sides. The port was closed to all
except to passengers. Heartbroken, we had to say goodbye to eachpther on
the street, and home they ran in anxiety to avoid a catastrophe. I was left with
a large, beautiful bouquet of flowers as my companion. Went to the boat
where 1 felt relieved to be under the protection of the American flag.
August 1: Twenty-four more hours to Boston, where I'll get off. Back
again, after a four-month absence, and a wonderful experience. But, what
more? Where do I care to go to now? Hope Street, once a haven for me, now
dreary and empty, but what else to do and where else to go? Well, thank G-d
there is some place at least I can call mine — yes, thank G-d my dear partner
had forsight to leave forme a nest I can call my own without being oppressed.
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Rhode Island Jews in the Performing Arts
byZitaBrier
Mrs. Brier, a resident of Providence who formerly operated an office
service company, has worked with and danced for the State Ballet of Rhode
Island.
r Every aspect of the performing arts has been influenced and enriched by
the Jews. In the world of music we can list hundreds of artists ranging from
Anton Rubinstein, the pianist and composer, to Sophie Tucker, the last of the
Red-Hot Mamas. Jewish performers entertained in vaudeville and film; we
recognize the names of Al Jolson, the Marx Brothers, Jack Benny, Milton
Berle, Woody Allen, Barbra Streisand, and so many more.
Rhode Island has been home to many talented Jews. Not all, of course,
attained international reputations, but many represent a high level of
achievement that has kept the performing arts healthy and vibrant in the
state. For every Horowitz or Rubinstein, after all, there are hundreds of
others who create a solid foundation upon which those masters build their
accomplishments. This ardcle, which reviews the careers of just a few local
artists and instructors, is dedicated to all those who have contributed to the
performing arts in Rhode Island.'

Lloyd Kaplan

Lloyd Kaplan recalls that at the age of five he loved songs and singing,
and that by the dme he was in the seventh grade he was taking lessons on the
clarinet. Born in Fall River, Massachusetts in 1933, he moved to Rhode
Island when he was four. His interest in music continued even though he
completed a business degree at Bryant College in 1953. Later, after playing
in an army post band in El Paso, Texas, he decided on a career in music,
earning a Bachelor of Education degree in music at the University of Rhode
Island in 1959 and a Master's degree in music teaching at Brown University.
While at Brown he found a mentor in Arlan Coolidge. Arlan, whom Lloyd
describes as "cool" even before the term was popular, became his teacher
and thesis advisor.
Lloyd's teaching years started in the Cranston school system where he
taught junior high for five years. Then he taught at Scituate High School, and
later at Rhode Island Junior College, which became the Community College
Rhode Island Jewish Historical Notes, No\.
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Lloyd Kaplan (left) with members of the Rhode Islaitd Stampers, 1980.

of Rhode Island (CCRI). He stayed at CCRI until 1995, introducing the jazz
curriculum — his first hero had been Louis Armstrong and his Hot Five —
as a degree alternative for music majors. From 1974 to 1980, Lloyd was
chairman of the music department.
Although retired now from full-time teaching, he still teaches part-time
at CCRI in the fall semester, and in the summers at Coastal Carolina
University in Myrtle Beach, South Carolina. From my own experience as a
student in one of his redree courses, I know that Lloyd's enthusiasm for
music is a wonderful gift that he shares with his class and his audiences.
Throughout the years Lloyd has played in groups — the Tony Abbott
Band; his own group, LSK and the Encores; John Worsley' s band, "Doctors
of Dixie"; and Lloyd Kaplan's Aristocrats, another of his own groups.As an
author, Lloyd collaborated with Robert Petteruti on Who's Who in Rhode
Island Jazz, hoping to keep the names of these artists alive. He also coauthored, with Nancy Carroll, Twentieth Century Music, An Introduction,
and he has recendy been working on a new project, a cartoon book with
William K. Bottorff: Bottorff does the drawings and Lloyd the capdons.
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Robert Kaplan

It was not surprising that Bob Kaplan (no
relation to Lloyd) developed an interest in music
and theater at an early age. His father wrote a radio
column for the Worcester Telegram and the
Worcester Gazette and later for the Star Tribune
in Providence, studied singing in New York with
Estelle Leibling, a well-regarded opera coach,
and performed in operas and concerts in Worcester and Providence. Bob began piano lessons at
about six; in high school, he studied jazz as well
as classical music, and was soon playing piano
with a band. After he moved to Providence in Robert M. Kaplan (stage
1937, Bob audidoned for and was hired as the name. Bob Martin), 1956.
piano player on one of the Colonial Line vessels,
a popular means of travel at that dme between Providence and New York.
He performed for the summer months until the union protested that he was
not a union member!
Enrolling in Providence College, he was introduced to musical shows,
which have remained his special interest. Luckily for that interest, Bob's
father Ben brought Paul Robeson to Providence to perform, with Lyn
Murray as his musical conductor. Lyn's credentials included wridng arrangements for and conducting the Lucky Strike Singers of Hit Parade fame.
Bob did rehearsal conducting and became friendly with Lyn. About two
months later, in order to do a vaudeville show set up by Bob's father at the
Metropolitan Theater, Lyn returned to Providence with his friend, the actor
Ezra Stone, and this time Lyn invited Bob to come to New York to work with
him as a conductor.
In 1941 the Army called Bob to be a medic, but when the Army decided
to put on a show, "This is the Army," Bob was selected to write some of it
and to be the director. The show became very well known during the war.
In addition, during his four and a half years in the Anny, Bob managed to
maintain a small band. After he was discharged, Bob went back to work for
Lyn Murray in New York. He directed the chorus and wrote arrangements
for "Einian's Rainbow" and worked with the Lyn Murray Singers. It was
excidng work until he becaine disillusioned with theater business after
finding too many unscrupulous people in his path. He did another famous
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show, "High Button Shoes," but after that left New York. Bob returned to
Providence and became a business man, but he offered his musical talents
to groups such as The Players and Brown University. He and his wife Susan
were two of the originators of Trinity Square Repertory Theater.

Ruth Saltzman

From the dme she was a little girl, Ruth Saltzman longed to play the
harp. She did well and went to New England Music Camp where she
"latched onto" Pearl Chertok, an outstanding harpist. When she returned
home from camp, her wish for a harp was fulfilled, and eventually she
decided to become a professional harpist. While in New York to get some
equipment she saw a poster featuring Pearl Chertok; renewal of their
acquaintance resulted in Ruth moving to New York to become Pearl's
student.
While in New York, Ruth performed in her first show, the "Ice Follies,"
at Madison Square Garden. This was to be a never-to-be-forgotten experience: unaware of the use of a pick, Ruth suffered painful bloody fingers
doing the glissandos which are always in the music for an ice show. She also
worked in Sonja Henie's "Ice Show" for one and a half years, and then on
Broadway with Jackie Gleason and Nancy Walker for approximately six
months. For a few weeks she was the harpist for "South Pacific," with Ezio
Pinza and Mary Martin, whom she remembers as a "doll"; she stayed with
the "South Pacific" company for a nine- month tour. An unpleasant memory
for Ruth is collecting unemployment benefits of twenty-six dollars a week
between shows.
As a way to meet people in New York outside her professional milieu,
Ruth did volunteer work at Mt. Sinai Hospital. There she met Abe Saltzman,
a medical resident, who became her husband in November 1947. When Abe
finished his residency in 1951, they moved to Rhode Island. In 1952 Ruth
performed with the Rhode Island Philharmonic; she remained with the
Philharmonic for twenty-nine years. She also performed with the Civic
Chorale and the Providence Opera Theater. She has done pro bono work,
playing at Temple Beth-El during the Yom Kippur "interlude" for over
fifteen years.
While performing for the Providence Opera Theater, Ruth met Donna
Hieker, a flutist, liked her immediately, and the result was an association that
lasted twenty-two years. They have played at weddings, political events.
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fund raisers, Bar Mitzvahs, museums, flower show openings, university
dinners, the Trinity Church in Boston, and the John F. Kennedy Library.
Two beautiful harps stand in Ruth's home, one "good" and one "magnificent," both cherished by the gracious artist who owns them.

Florence Markoff

Rhode Island Jews have been invofved, of course, in fields of artistic
education and entertainment other than music. One of the best recognized
voices on Rhode Island radio is that of Florence Markoff. She has been
effectively delivering her messages since at the age of nine she participated
in a declamation contest representing Temple Emanu-El. Florence, born in
Atdeboro, Massachusetts, moved to Providence's North End when she was
five years old; later, at Hope High School, she participated in drama
productions, and subsequently became a student at Emerson College. About
this time the Jewish Community Center, then on Benefit Street, hired
Florence to direct two plays. Since that time Florence has written, produced,
and directed many programs for the Jewish community. When the United
Jewish Appeal became the Jewish Federation of Rhode Island, Florence
produced a grand multimedia program for the occasion. She loves to bring
originality to her work, often using multimedia and music. Florence has
brought many one-woman shows about famous Jewish women to organizations throughout New England.
Florence's first venture into radio occurred while she was still in high
school, appearing in a soap opera that was sponsored by the Shepard
Company, a well-known department store in Providence. Later she conducted a half-hour talk show, giving household hints to her listeners. Then
a new idea occurred to her—a program entitled "Rhode Island Portraits." As
she went to various radio stations she was told "great idea, but you have to
get yourself a sponsor." Old Stone Bank agreed to be that sponsor and
remained so for eight years. "Rhode Island Portraits" has been presented at
many schools and has been on several radio stations. In addition, the
Champlin Foundation gave her a grant for sixty-second spots on radio and
for the production of a two-and-a-half-minute tape. This tape was given to
schools and institutions, the proceeds donated to the Providence Public
Library.
After that, Florence' s mind, never at rest, conceived a new idea, portraits
of famous Jews. These programs require hours and hours of research, even
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more time spent in the recording studio, and many additional hours promoting and marketing the show. But she seemed to have unlimited energy for
the job!

Barbara Orson

When Trinity Repertory Theater is discussed, Barbara Orson's name is
always included. She has been with the theater since its inception and has
earned a reputation as one of its most outstanding actresses. Her life began
on the Lower East Side of New York as the youngest of four children. At the
age of three, Barbara was accompanying her sister to the University
Setdement House where her sister was part of a dramatic group. This began
Barbara's education in diction, singing, and drama. When she was about six,
she played the role of Romeo (not Juliet) and realized then how much she
loved to perform. Soon she won a Shakespeare performance contest.
Barbara's mother accepted her daughter's choice of an acting career and was
always a strong supporter.
Barbara attended the Drama Workshop of the New School. Erwin
Piscator, who had worked with Berthold Brecht in Germany, came to New
York to be director of the workshop. Barbara applied for and received a
scholarship at the school and was in a production of Macbeth which Piscator
directed. Immediately after leaving the Workshop, she was hired by the
Mask and Lyre Opera Company, which became the American Savoyards.
The company performed a full repertory of Gilbert and Sullivan operettas,
placing a significant responsibdlty on each member to sing every night and
to learn to do several parts in quick order. Barbara was the leading soubrette
("coquette") of the troupe. In the fall and winter they toured the United States
and in the summer they did the full repertory at the Monmouth Theater in
Maine.
In order to support herself during her drama school years, Barbara had
a variety of jobs. She worked as a waitress at Grossinger's and the Concord
Hotel on weekends, returning to New York City on Sunday night. This was
a demanding schedule but her youthful energy and strong motivation
allowed her to maintain this lifestyle. During the time that Barbara was with
Mask and Lyre, Jay Orson, a medical school student, attended a performance
and was introduced to Barbara. While Jay acquired his medical education
and training, Barbara went abroad where she hoped to tour with a European
company. No work was available, however, so when Barbara was invited to
return to New York to work at the President Theater with the American
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Barbara Orson as Madam Irma in The Balcony, by Jean Genet, Trinity Square
Playhouse, Providence, 1965.

Savoyards, she accepted.
Five years after their initial meedng. Jay was ready for his residency at
Philadelphia Childrens' Hospital and the couple was married. In 1959 — by
then there were three children — the family moved to Rhode Island and
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Barbara was soon involved in performance. She sang with the Temple
Emanu-El choir and with the Civic Chorale, and appeared in "Two for the
Seesaw" at Johnson Hummocks Restaurant.
In 1963 Barbara met with a number of people who were interested in
starting a professional theater in Rhode Island. The result was the Trinity
Repertory Theater, which had a trial season of four plays. Besides acdng
roles, Barbara was the producer of two of those plays; at that time performances were held in the Trinity Methodist Church. The first two plays were
directed by Ira Zuckerman. Adrian Hall came to direct the next one, Orpheus
Descending, by Tennessee Williams, and Barbara had the leading role of
"Lady." She was the only professional, as a member of Actor's Equity,
connected with building this company.
Barbara's career with Trinity was awesome. She has undertaken over
one hundred roles, ranging from tragedy to comedy, musical roles as well
as straight acting. She went to the Edinburgh Festival with Trinity Rep, and
has toured Phoenix, Boston, and Philadelphia. Even while her children were
growing up, Barbara continued to perform at Trinity; she knew that between
shows, she could run home to check on her family, and she also knew that
Jay, a pediatrician, was available for any medical emergency.
One of Barbara's favorite experiences was with the American Repertory Theater in Cambridge, Massachusetts, performing in the world premiere of Jules Pfeiffer's Grownups in 1981. She was with the ART for three
spring seasons, returning to Trinity in the fall. Sometimes she would give an
evening performance in Cambridge and commute to Providence for daytime
rehearsals. In addition, she took on roles in off-Broadway productions and
films, on television and radio, at Brown University and the Foundation for
Repertory Theater of Rhode Island. She is the recipient of the Community
Series Award in 1982, and is listed in Who's Who of American Women,
1997-98 and Who's Who in American Entertaittmettt, 1988-89.
'

Note

The information presented here is based on the following interviews: Lloyd Kaplan,
April 26, 1999; Robert Kaplan, January 19, 1999; Ruth Salzman, February 3, October
17, and October 18, 1999; Florence Markoff, April 25 and October 18, 1999; Barbara
Orson, February 23, September 22, and October 16, 1999.1 am grateful to these artists
for their cooperation and good will.
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The Temple Beth-El Mosaic
by Walter Feldman
Walter Feldman, John Hay Professor in the Department of Visual Art
at Brown University, has received many awards in the course of a distinguished career creating paintings and drawings, mosaics and scrolls, prints
and woodcuts, book designs and posters. He has had about one hundred
one-man or group exhibitions, and his work is included in over eighty public
collections in the Unded States and abroad.
Recently, in August 1999, he completed the installation of a colorful,
large (thirteen by twelve feet), and intriguing enamel-glass mosaic at
Temple Beth-El in Providence. This mosaic mural represents an addition to
art works Mr. Feldman created previously for the temple in the fifties and
sixties: he had designed interior pavements leading to the sanctuary' and
severed exterior mosaic murals. In the following comments, delivered on
October 8, 1999 at Temple Beth-El, he explains what influenced the design
and locadon of the new mosaic.
As 1 sat down to try to make an intelligent or at least a clarifying
explanation about the Temple Beth-El mosaic, 1 recalled an event that
happened half a century ago. Curious how things that occur in our experiences surface many years later. As a young student at the Yale School of Eine
Arts, I was exposed to an archeological investigation that the university was
involved in. A small town in Syria named Dura Europus was excavated and
revealed an astonishing situation. The town was destroyed about 350 C.E.
after being defended for a considerable time by the inhabitants. The value
of the town for the attackers was that it straddled an important caravan route.
As part of the defensive preparations by the Dura Europus citizens, all the
buildings on the periphery of the walls were filled in with dirt and debris to
provide a deep bulwark against the attack.
The most interesting thing for me was that almost side by side were the
astonishingly well-preserved remains of an early Christian church and a
decorated synagogue. I decided to do my thesis analyzing the wall that
contained the scalloped niche for the Torah in the synagogue. The wall was
frescoed with the story of Abraham and Isaac. Isaac was already bound and
was lying on the altar and Abraham held a knife in his right hand. In another
Rhode IshmclJe-,vi.sb Historical Notes, Vol. 1.3, No. 1, November, 1999
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section of the mural one could see the ram with his horns caught in a bush.
But the puzzling thing was that both the Abraham and the Isaac figures were
looking away and one could see only the back of their heads. Some
archeologists and art historians suggested that the artist was not capable of
drawing the features or that it was forbidden to portray their faces. I didn't
believe any of their observations were valid. During the course of my
investigation I got a map of the area, positioned the synagogue on it, and
immediately it became clear to me. The two figures were looking toward
Jerusalem, and the Torah wall was facing Jerusalem!
The director of the Oriental Institute in Chicago agreed that his was the
most convincing reason. I was elated by this litde contribution to art history.
So why do 1 recount this hoary story? To explain the location of my new
mosaic wall in Temple Beth-El. This particular wall was chosen because it
reminded me of the Torah wall in Dura Europus: both face Jerusalem. Even
from my earliest drawing I had remembered the Dura Europus synagogue.
The Beth-El mosaic took a year to complete, a year that was full of labor,
adventure, and satisfaction as the work began to grow and develop. When
1 received the approval of the art committee to proceed with the project, I
booked a trip to Venice to purchase the special glass-enamel tessarae that
make Venice world famous. Erom hundreds of colors and tints, 1 selected
those that would form the surface of the mosaic. Some forty years earlier I
had already commissioned a foundry in Rome to make a special hammer for
cleaving the tessarae, a hammer so well balanced that one can work all day
without becoming fatigued.
Another word about the smalti or enamel glass. The Orsoni factory,
which makes the tesserae, is on the island of Murano. The open spaces of the
warehouse have thousands of what appear to be colored pizzas, because
when the enameled glass mixes with color it is initially formed in round pies.
When cool, they are cleaved into smaller pieces, which produces the
different thickness and surfaces. Of course, some of the tesserae have litde
air bubbles that make the occasional piece shatter when cut.
I had made a small sketch of the mosaic, one inch to the foot. I knew that
there had to be much change in the design when it was enlarged to full size,
so the tension surrounding the enlargement was gripping and exciting. It was
important to maintain a constant searching, otherwise the execution could
turn out to be like a paint-by-number chart. During the working the shapes
of the design had to have interesting and secondary movements to avoid the
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Walter Feldman installing the Temple Beth-El Mosaic, 1999, assisted
by Abigail Joseph.
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appearance of a shower room of mechanical, dull patterns.
During the ten months that it took to complete the studio part of the
construcdon of the mosaic, I hstened to classical music, finding it a great
assistance in formulating rhythms and patterns. Unless one can work
directly on a site it is necessary to divide the design into smaller secdons and
to make sure that the edges are left unfinished but very accurately relating
to one another, so when the panels are installed the edges are completed, thus
making the mosaic monolithic. And as we worked from the top down it
became an astonishing experience even to me. I was forming the unity as if
by magic.
The upper center of the mosaic has reference to Yom Kippur and the
scale to the left represents a balance where the deeds of every man are
considered and weighed. Sins are forgiven after sincere repentance, prayer,
and charity. No mediation is required. I designed a ladder that aspires to go
directly to the heavenly gates, which expresses the hope that our prayers may
go up to heaven. The selection of gold was made so that a certain transcendent quality is imparted. There is a constant change in appearance of the gold
as light changes and as we move back and forth.
To the left of the ladder can be observed the shape that serves as the
symbol of the shofar, whose plaintive notes call to mind important spiritual
as well as historical events. Rosh Hashanah is suggested by the undulating
rhythms of blues and white, which make reference to the Tashlich ceremony. Many Orthodox Jews on the occasion of the afternoon service shake
the corners of their garments to indicate that man has the power to shake
himself free of sin and correct his ways. Usually the ceremony takes place
near fresh water where fish thrive. I have formed such a fish in the right
section. Fruitfulness and plenty are also associated with the symbol of the
fish.
The ten solemn days of repentance follow Rosh Hashanah, leading to
Yom Kippur. Sukkot is also suggested with the esrog and lulav and the
myrde branch seen in the upper right section. The Feast of Booths reflects
the forty years of wandering in the desert and in the wilderness. A booth is
built so that one can see the sky and the stars. The upper right section of the
mural has several iconographic aspects. It represents the sky seen through
the Sukkot "roof" It also represents the beginning of the month, Rosh
Hodesh. The ancient calendar of the Jews was regulated by witnesses sent
by the Sanhedrin; when it was determined that, in fact, the new moon had
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appeared, a prayer was offered expressing the hope that the new month
would be a time of blessing for all. It is a period characterized by reverence
toward God and dread of sin.
There are two elements that help unite the mural: the unduladng water
of which I have spoken before and also the talis (prayer shawl). The prayer
shawl, which one can see on both sides of the golden gates, not only serves
as a unifying compositional factor, but is also a very personal symbol for me.
My father died shordy after 1 returned home from the army. He was a kind
gendeman. Though he was not a very observant Jew, he had arranged a
ceremony when I returned. He acted as the chazan and rabbi and I was very
moved. Some few years went by and I became engaged to be married. I
seldom dream and if I do I cannot remember, but this dream was so powerful
that 1 have never forgotten it. I saw my father appear, draped in a huge talis
that covered all of him except for his face. He sang, in a powerful voice,
"Schma Israel ... adonoi elohainu." Then he asked me to kneel and he
covered me with that enormous talis and blessed me. His embrace was
poignant and was so real 1 could smell the wool cloth of the talis. I have
portrayed the talis in the mural as allowing us all to come under it. I know
he would want me to share his blessing with you all, and so I do!
Chanukah is depicted with several images. The most important in my
view is the symbol of the holy temple with the sword of the Macabbees
protecting it. The story has it that after the victory of Judah Maccabee in 165
BCE, only sufficient oil for one day was found for the temple candelabra but
it burnt for eight days, and so it was decreed that the eight days following the
25th day of the month of Kislev be kept forever as a joyous festival in
memory of the rededication of the temple. The eight days are represented by
the candelabra that I fashioned on the lower right.
The festival of Purim is indicated by the mask in the lower left and the
dradel immediately above. At the mention of the name Haman the children
in the synagogue are encouraged to make as much noise as they can: there
is stomping, shouting, and hissing, drowning out the hated name of Haman.
The mask reminds us of Haman and the children who go about the street
singing songs, dancing, joking, and performing tricks. The bottom of the
mosaic mural makes reference to these harlequins of Purim but also is a
repeat of the diamond shapes that are formed by the wooden construction of
the sanctuary ceiling. It becomes a visual echo of the sanctuary construction.
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Reluctant Warriors: Jews, Vietnam, and the Draft
by George
Goodwin
Goodwin, a specialist in oral history, has written for journals such as
American Jewish Archives, Faith and Form, Modern Judaism, ancf Western
States Jewish History. He is a member of the Executive Committee of RIJHA.
Patriots' Park, adjacent to Touro Synagogue, is a perfect reminder that
since the Revolution, patriotism and military service have been synonymous
for American Jews. Many pages of this journal have been devoted to
recollections by servicemen and women. Many of our synagogues display
the names of fathers, sons, and brothers who made the supreme sacrifice in
wartime; our cemeteries pay silent tribute to countiess citizen-soldiers.
Amidst the shrines, monuments, and memorials of our nation's capital, the
Jewish War Veterans have erected a museum dedicated to those soldiers.
This is not to say that Jews have seen eye-to-eye in every conflict.
Individuals and splinter groups have always held extreme positions; indeed,
during the War Between the States, Jews fought one another. Because they

DaNang, Vietnam, 1970. Photo by Gerald Sherman.
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cherish human life and too often have been victims, Jews have never been
eager to condone violence or wage war. We are commanded to behave
differently: even Israel's army is officially known as its Defense Forces.
Throughout American history, most battles have been fought out of necessity, either to defend freedom or defeat tyranny.
A recent, controversial war reminds us of courage and sacrifice, but
mostly of loss and sorrow. Today few are comfortable even uttering the
word "Vietnam." It dredges up so many miserable connotations. Sdll
disagreeing on the war's "lessons," many prefer to forget that distant
quagmire. Yet, like a recurring nightmare, that war will not fade away. Too
many American lives were squandered. For the Vietnamese, infinitely more
were lost or injured.'
Now, as a presidential election nears, the public is once again reminded
what candidates did or did not do: how they served or escaped service during
a convulsive and embattled epoch. There have been countless studies of
Vietnam, enough books and articles to overflow the stacks of a small
library.- Courses about the war proliferate on college campuses, and related
materials, often packaged as "The Sixties," are offered in secondary school
curricula. Vietnam has been documented through every medium and interpreted through every art form — is there anything left to say?'
Perhaps the least examined area is closest to us: almost nothing has been
studied at the communal level, our own Jewish community in Rhode
Island.* Thirty-five years after the authorization of American force through
the Tonkin Gulf resolution, now may be the right time. I have no desire to
judge my contemporaries, either to praise or condemn their behavior. My
approach is rather to suggest how diverse their responses were to the threat
of conscription, and how powerfully those responses affected their lives.
How did Jewish boys get chosen, or avoid getting chosen, for military
service during the Vietnam war?

;

Numbers

Let us begin with an idea of how many young men were involved at the
national and local levels.'There were 26.8 million American men who were
of draft age during the Vietnam War, between 1964 and 1973. Of this total,
8.7 mdlion individuals (many facing probable induction) enlisted in the
regular military, the Reserves, or the National Guard. Another 2.2 million
Americans were inducted by the Selective Service. About 16 million young
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men, over 60% of those eligible, avoided military service by legal means. Of
the 570,000 men considered draft offenders, only 8,750 were convicted, and
an even smaller number was punished. For all those eligible for military
service, the war and the draft were never abstractions. If he did not enlist,
every young man was forced to accept, delay, avoid, evade, resist, or escape
induction. Like water rushing over a precipice, a reckoning with the
Selective Service was inevitable.
How many young Jewish Rhode Islanders served in the military during
the Vietnam War? The exact number will probably never be known because
information about religion was never requested by the Selective Service. In
addition, certain relevant federal and state records have not yet been made
available for research, and local Jewish organizations have only fragmentary documentation. The Rhode Island chapter of the Jewish War Veterans,
for example, lists only two active members who served in Vietnam. But,
obviously, thousands of American Jews served in the military during the
war: Jewish names such as Cohen, Goldstein, Rosenberg, and Schwartz are
inscribed on The Wall in Washington.* Recollections by Jewish servicemen
can be found in several oral history collections.' Unquestionably, Jews
would feel deeply moved by reading the letters of one Jewish serviceman,
Richard E. Marks, a nineteen-year-old Marine volunteer who saw combat
in 1966.* Just a few months after his last letter home, his remains were laid
to rest in Arlington National Cemetery.
How many young Jewish Rhode Islanders were eligible for military
service during Vietnam? Prof. Sidney Goldstein's demographic study,
conducted in 1963 and published in 1964, suggests some answers.' The
greater Providence community, including Barrington, Cranston, Pawtucket,
and Warwick, consisted of approximately 20,000 Jews (or 6,000 households). This was approximately 3.2% of the larger population. With the
growth of the suburbs, Providence alone had only 35% of the total Jewish
population. According to Goldstein, Jews between fifteen and twenty-four
years of age represented about 20% of the community, or 4,000 individuals.'" Consequently, there were about 2,000 men or 200 per year who, in
theory, became eligible for military service. The largest concentrations of
young Jewish men would have been found at two Providence high schools:
Classical and Hope. There were probably at least fifty Jewish boys at each.
Prof. Goldstein's study contains important information about military
service in greater Providence. Approximately 49% of all males twenty years
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or older had previously served in the military by 1963. Among Jewish men,
the figure was 45 %. The figure is much higher for Jewish men between thirty
and thirty-nine years of age, of whom 79% had been through some form of
military service, predominantly during World War II and Korea." Thus, to
an amazing degree, the fathers and uncles of Vietnam-era men were veterans
of acdve duty. Reserve duty, or the National Guard.
How does one identify young Jewish men who were eligible for service
during Vietnam? As indicated, the membership roster of the Jewish War
Veterans is not useful. There are dozens of Jewish Vietnam-era veterans
residing in Rhode Island, but many do not care to discuss their experiences.
Furthermore, it is difficult to know how many others, having been reared in
the Ocean State, relocated elsewhere. It is easy to identify the most
successful and accomplished young men; they are highly visible. And those
Jews who have affiliated with synagogues and seek to provide Jewish
educations for their children are also identifiable. But there is a stratum of
Jewish men who are largely invisible, and it is their pre-induction and
wartime experiences that I sought.
I hoped to speak to at least two dozen individuals who had been eligible
for service. After assembling an initial list of candidates, mostly in the
Providence area, I contacted them at home, either by telephone or e-mail,
from September 5 to 19, 1999.1 did not know more than one-third of these
men, and even among those whom I did know, Vietnam for most of them had
been an alien, or at least uncomfortable, subject. To my surprise, however,
most men were willing — if not eager — to answer my questions. Some also
referred me to friends and acquaintances, and I spoke to a number of mothers
and other relatives about men who had left Rhode Island. The willingness
to speak and the honesty of these people revealed an incredible variety of
attitudes toward serving in the war. At the same dme, many felt that their
candor about very personal matters might be embarrassing to see exposed
in print, given the interconnectedness, if not intimacy, of our Rhode Island
Jewish community, so with a few exceptions I decided to use pseudonyms
to protect their privacy.
Before describing my contemporaries' experiences, I should say a few
words about my own. I am fifty-one and grew up in suburban Los Angeles.
My maternal grandfather, a Cornell alumnus, served as an ensign during
World War 1. My paternal grandfather, a graduate of the Lower East Side,
fled Romania at seventeen years to escape conscription. Three of my uncles
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served in World War II. My father, though prepared to serve, was exempted
because of a childhood injury.
I was mercifully spared from the draft when I graduated from college in
1970, days after the Kent State murders. As a freshman in 1966, I felt
somewhat ambivalent about the war, but having participated in a number of
legal demonstrations, some of them attacked by police, I grew less and less
supportive. I was enthusiastic about the candidacies of Gene McCarthy and
Bobby Kennedy and was outraged by the bloodshed at the 1968 Democratic
convention in Chicago." Unlike my brother, who applied for a conscientious objector deferment, I had initially felt that I could bear arms, but as my
years in college slipped away I began to dread the draft. I consulted with an
attorney to better understand my rights: I feared dismemberment and death.
Yet I never considered fleeing to Canada or joining the Reserves or National
Guard. I would probably have accepted induction.
Then, miraculously, in 1969 my twin and I received a high lottery
number, 260. Both of us went on to graduate school, although that only
compounded our anxieties and pressures. I do not know why we were
spared: was it our good luck or bad luck? Whatever the consequences either
way, 1 feel eternally blessed and grateful.

Volunteers

Allan
Others were not so blessed, and decided to end the suspense by enlisting.
The first of my contacts, whom 1 shall call Allan, was born on July 4, 1945.
When he graduated from Hope High in 1963, he wanted to play football at
the University of Oklahoma; without a scholarship, however, this was not
possible. Other than being "confused" and "disappointed," Allan cannot
explain why, in August 1963, he enlisted in the army. After basic training
at Ft. Dix, New Jersey, he requested "compassionate reassignment" to be
near his widowed mother. (Had he been the only son of a parent killed in
action, he would have received a 4-A deferment and been exempted from
service.) Instead, he was sent to Schofield Barracks, Hawaii, where he was
accepted into a public information unit. His commanding officer was not
only a Rhode Islander, but also the son of the buyer in the shoe department
of Cladding's, where Allan had worked in high school.
After two years' duty as a photographer, Allan was reassigned to the
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infantry. A three-week voyage, "the worst trip of my life," brought him to
Vietnam and immediate deployment in the countryside. Within days, he
now says, he understood a harsh lesson: "There was absolutely no way to
win the war." On May 13,1966, while on patrol, a Vietcong sniper wounded
Allan so severely that he saw "the white light at the end of the tunnel."
Evacuated by helicopter to a field hospital, he was then treated in Saigon,
later taken to the Philippines, and eventually hospitalized in Pennsylvania
and decorated with the Purple Heart.
Tragically, back on Doyle Avenue, Allan's mother received a phone call
from the National Guard. She was told that he had died in action. That same
day, Allan's own telegram arrived from Saigon. His mother's call to Sen.
Pastore' s office resulted an hour later in confirmation that Allan was among
the living. Offered a medical discharge, the young soldier waited until
September for an honorable discharge. Having fully recovered, he used his
military benefits to study at Roger Williams College and U.R.I., but
eventually returned to the retail shoe business. Allan harbors no personal
bitterness, but he speculates that in the face of another war like Vietnam, his
two sons should flee to Canada to avoid the risks he took and the dangers he
barely survived.
Bernard
Other volunteers, of course, were luckier than Allan. After graduation
from Hope High in 1964, one year after Allan, Bernard enrolled at U.R.I.
Though the recipient of a student deferment, he was not serious about school
and left after two years. Having passed his physical examination, he
received an induction notice. In 1967, to avoid the possibility of conscription
into the Marines, Bernard joined the Air Eorce. He had considered enlisting
in the Air Eorce Reserves, but thought this would be difficult without
personal connections.
Following basic training at Lackland Base, Texas, Bernard received
specialized training as a weather observer in Illinois and Michigan. Though
stationed only twenty miles from Canada, he never considered crossing the
border. Rather, he endeavored to make the best of a difficult situation. In
fact, Bernard believed that the United States belonged in Vietnam. His
opinions did not change even after assignment to an army unit and further
training in combat survival. For one year, beginning January 1970, he served
as a weather observer in Vietnam. Though not sent into combat, he reported
weather conditions for aircraft sent over Cambodia and Laos. He was
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frightened most of all, he reports, by the unknown, the prospect of a rocket
attack at any moment.
To some degree Bernard regrets not staying in the service beyond his
four-year stint so he could receive additional training. After returning to
Rhode Island, he married his high school sweetheart, went to work, and
eventually completed his U.R.I, degree at night school. He has no hesitations
or misgivings about recommending military service to his children, perhaps
because, unlike Allan, he came out unhurt.

Charles

Another volunteer, one who never got sent to Vietnam, is even more
positive about his military service. Bernard's childhood buddy, Charles,
also graduated from Hope in 1964. While at Brown, he received a 2-S
deferment. In 1968, having been accepted at Boston University Law School,
he enrolled in B.U.'s Reserve Officers Training Corps, hoping that this
would provide dme to complete his degree. Unfortunately, Charles "bombed
o u f of R.O.T.C. during summer boot camp, so he was forced to consider
other options. His mother thought that through personal contacts he might
join the Rhode Island National Guard. However, consumed by "an irrational
process," he preferred the regular army for its two-year commitment and
educational benefits. Consequently, facing near-certain conscription in the
fall of 1968, he reconciled himself to enlistment.
A self-acknowledged "klutz," perhaps Charles' greatest accomphshment was surviving basic training at Ft. Campbell, Kentucky. Though he had
requested assignment as a chaplain's assistant, he was channeled into the
infantry. Days after Yom Kippur services at Ft. Polk, Louisiana, Charles
bore the brunt of another soldier's rage and suffered a severe concussion.
This injury was not supposed to prevent his shipment overseas from
Oakland, California, but only twenty minutes before boarding a plane to
Vietnam he was sent to San Francisco's Letterman Hospital for a reevaluation. Placed on a six-month medical hold, he found a temporary assignment
as a Jewish chaplain's assistant. Charles believes that an army buddy
working in computer programming was able to lose his "foreign service
availability code." This enabled Charles to remain a year and a half at
Letterman, where he was given litde to do. He did meet Carolyn, an officer
and a dietician, and they were married in San Francisco in June 1970.
Military benefits helped pay for their apartment in Boston and some tuition
when Charles returned to B.U. Law School. In retrospect, he views his
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military experience as a delightful fiasco, an endrely different conclusion
from those reached either by Allan or by Bernard. After listening to their
stories, I began to appreciate how varied the reactions were among the
people I was interviewing: anyone looking for similarity in the attitudes held
by these Jewish boys would certainly be disappointed.

David

David illustrates still another viewpoint toward the war and the draft. In
1964 he graduated from Cranston West High School. Four years later, when
he earned a bachelor's degree in political science at U.R.I., he also received
an army commission. David had joined R.O.T.C. with the expectation that
he would some day be fighting in a war against Communist China. He
maintains to this day that every citizen has an obligation to serve his country.
"The risks," he argues, "must be borne by somebody."
After induction into the Signal Corps, David was granted a three-year
deferment, which enabled him to graduate from B. U. Law School in 1971.
During two years of active duty in the Judge Advocate General Corps, he
was stationed at bases in Georgia and Oklahoma. Assignment to Vietnam
being voluntary, he did not venture there. David remained in the Army
Reserves, retiring as a lieutenant colonel in 1996.
While he did not serve in Vietnam, David believes that the war could
have and should have been "won." The rotation system, he submits, should
have been longer than one year to better deploy seasoned soldiers. Having
favored the secret bombing of Cambodia, he led a "counter-demonstration"
while in law school. David is clearly the most "hawkish" of my sources. He
has not visited the Vietnam Veterans Memorial on the Mall and does not
intend to do so. He characterizes it as "a sop to ease the American
conscience."

Student and Occupational Deferments

These men had, for one reason or another, volunteered to serve, and each
derived a different lesson from his service. What were the attitudes of those
who managed to avoid serving? Many young men obtained occupational or
educational deferments. For example, college students received annual 2-S
deferments when they made normal progress toward a bachelor's degree;
agricultural workers were deferred under 2-C; the 2-A classification was
intended for other essential occupations.
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Edward

Bom in 1941, when America entered World War II, Edward graduated
from Classical High School in January 1959. American military personnel
in South Vietnam would not reach 1,000 men for two more years. '* Until his
senior year at Brown, in 1963, he did not worry about the draft; like most
Americans, he probably did not know where to find Vietnam on a map.
Edward hoped to continue his studies after graduation while working fuUdme (after 1964 his responsibilides also included a wife). While encouraged
to condnue studying engineering on College Hill, he also received an offer
from Pratt and Whitney, a defense contractor that wanted to send him to
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, New York. But based on his
sadsfacdon with a summer job, he accepted an offer from Sikorsky Aircraft
in Stratford, Connecticut, and enrolled for a master's degree in engineering
(at his company's expense) at Yale. Edward's work on helicopter technology ("The Big Green Giant") qualified him not only for a federal security
clearance but also for a 2-A deferment. He did not favor escaladng the war
in Vietnam, but he thought that he could be most useful to his country in this
professional capacity.
In 1965, having completed his graduate degree, another defense contractor, Raytheon, based in Portsmouth (closer to home), recruited him.
Edward worked on submarine warfare, and for such employment he felt
entitled to another 2-A deferment. Between June and December of that year,
however, American troop strength in Vietnam climbed from 60,000 to
184,000 men. His request to his draft board was turned down, so he made an
appeal, which included a personal appearance with his Raytheon boss.
When the review process dragged on from September through December,
his boss urged him to join the Naval Reserves, where he had some influence.
But the young engineer declined, even though he might have settled for a slot
in the Coast Guard Reserves. This branch of the military had a five-year
waiting list, however, and offered no priorities to married men."
Consequentiy, with his twenty-sixth birthday occurring in late April, he
was willing to take a chance on the draft. Was he naive and cocky, as he now
concedes? Edward and his wife went so far as to purchase their first home.
Fortunately, though reclassified 1-A, he was never called. A fatalist, he
explains that his "time had not come." Instead he remained with Raytheon,
advancing in his career undl he left in 1973.
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Gilbert

A precocious student, Gilbert graduated from Hope in 1960. He enrolled
at Providence College where, he estimates, Jewish students (all men)
represented 5 to 10% of the student body. In 1964, encountering no
impediment from his draft board, Gilbert entered Boston College Law
School. Once again he proved an excellent student. Upon graduating in
1967, he received the extraordinary offer of a clerkship at the Rhode Island
Supreme Court. This posidon, considered government service, earned him
an occupational deferment.
By spring of 1968, when Gilbert was twenty-five, American troops in
South Vietnam reached 534,000 men.'* Because his deferment had run out,
he decided to enlist in the National Guard. Inidally a member of a military
police unit, he was able to transfer to the Judge Advocate General Corps. He
had no fear of being sent to Vietnam because most of his unit had already
been activated. Like Edward, but unlike either the protesters or the patriots
who made so strong an impact upon the media, Gilbert maintains that he
neither favored nor opposed the war. "There was a job to do," he says, "and
I did it."

Irving

Irving, a 1963 graduate of Hope, was another outstanding student who
hoped to get by through deferments. In the summer of 1967, after completing
his undergraduate degree at Georgetown University, his local board ordered
him for a pre-inducdon physical. Though he suffered from chronic ear
problems, which eventually required the use of double hearing aids, Irving
passed the exam and received a 1 - A classification! Unwilling to wait around
for induction, however, he began a doctoral program in Near Eastern studies
at the University of Michigan, a hotbed of student protest." Already fluent
in Hebrew, he was appointed to be a teaching assistant in Arabic.
In order to support his application for a graduate student deferment,
Irving made a personal appearance before his board in Providence. During
this visit he suffered from severe infections in both ears and depended on a
cane for balance. The board showed some sympathy, but was more impressed by the fact that his graduate studies were funded by a scholarship
from the National Defense Education Act. The board further reasoned that
in the wake of the Six-Day War, Irving might be useful in some place other
than Southeast Asia. He received a deferment and many years later completed his Ph.D. at New York University.
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Howard

Some young men made unusually strenuous efforts to obtain an occupadonal or student deferment. After graduating from Warwick's Pilgrim
High School in 1964, Howard went to American International College in
Springfield, Massachusetts. He had a double major in psychology and
sociology, took courses in elementary education, and was perhaps headed
for a career in social work.
During a pre-induction physical his junior year, Howard was told
"We're tracking you, and you would make a fine second lieutenant." He
soon learned through a fraternity brother that a 2-A deferment might be
available for college graduates who taught in under-staffed or "distressed"
schools. Local boards in New York City, for instance, offered such deferments, the result in 1969 being an 800% increase in male enrollment in some
teacher certification courses.-"
Howard determined that there were few opportunities to earn such a
deferment by teaching in Rhode Island, so he set his sights on Vermont. He
applied to twelve districts and received responses from four. After interviews with three superintendents, he received two job offers. As a result, in
the fall of 1968, he moved to a small town in southern Vermont, not far from
Mt. Snow, where he happily learned to ski.
During his first year Howard taught in a school with grades K through
12. For his second year he was assigned to a new, state-of-the-art elementary
school where two other young men were receiving 2-A deferments. All were
treated well by their colleagues and the parents of students. Indeed, in
retrospect, Howard thinks that he had an excellent professional and personal
experience; he feels that he made a significant difference in his students'
development. He might have remained in Vermont, but his fiancee could not
tolerate the relative isolation. So the couple came back to Rhode Island, and
Howard luckily became exempt from the draft after receiving a high lottery
number at the end of his second year's deferment. He remained a teacher for
eight years, finding much satisfaction and fulfillment. His efforts to avoid
induction by changing both his choice of career and location had paid off

Jeremy

If you didn't become an elementary school teacher, you could become
a rabbi! Jeremy found enormous pleasure as a leader in his temple youth
group. An uncle was a rabbi, and his parents encouraged him in that

no
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direction. After graduating from Classical in 1962, Jeremy became a social
relations major at Lehigh University in Pennsylvania. He was accepted for
graduate study at various business schools, but with his draft board "breathing down his neck," he was open to other possibilities. An older friend from
Classical, who had entered Hebrew Union College, encouraged him to apply
there. Having visited the campus in Cincinnati while still in high school,
Jeremy was eager to make a second visit. One of his close Jewish friends,
having already passed his physical exam, was preparing to enroll at Hartford
Seminary, an Episcopal institution: this would have earned him a 4-D
deferment, assigned to clergymen and divinity students.
Jeremy had strong feelings about Israel and later studied there, but he
was not willing to apply for a conscientious objector deferment. So he
enrolled at Hebrew Union College, where he, like most of his classmates,
received the 4-D deferment. This did not prevent him from participating in
anti-war protests, called to social action by such professors as Sheldon Blank
and Norman Mirsky. Though he would be exempt from the draft until his
ordination, Jeremy expected to serve as a Jewish military chaplain. Unless
they were physically unfit, or citizens of other countries, or conscientious
objectors, all Hebrew Union graduates were expected to serve. But there was
growing opposition from students and rabbis alike.-' Required service in the
military was abolished in 1969; in 1972, following his ordination, Jeremy
was happy to accept an assistantship at a congregadon in upstate New York,
beginning a career that, if not for the war, he might never have chosen.

Kenneth

The quest for a deferment thus strongly influenced the lives of many
Jewish boys. Kenneth was another who became a rabbi under the pressure
of seeking a student or occupational deferment. After graduating from Hope
High in 1967, Kenneth enrolled in a double-degree program. While an
undergraduate at Columbia University, he studied simultaneously toward a
bachelor of Hebrew letters at the nearby Jewish Theological Seminary.
Challenged by both schools, he was thrilled to be living in New York City.
A professor at J.T.S. encouraged Kenneth to become more observant,
beyond his upbringing in the Conservative movement.
Columbia was, of course, a crucible of student protest.-- In the spring of
1968, students occupied the president's office and several buildings before
police expelled them. Kenneth was a participant in such confrontations.
That same year, his roommate, a Jewish New Yorker, set himself on tire at
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the United Nations headquarters to protest the Vietnam War; for a young
man devoted to conscientious objection, this was a horrible way to die. That
sacrifice pushed Jeremy to take action to make sure that if drafted he would
go in as a Jewish chaplain. In 1974 he received his "smicha" (ordinadon)
from New York's Yeshiva University, an Orthodox institution. Ironically,
the draft had ended on January 27, 1973, so he was not required by the
seminary to serve as a military chaplain. Consequently, Jeremy sought a
pulpit in his native New England.

The Reserves

When the possibility of a student or occupational deferment vanished,
enlistment in the military Reserves seemed to many to be far more appealing
than waiting for conscription or volunteering for active duty. Enlistment in
any branch of the Reserves — Army, Navy, or Air Eorce — was far less
dangerous and dme-consuming. After basic and specialized training lasting
four to six months, reservists were allowed to return to civilian life:
marriage, graduate studies, and work. Monthly drills and two weeks of
summer exercises were required for a total of six years. It was highly
unlikely that reserve units would be activated by the President and sent to
Vietnam. Of the approximately one million men enlisted in the Reserves or
the National Guard during the war, only 15,000 men served in Vietnam.-'
Studies show that in 1966, 7 1 % of all reservists had enlisted to avoid the
draft. By 1968, the number rose to 80%. By 1970, it had climbed to 90% of
reservists.-*

Leonard

Leonard graduated from Classical in 1962, then studied English literature at Brown. Upon his graduation in 1966, he enrolled at Boston College
Law School. He was not guaranteed a deferment, however. When two of his
classmates were drafted over the Christmas vacation, he urgently made
other plans. "The Vietcong," he had noticed, "shot back."
Through his acquaintance with doctors already enlisted, Leonard found
an opening in a general hospital support unit. If activated, it would assist
Kent County Hospital in Warwick. After basic training at Ft. Bliss, Texas,
Leonard was sent to Ft. Huachuca, Arizona, where he mastered the skills of
a clerk-typist. Though one of the few enlisted men in his unit, Leonard held
enormous power over hundreds of physicians and nurses; he was responsible for processing their promotions. In time, he developed great respect for
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his superiors and treasured the camaraderie he felt with them. Treasuring
those newfound experiences of power and fellowship, he embarked on a
career in business and never returned to law school. The Reserves had
changed his Ufe.

Morris

Morris, who graduated from Moses Brown in 1963, was also riding a
fast track to Vietnam before joining a Reserve unit. In his senior year at
Brown, he took graduate-level courses in physics; during his first year of
graduate work, he tried to persuade his draft board that he was actually
enrolled in his second year toward a doctorate. Before the Selective Service
reforms of February 1968, a graduate student could proceed toward the
completion of his degree if he had already entered his second year.
Unfortunately for Morris, his board did not buy his argument, making it
necessary to find another way out.
By chance, his older cousin had already enlisted in Leonard's reserve
unit. Consequently, when another opening occurred, Morris was able to fill
it. Given his training in mechanics, his military occupational specialty
(MOS) became the repair of medical equipment. He developed further
expertise testing audiology equipment. For three summers Morris was sent
to Washington's Walter Reed Hospital, where he was assigned to the
research division. He completed his reserve duty on August 9, 1974,
returning home the night President Nixon resigned from office. He was able
to finish up his master's at Brown and then went into business. The Reserves
had come to the rescue again!

Norman

Norman graduated from Moses Brown in 1968, when American forces
in Vietnam reached 535,000 men, only 10,000 beneath their peak about a
year later.'' Like Morris, Norman did not relate religiously to his school's
Quaker heritage, but he did endeavor to help people. He also wanted his draft
status resolved, so that it would not hang over his head indefinitely. Having
enjoyed boating, he deferred his enrollment at Washington University in St.
Louis to enlist in the Coast Guard Reserves. There was no waiting list for
eighteen-year-olds.
Following his induction in the summer of 1968, Norman was sent to
Cape May, New Jersey, where he spent four months on a training ship.
Having scored high on a placement test, he was offered specialized training
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as a hospital corpsman. This was a rewarding, though sometimes tedious,
assignment. After six months of acdve duty, Norman became a college
student while attending the required monthly and summer drdls. He enjoyed
what he was learning and appreciated a small stipend. Having achieved the
rank of petty officer, Norman remained in the Coast Guard Reserves for a
decade.
As with so many others, his training (as a hospital corpsman) helped
bolster his career. After graduating from Washington University in 1973, he
spent four years at U.R.I, and at Harvard working toward a Ph.D. in
pharmacology. Then, culminating many years of training, Norman earned
a medical degree at Brown. Having worked with cadavers since he was
eighteen, he felt somewhat ahead of his classmates! He had also developed
a positive outlook toward nurses. But there was a tinge of irony to Norman's
enlistment in the Coast Guard Reserves: had he participated in the Selective
Service lottery in 1969, his number would have been 320 — too high for the
draft.

The National Guard

The requirements for service in the Rhode Island National Guard were
comparable to those in the Army Reserves. Though the governor as well as
the president could activate units, activation occurred on very few occasions. As few as seventy-two National Guardsmen died in Vietnam.-''

Richard Licht

Given his extraordinary abdity and ambition, it is impossible to camouflage Richard Licht's identity, nor does he wish to, as he told me during our
long conversation in Providence on September 13. Bom in 1948, he
graduated from Moses Brown when only sixteen years old. While an
undergraduate at Harvard, he organized anti-war protests and was among
theearly supporters of Senator Eugene McCarthy's presidential campaign.-'
Like a young Bill Clinton, Licht already foresaw a career in politics.
Because the lottery for college students was not adopted by the Selective
Service until 1969, Licht fully expected to pass a pre-induction physical and
find himself 1-A. Conscientious objection, teaching, or rabbinical school
were not options, so he turned to Rhode Island's Air National Guard. Much
later, in 1988, when he ran for the U.S. Senate, Licht was accused of having
received preferential treatment from his uncle. Gov. Frank Licht. In fact,
Richard enlisted in the summer of 1968, when John Chafee was still
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governor. Chafee, Licht's opponent in the Senate race, actually commended
him for his honorable service.
Richard enlisted in a unit supporting Green State Airport, then received
both his basic training and specialty training as a policeman at Lackland Air
Force Base, Texas. Licht was asked to take an examination for a direct
commission as an officer. Even though he scored first in his unit, however,
it was denied him because it might have appeared that he received special
favors from his uncle. In any case, direct commissions by examination were
soon abolished.
Following his stint in Texas, Licht entered Harvard Law School, from
which he graduated in 1972. He earned an advanced law degree at B. U. three
years later. By 1974, while practicing law in Providence, he launched his
political career. In true lawyerly fashion, which also reveals his skill as a
candidate, Licht claims that service in the Guard was a positive experience.
It taught him new skills, introduced him to a wide range of people, and
provided insights into veterans' affairs. In 1988 he received the endorsement
of Vietnam Veterans Against the War. Licht regrets, however, that he was
not more effective as an activist. If so, he reasons, fewer lives might have
been lost on both sides.

Leonard Holland

If the Rhode Island Jewish community had a favorite son in military life,
it was surely Leonard Holland (1916-1999). As adjutant general of the
Rhode Island National Guard from 1961 until 1983, he served under five
governors (Democrats and Republicans), longer than any adjutant general
in the country. He was admired widely for his loyalty, skill, and integrity. Far
from being viewed as a distant official who hid behind regulations, he was
seen as a warm and compassionate public servant. General Holland was also
known for his mischievousness and sense of humor. When instructing Gov.
Frank Licht, his lifelong friend, on how to review troops, he whispered
commands in Yiddish. After the Six-Day War in Israel, Holland briefly wore
an eye patch and called himself "the other Jewish general."
There is no indication that Holland showed a particular preference
toward Jewish families even though he assisted many who requested favors.
During the Vietnam War he helped place numerous Jewish men in units
throughout the state. Responsible for filling the ranks of the National Guard,
he was hardly opposed to obtaining the most capable recruits; on a pragmatic
level, this often meant "Go see Uncle Lenny." It is difficult to know exacdy
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Adjutant General Leonard Holland escorting Governor John Chaffee at the
governor's inaugural ceremony. Providence, 1963.

why General Holland granted requests. Perhaps it is simply the way Rhode
Islanders do business, or perhaps he harbored some lingering sympathy
toward potential Guardsmen after being a draftee in 1941. Or, most likely,
Holland bolstered the National Guard because it was his duty.
Holland's efforts to help needy individuals never interfered with his
support of the war. He never expressed any opposition, and those who knew
the adjutant general since his modest upbringing in Providence's North End
were aware of his abounding and enduring patriotism. They understood the
selfless actions on Guadalcanal and the Solomon Islands that earned him the
Purple Heart, Bronze Star, and Combat Infantry Badge. His patriotism,
ability, and dedication to the Rhode Island National Guard were never in
question: the favors he dispensed were perfectly consistent with that
dedication.-*
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Oscar

One such favor, for example, was granted to Oscar. After graduating
from Pawtucket West High School in 1964, he had enrolled in Rhode Island
College. An unusual opportunity occurred just before his graduation four
years later. While attending to his part-time sales job at Apex, in walked a
distant friend with his friend's father, "The A.G." Oscar took the opportunity
to approach the elder Holland, asking in as diplomatic a way as possible if
he knew of any openings. "Things can be arranged," he was told; "come see
me in the morning." Oscar did just that. He was told that there were two
openings, and that a decision to enlist had to be made at that moment. Oscar
did not hesitate.
Though trained inidally as a clerk-typist, Oscar, who played the baritone
sax, was able to transfer into a National Guard band. He grew to enjoy the
summer drills, which included concerts around the state, one at The Jewish
Home. Eventually, he became a teacher, but he continued to eqjoy serving
in the Guard, in which he remained twenty years. A chance meeting with the
"A.G." had not only offered a haven during the war but also provided a
useful avocation for many years after the war.

Peter

General Holland helped many other Jewish boys as well, although not
all of them found a home in the Guard, like Oscar. Peter, born in 1945,
graduated from Hope in 1962. Having left U.R.I, during his sophomore year,
he completed his bachelor's degree at New York University in 1967.
Though he entered Boston College Law School, he had litde hope of
reaching his second year. He and some friends considered joining a Reserve
unit in New Hampshire, but could not find openings: by 1968, more than
100,000 men were waidng for openings in the Reserves or National Guard."''
Consequendy, he looked more carefully around Rhode Island.
Peter's uncle was a senior state representadve who chaired an influendal
committee. The legislator contacted his friend. Gen. Holland, with the
expectadon that "something could be arranged." Something was arranged.
Peter, the only Jew, enlisted in a field artillery company staffed primarily by
Italian and Portuguese-Americans. While Et. Campbell, Kentucky and Et.
Sill, Oklahoma were no picnic, Peter recalls, he hated the monthly drills
even more. The spring of 1970, after the shootings at Kent State University
in Ohio, brought heightened distress.'" He imagined that his unit would be
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sent to quell a protest at Brown, where his younger brother was a student.
After counseling from a psychiatrist known to oppose the war, the guardsman was able to obtain a letter of appeal and later was awarded a medical
discharge, following two years of service.

Unfit for Service

Another way to evade the draft was to secure a 4-F deferment. A huge
number of young men were found physically or mentally unfit for military
service. The number between 1960 and 1973 was 3,575,000, about 50%
more than those who served in Vietnam." The pre-inducdon physical
examination was for many a harrowing ordeal, representing a narrow
passageway between freedom and servitude, safety and danger. The examination itself was demeaning, for hundreds of anxious young men were
ordered around in their underwear for the better part of a day. Some officials
may have enjoyed taunting their captives: one civilian, who bore large scars
from heart surgery and carried around a thick bundle of medical records, was
casually told "you're faking."
Some who were examined, Jews and non-Jews alike, found creative
ways to obtain a 4-F deferment. Nobody I knew of cut off a trigger finger,
but one fellow, already a beanpole, lost a significant amount of weight.
Another ate so much pepperoni the night before his examination that he
elevated his blood pressure to catastrophic heights; an ambulance rushed
him from the examination center to a nearby hospital. Homosexuality was
a serious taboo — the grounds for lifelong ostracism — so almost nobody
joked about boyfriends. It might be less incriminating to complain about
secret voices or, as one fellow did, show up to the exam brandishing all kinds
of weapons.

Quincy

Most of the physical deferments, however, were given for valid reasons.
Quincy, an athlete, had every expectation of passing his physical. A 1966
graduate of Moses Brown, he was preparing to pursue a sociology degree at
Princeton. In the fall of 1969, he applied — without Gen. Holland's help —
for an opening in the National Guard, after receiving a lottery draft number
of thirty-six. He completed his senior thesis on kibbutz life and expected to
be called by the Guard in May, but to his surprise, Quincy, who had suffered
numerous knee injuries playing soccer, flunked the physical. He soon
entered Boston University Law School, where he earned two degrees.
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Steven

There were many ways to get a 4-F. Steven was among a tiny number
of Jews who attended high school on Aquidneck Island. After graduating in
1964, he studied history at Lehigh University in Pennsylvania. In 1968, the
chairman of the local draft board, the town's leading attorney, suggested that
his enrollment in law school would probably result in a 2-S deferment.
Steven chose Stanford, but a month after enrolling he was ordered home for
a pre-inducdon physical. He was "petrified." He brought letters from
doctors to document leg problems. But his examiners were not impressed.
Then a way out opened up. Though by no means a radical, Steven
refused to sign the loyalty oath required of all examinees. He was adamant
about not signing. Finady, at the end of the day, a senior officer offered a
compromise. If Steven would affix his signature to the document, he could
receive a 1-Y deferment (physically fit only during emergencies). "No
problem," said Steven; it was a deal. Later he received a master's in history
when he graduated from Stanford Law.

The Lottery and the Draft

The surest, but also the scariest, way to bypass the draft was to get a high
number in "the lottery." Receiving a lottery number in one's senior year of
college was a sudden life-or-death proposition. Most students assembled
around campus television sets for the live broadcasts from Selective Service
headquarters in Washington. They breathed a sigh of relief after each
number was called for somebody else's birthday.

Theodore and Uri

Theodore, who finished Classical High in 1966, went on to U.R.I.,
where he received four years of 2-S deferments. Then, needless to say, he
was overjoyed during the first lottery held on December 1, 1969, when his
number turned up 316: any number above 200 was unlikely to be called for
induction. Theodore was so blase about the experience that he had not
worked out a secondary plan; he had not even considered seeking an
occupational deferment. Having been exempted with a 2-S, he never gave
the draft a second thought.
But not everyone was so casual. Uri, Theodore's classmate at Classical,
went to Brown. His parents thought he, like Theodore, was being lackadaisical about the draft, but in reality he was intensely focused on the lottery
held during his senior year. The problem was that Uri could not bear to watch
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the televised proceedings. Instead, he went to a graduate student bar and
became "as inebriated as possible." This heightened state was supposed to
let him deal with whatever results occurred; however, because of his
condition, he could not hear when his number was called. In desperation, he
telephoned his mother, but she had not heard his number either. After
becoming even more thoroughly plastered, he was elated to discover finally
that his number was 267.
He became alarmed again when the number of men inducted began to
increase throughout 1970: if the pace continued at approximately thirty
lottery numbers per month, he would find himself marching for Uncle Sam.
As it turned out, Uri was never called. But his mother left his draft file on the
desk in his bedroom, where it remains to this day.

Conscientious Objectors
Victor

Responses to the threat of being drafted seemed to be almost limitiess.
Some young men took the route of becoming a "c.o." — a conscientious
objector.'- Victor was still another Classical classmate from 1966. He knew
that he was in trouble when, during his senior year at Boston University, he
received lottery number sixty-three. Called for a pre-induction physical, he
passed without a hitch. He reasoned that his best way out of a trip to Vietnam
was to file for a conscientious objector deferment, a 1 -0. (There was a similar
deferment, 1-AO, which required noncombatant service within the military.)
Though he had been a leader in his temple youth group, Victor had not
remained active in Jewish organizations. Perhaps to his own amazement, he
had reincarnated as a musician and a "hippie," with beard, beads, and long
hair. In his application to his draft board for c.o. status, therefore, Victor said
little about his Jewish teachings even though after March 1965 the Supreme
Court had not required a belief in a "Supreme Being" to obtain a deferment.
Instead, he focused on the literature of the counterculture, offering quotations from Hermann Hesse and verses from the musical "Hair." Not
surprisingly, his draft board was unimpressed. In an act of desperation, the
college senior wrote to the national director of the Selective Service, saying
"there should be a place for everybody in America!" If presented with
induction orders, Victor would have no place to go but Canada. A few weeks
later, his deferment as a conscientious objector was granted.
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Required to do two years of alternative service, Victor was responsible
for finding his own position. Draft officials told him to live at least fifty miles
from home, to simulate a billet; he could work in a hospital in Attleboro, for
example. After months of searching, Victor found a spot at a hospital in
Denver, known ironically as Mercy. Having been assigned to the decontamination unit, he quit after one day. He notified his board, which declared
that his obligadon remained two years less one day. Eventually, however,
his board tired of following up on his wanderings in the West, and Victor
graduated from law school. He encountered no difficulty obtaining a
passport or a license to practice law.

William

Born in 1952, during the Korean War, William attended Classical High
where, to the dismay of his principal, he was a highly visible and audible
protester against the war. During his two years at Colgate University in New
York, William received a 2-S deferment, but then decided to drop out of
school. Had he matriculated with his class, he would never have been
drafted; instead, he now sought to be recognized as a conscientious objector.
Like Victor, he had been both a Bar Mitzvah and a Confirmand, but he did
not resonate to Jewish history, ethics, or literature, so when he appUed for
c.o. status during his sophomore year, he did not request a letter of
recommendation from a rabbi. Even to his parents, it was not clear where
William's deep sense of justice came from. His draft board was convinced,
however, that his convicdon was real.''
William planned on doing his alternate service in Rhode Island, but
could not find a posidon. He then journeyed to Seatde, only to discover that
social service agencies were already inundated with volunteers. As a result,
he found an opening in Woodinville, Washington, working in a children's
center and shelter. After a year and a half, he found another position in
Spokane with legal services. During that time he never requested financial
assistance from his parents; continually worried, they sent numerous "care
packages." "Enough with the jars of Tang," he told them. Despite the
subsistent "lifestyle," he felt good about his work.
Later, receiving credit for "life experiences," William was able to
graduate from a local college. This led to a full scholarship to Gonzaga
University Law School in Spokane. Having established a habit of service,
William devoted seven more years to a legal service agency after his
graduation in 1982. William's parents, no longer concerned about his diet,
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remain "extremely proud" of his character and accomplishments.

Living Abroad

Some young men were so fervendy idealistic (or so scared) that they
would not even acknowledge the legitimacy of the Selective Service. Some
others who resisted the war failed in their negotiations with the system's
functionaries. Nobody relished the thought of abandoning his homeland, but
approximately 30,000 Americans fled to Canada.'*

Yul

In 1962, Yul graduated from Classical High, where his father, Jacob, a
Brown alumnus, was one of its best-known teachers. A specialist in
European and American history, Jacob was also a coach and a founder of the
Providence teachers' union. While some considered Jacob only a political
activist, others knew him as a radical. In 1948 he ran for lieutenant governor
on the Progressive Party ticket, and he chaired the academic freedom
committee of the state affiliate of the American Civil Liberties Union. A
nephew recently characterized his outlook: "Everything, according to
Jacob, was wrong with the world." Perhaps he built a more compassionate
and idyllic environment each summer as the director of a boys' camp in
Maine.
Yul followed in his older brother's footsteps to Harvard, completing a
bachelor's degree in 1966. He stayed a year longer to earn a master's in the
Graduate School of Education, where he met his wife, Susan, a Barnard
alumna. Together they went to New Haven to teach in a ghetto school under
the auspices of Yale's Child Guidance Center.
Yul was not politically active at Classical or around The Yard. He had
no intention of taking on the Selective Service system or setting an example
for younger men. He believed that he was classified 1-A because of his
father's outspokenness and therefore challenged that classification. However, Yul should have requested a hearing before his local board; by mistake
he requested an appeal, which waved his right to a hearing. At the appeal,
the chairman of the local board told him "Anybody can teach second grade,
buddy — you're going to Nam!"
Jacob's immediate recommendation to his son was "Get the hell out of
here." He proudly proclaimed, "You come from a long line of draft
dodgers." To this day Yul thinks of himself as a "draft dodger." "Every one
of us was a resister," he recalls. So Yul, his wife, and his parents scouted
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Montreal during Thanksgiving of 1968. The young teachers were interviewed for jobs, but their sterling academic credentials and clean-cut
appearances worried school officials. Were these American spies? Yul and
Susan also investigated living in Ottawa, but they found the capital a
"forlorn place." Instead, they returned to New Haven, hoping to hold onto
their jobs, which were in jeopardy because of New Haven's racial upheavals. Then Jacob took them on another foray to Canada, where they found
Toronto "unbelievably good." They were offered teaching positions and
fellowships for further study.
In New Haven, with assistance from Senator Abraham Ribicoff of
Connecticut, Yul sought a presidential appeal of his 1-A classification.
When this was rejected in May 1969, he and Susan decided that their time
was up. On Memorial Day, while they were making preparations to leave for
Toronto, Jacob dropped dead; in August, when Yul was ordered to report for
induction, they left. He knew he was "going forever," and for better or worse
he has never looked back. Initially, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police
investigated the couple, probably at the request of the FBI. But Yul was
never charged. Ironically, he did not qualify for amnesties from President
Ford or President Carter because there had been no charges.
Almost immediately, the young couple bought a home, where they
eventually reared four children. After working as public school teachers for
five years, they founded their own elementary school and summer camp.
Susan became a Canadian citizen in 1977, Yul not untd 1985. But a year ago
he established dual citizenship, hoping that his daughter would attend
college in America. His mother had come to live in Canada in 1972.
Yul has been back to Providence only once — in 1984, to attend a Bar
Mitzvah. Though he considers himself a "cultural Jew," he had no religious
education. As a result of bad experiences in "cheder," his father had been
anti-religious, forbidding his sons to enter a synagogue. Yul, therefore, does
not associate with religious Jews in Canada. Nor did he associate with fellow
"draft dodgers"; he describes the early ones as poor and uneducated, the later
ones as drug abusers. "I was a kid from Harvard," he explains, "who wore
preppy clothes." But he made other friends: today he is quite happy,
following the upheaval that shaped his adult life. "I haven't thought about
the draft for years," he confessed.
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Taking Stock: Conclusions

Today, at the close of the century, it is difficult to remember — let alone
rally around—the reasons that led to our nation's involvement in Vietnam.''
Did America try to defend an ally, a besieged democracy? Did we truly
believe that Communism would overtake all of Southeast Asia on its way to
world conquest? Were American prestige and honor somehow in jeopardy?
What was the origin and purpose of this conflict, which held our country
hostage for more than a decade?
Today, these issues are barely mentioned by the once-young Jewish
Rhode Islanders now about to become grandfathers. Hardly anybody felt
inspired for patriotic, humanitarian, or moral reasons to support the Vietnam
War. Few among the interviewees wanted to be involved personally — to
be removed from study, work, or family — in order to rescue or help defend
the Vietnamese people. Young Americans had better sites on their horizons
than jungles, swamps, and rice paddies. Were we therefore selfish or
insensitive to suffering? The war never offered ideal choices — only
compromises and trade-offs, or in the parlance of strategic planners, "costs
and benefits."
What in fact were the benefits? Americans did try valiandy to do what
was best. And for those who participated in the military effort, in whatever
capacity, there were personal rewards, sometimes marginal or minor,
somedmes significant. Whether they served in the regular forces, the
Reserves, or the National Guard, many young men acquired skills or learned
something about their countrymen and about themselves. Charles was
fortunate enough to find a wife.
Even those who avoided military service may have obtained rewards,
lessons that were never learned in school. Having received deferments,
some were able to advance in their chosen professions, while others
benefited from having been pushed into unplanned but satisfying careers.
Who among the young Jewish Rhode Islanders of the Vietnam generation could be considered winners and who should be called losers? This is
a question impossible to answer. Of those I spoke to, only Allan was
involved in combat, and thankfully his life was saved. But even he, like so
many others, did not believe in the war and would not encourage his children
in a similar exploit. In contrast, David's remarks sound bellicose and
abrasive. He was willing, if not eager, to take on an enemy, yet he never did
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SO. His military service entailed no more risk than that taken by
individuals who sat unheroically on the sidelines. Perhaps his cynicism
about the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington is most disturbing.
Ironically, some of the "winners" in the Vietnam War may have been
those who retained their ideals because they never served in the military. For
example, William rendered useful and honorable duty as a conscientious
objector despite his opposition to the war. Similarly, by fleeing to Canada,
Yul did not setde for compromises. He stood by his beliefs even though the
price he paid to defend his conscience was large. Fortunately, he was not
crushed by the experience of expatriation.
It is difficult to blame those who were able to manipulate an essentially
flawed Selective Service system, which capriciously granted all kinds of
incentives, deferments, and exemptions. And it is even more difficult to
condemn those who were excused for legitimate ailments. In any war there
are young men who are physically or mentally unfit for military service:
perhaps such men should have been asked or expected to perform another
national service. And perhaps there should have been a greater role for
women!
War is exceedingly complex, highly unpredictable, frequently arbitrary, and often unfair—an enterprise in which people win and lose, live and
die, for all kinds of reasons beyond their control. A misunderstood or
unpopular war cannot be waged indefinitely within a democracy, especially
one dependent on conscription. Can the young men of the Rhode Island
Jewish community be faulted for what they did or did not do? Ideals and
patriotism are necessary, but they will always be measured against
practicalities and limitations; no desire is more basic than self-preservation.
Some who served may have regretted their decision, some who did not serve
may have regretted theirs. No one was entirely free of doubt or guilt. In war,
finally, nobody wins.
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58,159 Americans, including eight women, lost their lives (18% of fatalities were due
to disease, accidents, friendly fire, suicide, and drug overdose). 304,000 Americans
were wounded, including 74,000 who became quadriplegics or multiple amputees.
Between 1945 and 1975, at least 1.75 million Vietnamese combatants lost their lives.
More than twice that number were wounded. Deaths and injuries among Vietnamese
civilians were even higher. See John F. Guilmartin, Jr. and Kelly Evans-Pfeiffer,
"Casualties," in Encyclopedia of the Vietnam War, ed. Stanley I. Kutler (New York:
Simon Schuster Macmiilan, 1996). p. 103.
- The best overview is Stanley Karnow. Viettiam: A History, 2"'' ed., revised and updated
(New York: Penguin, 1997.) For detailed accounts, including the anti-draft movement,
see South Vietnam: U.S.-Communist Confrontation in Southeast Asia, 1 Vols. (New
York: Facts on File, 1973). Also useful, especially for its bibliography, is James S.
OXion, Dictionary of the Vietnam War (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood, 1988).
' See, for example, Steven Cohen, Vietnam: Anthology cmd Guide to Television History
(New York: Knopf, 1983); Jean-Jacques Maol and Tony Williams, Vietnam WarFilms
(Jefferson, North Carolina; McFarland, 1994); Stuart O'Nan, The Vietnam Reader: The
Definitive Collection of American Fiction cmd Nonfiction on the War (New York:
Doubleday, 1998).
In the fall of 1999, the University of Rhode Island" s Honors Colloquium was "'Legacies
of the Vietnam War." The Colloquium did not focus on Rhode Island, however. Jewish
opposition to the war led by Rabbis Abraham Heschel and Maurice Eisendrath is
mentioned in a study of an organization named Clergy And Laymen Concerned About
Vietnam (CALCAV): see Mitchell K. Hall. Because of Their Faith: CALCAV and
Religious Opposition to the Vietnam War, Contemporary American History Series, ed.
William E. Leuchtenberg (New York: Columbia University Press. 1990). Among the
founders of CALCAV were the fiery Jesuits. Daniel and Philip Berrigan; see Thomas
E. Quigley, ed., American Catholics and Vietnam (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Eerdmans,
1968). Studies of other minority or ethnic groups include Clyde Taylor, ed., Vietnam
cmd Black America: An Anthology of Protest and Resistance (Garden City, New York:
Anchor, 1973); Wallace Terry, Bloods: An Oral History of the Vietnam War by Black
Veterans (New York: Random House, 1984); and George Mariscal, ed.,Aztlan and Viet
nam: Chicano cmd Chicana Experiences of the War (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1999),
' See Glen Gendzel. "Selective Service." in Kutler, pp. 493-4. The most detailed
statistical analysis is found in Lawrence M. Baskir and William A. Strauss, Chance cmd
Circumstance: The Draft, the War, and the Vietncun Generation (New York: Knopf,
1978).
For a directory of names and locations on The Wall, see Jan C. Scruggs and Joel L.
Swerdlow. To Heed a Nation: The Vietnam Veterans Memorial (New York: Harper &
Row, 1985). The Providence war memorial, erected adjacent to the Civic Center in
1981, lists 60 men who lost their lives in Vietnam. One of these, Edmund H. Hornstein,
has a Jewish-sounding name but was actually a Catholic. Born in 1935, he was a
graduate of Providence College and received a commission through R.O.T.C. He
volunteered for service in Vietnam. A major in the infantry, Hornstein was killed in
combat in 1966; his remains are buried in Arlington National Cemetery.
Such Jewish names as Danny Friedman. Mike Gold, and Joel Greenberg are found in
Richard Stacewicz. Winter Soldiers: An Oral History of the Vietnam Veterans Against
the War, Twayne's Oral History Series Vol. 26 (New York: Simon Schuster Macmiilan,
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1997). See also James Dickerson, North to Canada: Men cmd Women Agcdnst the
Vietnam War (Westport, Connecticut; Praeger, 1999); and Gerald R. Gioglio, Days of
Decision: An Oral History of Conscientious Objectors in the Military during the
Vietnam War (Trenton, New Jersey; Broken Rifle Press, 1989).
The Letters of Pfc. Richard E. Marks. CSMC (Phdadelphia; Lippincott. 1967).
Sidney Goldstein, The Greater Providence Jewish Community: A Population Sun-ey
(General Jewish Committee of Providence, Inc., 1964).
Goldstein, Table 6, p. 25.
Goldstein, p. 118.
One of our residents, who strongly opposed the war, took on the surname of a destroyed
Vietnamese village.
Still the best account is Norman Mailer, Miami and the Siege of Chicago (New York;
World, 1968).
Between 1964 and 1973, 44,000 men were drafted into the Marines, as compared to
3,000 into the Navy. Marine deaths were considerable; 13,000, compared to 31,000 in
the Army, The Air Force suffered 1,000 deaths. See David S, Surrey, Choice of
Conscience: Vietnam Era Militarv and Draft Re sisters in Canada (New York; Praeger,
1982), pp. 35-46,
Brown had two R,O.T.C. programs; Naval, begun in 1940; and Air Force, begun in
1951. Both were terminated by 1972 through a vote of the faculty. See Martha Mitchell,
"Military Education," in Encyclopedia Brunonia (Brown University Press, 1993), pp.
381-3. A new war memorial at Brown shows that twenty alumni lost their lives in
Vietnam.
For numbers of troops, see "Order of Battle; U. S. Military," in Kutler. p. 413.
The Coast Guard suffered seven deaths during the war. In 1966, 300,000 occupational
deferments were given. During the remainder of the war there were an addidonal
183,000. See Surrey, pp. 37, 46.
During 1968 and 1969, American deaths increased to 300 or more per week. By April,
1969, American deaths totaled 33,614, more than the endre number lost in the Korean
War (Kuder, pp, 104-5, 413).
See Kenneth J. Heineman, Ccunpus Wars: The Peace Movement at American State
Universities in the Vietnam Era (New York University Press, 1993).
James R. Ebert, A Life in a Year: The American Infantryman in Vietnam, 1965-1972
(Novate, California; Presidio Press, 1993), p. 22.
See Michael A. Meyer, "A Centennial History," in Hebrew Union College-Jewish
Institute of Religion: At One Hundred Years." ed. Samuel E. Karff (Cincinnati; Hebrew
Union College Press, 1976), pp. 230-2; and Sidney L. Regner, ed., Central Conference
of American Rabbis, Vol. 74 (Cincinnati, 1969), pp. 42-72. The Conservative movement's Rabbinical Assembly also voted to suspend the system requiring newly ordained
rabbis to serve as military chaplains.
See Nancy Zaroulis and Gerald Sullivan, Who Spoke Up? American Protest Agcdnst the
War in Vietncun, 1963-1975 (Garden City, New York; Doubleday, 1984); Nathan
Glazer, Remembering the Answers: Essays on the American Student Revolt (New York;
Basic Books, 1970), especially Chapter X, "The Jewish Role in Student Activism"; and
Immanuel M. Wallerstein and Paul Starr, The_University Crisis Reader, 2 Vols, ( New
York; Random House, 1971). For Columbia, see Jerry L. Avorn, Up Against the Ivy
Wall: A History of the Columbia Crisis (New York; Atheneum, 1969); and Roger Kahn,
The Battle for Morningside Heights: Why Students Rebel (New York: Morrow, 1970).
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Ebert, p. 16,
Surrey, p. 46.
Kutler, p. 413.
Ebert, p. 16.
See Seymour M. Lipset and David Riesman, Education and Politics at Harvard (New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1975), especially, Chapter VIII, "The Sixdes and Beyond."
-* Information on General Holland was gained in the course of my interviews and from the
Providence Journal, Aug. 17 and 19, 1999.
Ebert, p. 16. By 1970, waiting lists diminished. A year later, the National Guard fell
45,000 men under its quota.
On May 4, four students were killed and nine were wounded by the Ohio National
Guard. See Joseph Kelner and James Munves, The Kent State Coverup (New York:
Harper & Row, 1980); James A. Michener. Kent State: What Happened and Why (New
York: Random House, 1971); and I. F. Stone. The Killings at Kent State: How Murder
Went Unpunished (New York: Vintage. 1971).
" Surrey, p. 38.
Beginning in 1965, the Rhode Island affiliate of the American Civil Liberties Union
offered draft counseling to inform young men of their constitutional rights. Several
prominent Jewish lawyers assisted, A particularly important case arose in Newport in
1969, when a Peace Corps volunteer was stripped of his deferment and ordered to report
for induction. See: Milton Stanzler, Eternally Vigilant: The Rhode Island ACLU Story
(Chapel Hill, North Carolina: Professional Press, 1998), Chapter XII, "The Vietnam
War, The Draft and Conscientious Objectors,"
" Whether or not William's request for a deferment was authentic, it coincided with an
upsurge in c,o, deferments. In 1966, six citizens per 100 draftees received the l-O
deferment. By 1972, there were 130 such deferments for every 100 draftees. See Victor
Jew and Adam Land, "Conscientious Objectors" in Kutler, p, 148.
This number is based on Canadian government statistics. See Ellen Parker, "Canada,"
in Kutler, p. 100. Some Americans went to Europe, especially Sweden, which became
an asylum for military deserters.
•' ^ For a fascinating collection of quotations by American officials, see James S. Olson,
Dictionary of the Vietnam War (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood, 1988).
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Emperor Julian the Apostate and the
"Community of the Jews"
by Alene F. Silver

Ms. Silver, Professor Emerita at Rhode Island College, discusses one of
the few Roman rulers who showed sympathy toward the Jews of his time.
While it would be an oversimplification, as the author points out, to call the
Roman emperor Julian a "courageous friend of the Jews, " he was almost
unique in trying to give credd to Judaism. He is, therefore, an appropriate
subject in our ongoing attempt to see Jewish history in its ancient context.
Of the great figures of antiquity few are so well documented and yet so
obscured by misconceptions as the emperor Julian. Chrisdan historians
often dismiss Julian's criticisms of Christianity as coming from a pagan who
hated the religion because Chrisdans slaughtered his family. In the same
way, his more favorable attitude toward Judaism is dismissed as merely an
attempt to embarrass the Christians. On the other hand, we must not
exaggerate his friendly feelings toward the Jews: as one of Julian's biographers remarks, "One must alike reject [the conceptions of] the lonely hero
struggling against the onslaught of corrupt Chrisdanity, and the courageous
friend of the Jews.' The truth may be less melodramatic but there can be no
doubt that Julian displayed more tolerance for Jews than for Christians. Two
Jewish encyclopedias indeed speak in a friendly way about him and we shall
see why.'

Julian's Life (331-363 C.E.)

Julian was a nephew of Constandne ("the Great"), the Roman Emperor
who proclaimed Christianity the official religion of the Roman Empire in
312 C.E. Julian was born in 331, bapdzed a Chrisdan, and officially
remained so untd 361, when he proclaimed himself a pagan, an apostate
from Chrisdanity. When Constantine died (337) his three sons engaged in
a bloody battle for the throne. Eventually one of the three, Constandus,
emerged the victor after the murder of eight of Julian's relatives. Julian was
the youngest male of the family, not perceived as a threat, and he was well
educated by philosophers and scholars in a supervised and restricted
environment. But he always held Constantius personally responsible for the
death of his father and other relatives.
Rhode Island Jenish Historical Notes, Wo\. 13, No. I.November, 1999
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Emperor Constantius did not have a male heir, and by 355 he needed a
reliable leader to quell the barbarian incursions in Gaul. He appointed Julian,
who at twenty-four was adept at philosophy but entirely untried in military
affairs. During the next five years Julian proved to be a successful general,
an excellent administrator, and extremely popular with his troops. Civil war
might have ensued, but at this critical dme Constantius died of a fever. Julian
was officially crowned Emperor in Constandnople in December 361.
As emperor, Julian replaced the eunuchs and courtiers of Constantius'
court with philosophers, and initiated many economic and administrative
reforms. He immediately proclaimed toleration of all religions including
Chrisdanity and Judaism; he did not persecute the Christians, certainly not
to the degree that the Christians had persecuted pagans (and Jews) in the
preceding regimes. In the short span of about eighteen months, before his
death in battle (363), Julian was enormously productive, both as an administrator and also as a writer. According to a well-known historian, he
"labored to relieve the distress and to revive the spirit of his subjects, and
endeavored always to connect authority with merit, and happiness with
virtue."'
In this essay I shall discuss three of Julian's writings in order to elucidate
his attitude towards Judaism—"Against the Galileans," "The Caesars," and
"To the Community of the Jews."

"Against the Galileans"

This long treatise* is Julian's detailed argument against Christianity,
which he compares with Judaism and contrasts with paganism. He used the
word "Galileans" rather than "Christians" as a pejorative, in the sense that
it identified the religion with a local creed, a religion of fishermen from
Gahlee.
One of the main points he makes is that there is no evidence in the Old
Testament for the idea of Christianity, contrary to what Christians maintained then and still maintain. Thus he argues that Christians have no right
to regard their teaching as a development of Judaism. He speaks with respect
of the god of the Hebrews, admires Jewish discipline, its sacrifices and its
prohibition of certain foods. He reproaches the Christians for abandoning
the Mosaic law. However, he finds Judaism inferior to paganism because the
Hebraic god is jealous and exclusive, whereas the Hellenic gods are
universal and do not confine their attentions to a small and unimportant
portion of the world.'
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The modem published text of this treatise is not a pristine record of
Julian's essay, since later Christian writers rearranged and mutilated the text
to omit invectives which would "contaminate the minds of Chrisdans."*
Nevertheless, the remaining text is sdll a pointed and vigorous criticism of
Chrisdanity. In casdgadng the Chrisdans for departing from Judaism, Julian
wrote.
If you had at any rate paid heed to their teachings you would not
have fared altogether ill ... for you would be worshipping one God
instead of many [God plus Jesus plus martyrs], and though you
would be following a law that is savage and barbarous, instead of
our [pagan] mild and humane laws, and would in other respects be
inferior to us, yet you would be more holy and purer than now in
your forms of worship. But now it has come to pass that like leeches
you have sucked the worst blood from the source [Judaism] and left
the purer.'
In common with many scholars of andquity, Julian had great respect for
Moses and was well acquainted with the Bible. He argues that the Chrisdans
are not scrupulous in their interpretation of fundamental commandments.
For instance concerning circumcision.
Why, pray, do you not practice circumcision? "Paul," you
answer, "said that circumcision of the heart but not of the flesh was
granted unto Abraham for a covenant and a sign." [But God said]
"This is my covenant which ye shall keep betwixt me and thee and
thy seed after thee in their generations. Ye shall circumcise the llesh
of your foreskin, and it shall be a token of a covenant betwixt me and
thee and betwixt me and thy seed." "The circumcision shall be of the
flesh," says Moses [Genesis 17:11]. But the Galileans do not heed
him and they say "We circumcise our hearts."*
Listen again to the words of Moses: "Ye shall not add unto the
word which I command you, neither shall ye diminish aught from
it. Keep the commandments of the Lord your God which I command
you this day" [Deuteronomy 4:2]. But you have thought it a slight
thing to diminish and to add to the things that were written in the
law; and to transgress it completely you have thought it to be in
every way more manly and more high-spirited, because you do not
look to the truth but to that which will persuade all men.'

"The Caesars"

"The Caesars" is a satire in which many famous figures are portrayed in
such a way as to exaggerate a salient aspect of their character or beliefs.'"
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When Julian wished to satirize Christianity he put his finger on one of
the most important and sensitive points in Christian doctrine, the preference
for "faith over works" as enunciated by Paul.'' Julian describes Constandne,
at the end of a long parade of Caesars, catching sight of Pleasure:
and he ran to her. She received him tenderly, dressed him in
colorful raiments, and led him away to Incontinence. There too he
found Jesus, who had taken up his abode with her and cried aloud
to all comers: "He that is a seducer, he that is a murderer, he that is
sacrilegious and infamous, let him approach with fear! For with this
water will 1 wash him and will straightway make him clean. And
though he should be guilty of these same sins a second time, let him
but smite his breast and beat his head and 1 will make him clean
again." To him Constantine came gladly.'Jewish authorities had considered Paul an apostate from Judaism pardy
because of the emphasis of faith over works that Julian is satirizing here. In
addition, James, the brother of Jesus and the head of the Jerusalem church
after the death of Jesus, argued against this emphasis," as did Clement, the
fourth Bishop of Rome.'* But the idea that all transgressions, including
repeated ones, can be forgiven if the sinner repents and asks Christ for
forgiveness was a basic tenet of the Church. Julian found the consequences
of this belief unacceptable; as he saw it, according to John Julius Norwich,
"Christianity had emasculated the Empire, robbing it of its strength and
manhood, and substituting a moral fecklessness whose effects were everywhere apparent.""

"To the Community of the Jews"

The most striking incident in Julian's career that is associated with
Jewish history is the Emperor's proposal to rebuild the temple in Jerusalem.
After Christianity became the state religion under Constantine, the Jews
underwent considerable persecution, including harsh taxes. The head of the
Jewish community in Palestine was Julius (330-365). Very early in 363
Emperor Julian wrote a letter, "To the Community of the Jews," alluding to
his abolition of the heavy taxes, and stating his proposal to rebuild the temple
in Jerusalem. We quote at length from this letter in order to demonstrate the
friendly spirit that pervades it:
In times past by far the most burdensome thing in the yoke of
your slavery had been the fact that you were subjected to unauthorized ordinances and had to contribute an untold amount of money
to the accounts of the treasury.... I have exhorted my brother lulos.
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your most venerable patriarch, that the levy which is said to exist
among you shall be prohibited, and that no one is any longer to have
the power to oppress the masses of your people by such exactions;
so that everywhere, during my reign, you shall have security of
mind, and in the enjoyment of peace may offer more fervid prayers
for my reign to the Most High God, the Creator, who has deigned
to crown me with his own immaculate right hand. For it is natural
that men who are distracted by any anxiety should be hampered in
spirit, and should not have so much confidence in raising their hands
to pray; but that those who are in all respects free from care should
rejoice with their whole hearts and offer their suppliant prayers on
behalf of my imperial office to Mighty God, even to him who is able
to direct my reign to the noblest ends, according to my purposes.
This you ought to do that, when 1 have successfully concluded the
war with Persia, 1 may rebuild by my own efforts (at my own
expense) the sacred city of Jerusalem which for so many years you
have longed to see inhabited, and may bring settlers there, and,
together with you, may glorify the Most High God therein.""
Julian was killed only a few months after this letter was written.
According to Ammianus, Julian had arranged for money and materials, and
appointed Alypius, the ex-governor of Britain, to carry out the construction." But the project came to naught as a consequence of a disastrous fire
on the site and the sudden death of the Emperor.
If Julian had lived for another twenty years, would the course of
religious history have been greatly altered? Julian was not alone in preferring Hellenism to Chrisdanity. His society, especially the educated part, was
still significandy, if not predominantly, pagan. Even bishops were proud of
their Greek culture, and no one was proud of the exotic degeneracy and
extravagance of the Chrisdan court of Constandus.'* Julian's austerity and
enthusiasm for the heritage of Greece found a sympathetic response among
many. Perhaps the Jews as well as the pagans would have fared better at the
hands of this unique historical figure, whose great practical ability was
guided by a highly intelligent and independent mind.
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Roger H. Brown (Concord, NH, 1999), 41 pages plus Appendix.
Jaffe, Dr. Alfred, pp. 9, 18, 22, 24c, 25, 27, 29, 37.
The Friendly Family: The Descendants of the Freundlichs of Bavaria,
by Natalie Brooks Friendly (Boston: Newbury Street Press, 1998), 413
Pages.
Michael Phillips, Jewish day school teacher, p. 311; his children, p.
313.
Theresa (Friendly) and Samuel Wachenheimer, pp. 316, 335-37.
Ferdinand Friendly Wachenheimer (Fred Friendly), pp. 346-53.
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Guide, by Lois Rose Rose (Los Angeles: Lois Rose Rose, 1998), 47 pages.
Jewish jewelry manufacturing companies, p. 31, quoted from/?////
Notes.
To Bigotry No Sanction: The Story of the Oldest Synagogue in America,
by Leonard Everett Eisher (New York: Holiday House, 1998), 64 pages.
RIJH Notes, vol. 10, no. 4, November 1990; vol. 11, no. 1,
November 1991.
Newport and Touro Synagogue references throughout.
Women in the MiUtary: A Jewish Perspective (Washington, D . C :
National Museum of American Jewish Military History, 1999), 72 pages.
Introduction by Judith Weiss Cohen, p. 5.
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The 45th annual meeting of the Rhode Island Jewish Historical Association was called to order at 1:35 p.m. by Julius Michaelson, chairperson
of the day. After welcoming remarks he introduced Eugene Weinberg,
president, to conduct a short business meeting. Mr. Weinberg noted several
substantial bequests to the association, particularly the generous bequest
from Bonnie Goldowsky to be used for our library in the new Heritage
Harbor Museum.
Since we now have a website, there have been requests for information
from all over the country and as far away as Israel and Erance. Our secretary,
Anne Sherman, was able to answer these requests with pertinent information. Considering the valuable service the Association is able to provide, Mr.
Weinberg urged non-members to join and members to recruit others. We
have recendy redesigned our brochure describing the Association.
We sponsored a competition for college students — a research paper on
any subject pertaining to the Jews of Rhode Island, using our library or
archives for research. Mr. Weinberg introduced Dr. George Goodwin to
announce the winners and make the presentations. Dr. Goodwin reported
that several essays submitted were of such excellence that the distinguished
panel forjudges found it difficult to select a winner. They agreed to split the
$1000 prize and make two awards of $500 each. The winners were Nicole
Herschenhous, a Brown University freshman, and Adam Skolnick, a Brown
senior.
Miss Herschenhous, from Merrick, New York, wrote on the response of
the Providence Jewish Community to events in Germany foreshadowing the
Holocaust. She used reports and editorials from the Jewish Herald as part of
her research.
Mr. Skolnick, from Long Island, New York, did a study on the creation
of the Miriam Hospital on a non-sectarian basis. He also researched one of
its leaders. Max Grant. The archives of the Association were an important
source for his study. Both essays will be published in the next issue of the
Notes.
Rhode Iskiiul Jewish Historical Notes,\o\.
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A motion was made, seconded and passed to waive the reading of the
minutes of the last meeting.
Jack Fradin, Treasurer, reported on the healthy state of the Associadon's
financial affairs. Our income exceeded expenditures by $46,000. He noted
a profit of $5,600 on the sale of the book The Jews of Rhode Island 16581958. A complete financial report is available at the office.
Eleanor Horvitz, Librarian/Archivist, noted our technological progress
in acquiring an excellent fax machine and a website. Through our website
and e-mail access, we are now known internationally. There have been
requests for genealogical information from all over the world.
There have been many acquisitions this past year: memorabilia from the
estate of the late Helene Bernhardt, a photo of the 1917 minstrel show put
on by the YMHA and the YWHA in Infantry Hall, and a large embroidered
tablecloth from the JCRA, the Jewish Consumpdon Relief Associadon of
Cranston. This tablecloth is being used for our colladon today. She urged
everyone to view the interesting exhibit on display here today. There is also
a display of early Jewish businesses in the corridor of the Jewish Federation
office.
Aaron Cohen, chairman of the nominating committee, introduced his
committee: Herbert Rosen, Eleanor Tanner, Jeremiah Gorin, and Anita
Fine. He then presented the slate of officers for the coming year. There being
no counter nominadons, the secretary cast one ballot for the entire slate. The
names are attached.
After the business meeting was completed, Mr. Weinberg returned the
meedng to Julius Michaelson. He introduced the speaker, Albert Klyberg,
director of the Rhode Island Historical Society. Mr. Klyberg has been a
leader in developing a consortium of Rhode Island ethnic and historical
groups to form a museum to be known as "Heritage Harbor." He began his
talk with informadon on the progress of Heritage Harbor, and with the good
news that there have been several very substantial contributions for specific
exhibits within the museum. His talk was entitled "A Rhode Island Historian
Looks at the Rhode Island Jewish Historiccd Notes." Mr. Klyberg has gone
through the entire twelve volumes of the Notes, scanning some of the articles
but reading many in their entirety. He praised highly the quality of many
articles and the contribution they have made in recording Rhode Island
history. His comments were well received by a most appreciative audience.
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After a short question and answer period, the meeting was adjourned at
2:50 p.m.
A colladon, organized by Phyllis Berry, concluded a pleasant afternoon.
Respectfully submitted,
Sylvia Factor
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December 1,1998 - November 30,1999
Dashef, Dr. Oscar Z., a resident of Woonsocket for over 50 years, the son
of the late Samuel and Tillie (Lasovick) Dashef. He graduated from Boston
University in 1934 and received his medical degree from Boston University
in 1937.
Dr. Dashef was a practicing pediatrician in Woonsocket from 1946 until
his retirement, the first in the Woonsocket area to be board-certified. He was
chief of the department of pediatrics at Woonsocket Hospital, 1951 to 1967,
president of the Woonsocket Medical Society, 1968 to 1971, and chairman
of the RI chapter of the American Academy of Pediatrics, 1966 to 1971. He
was appointed for two terms to the RI Board of Medical examiners from
1969 to 1976 by Governors Chafee and Licht.
An Army veteran of World War 11, he attained the rank of major.
Dr. Dashef was a member of Congregation B'Nai Israel. He was
honored by the Family and Child Services organizations upon his retirement. He had been named Kiwanis "Man of the Year" in 1964 and B'nai
B'rith Greater Woonsocket "Man of the year" in 1987.
Died in Woonsocket on July 18, 1999 at age 86.
Davidson, Oscar, a lifelong resident of Rhode Island, born in Providence,
a son of the late Morris and Eva (Feinman) Davidson. He was the owner of
the former Barbett Photo Engraving Company.
Mr. Davidson was an Army Air Force veteran of World War II. He was
one of the founders of Temple Sinai and a member of its Brotherhood. He
was a member of the Redwood Lodge of Masons.
Died in Fort Lauderdale, Florida on July 7, 1999 at age 83.
Finberg, Burton A., a lifelong Providence resident, son of the late Edward
and Bessie (Rifkin) Finberg. He graduated from the University of Rhode
Island and received his law degree from Boston University School of Law.
A lawyer by training, Mr. Finberg was the founder and proprietor of
Burton A. Finberg and Associates, an insurance and pension consulting
firm, until his retirement.
Rhode Island Jewish Historical Notes, Vol. 13, No. I.November, 1999
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Mr. Finberg was a member of Temple Emanu-El, where he had the
posidon of head usher for many years. He was a member of the Redwood
Lodge of Masons, the Rhode Island Bar Association, and Ledgemont
Country Club.
Died in Providence on January 22, 1999 at age 84.
Frank, Maurice, a resident of Cranston and Pawtucket for 50 years, the son
of the late Isidor and Ida (Levine) Frank of New York City and Narragansett.
He was a philanthropist and industrial real-estate developer. Mr. Frank
was a founding member of the 100 Club, which provides money and
scholarships for the survivors of police and firefighters who die in the line
of duty. He was named an honorary state police captain by the late Colonel
Walter Stone.
He was a member of Temple Beth-El, Orpheus Lodge, F&AM, and the
Shriners.
Died in Cranston on July 26, 1999 at age 82.
Galkin, Joseph, a resident of Providence, the son of the late Samuel and
Pauline (Schendel) Galkin. He graduated from Brown University in 1931
and Columbia University School of Social Work.
In 1945 Mr. Galkin was direcdy involved in the creation of the General
Jewish Committee, the forerunner of the Jewish Federation. He was the first
executive director and a key figure in the resettlement of Jewish refugees
from Nazi persecution. After Mr. Galkin left that posidon in 1976, he
remained as consultant and served for 13 years as executive director of the
Federation's Endowment Fund.
In 1949, he was appointed to the Rhode Island Parole Board, which he
chaired from 1958 to 1980, and was also chairman of the Rhode Island
Committee on Children and Youth from 1961 to 1974, and president of the
Rhode Island Conference of Social Work from 1954 to 1956. For his 25th
reunion year at Brown, Mr. Galkin was the Gift Fund Chairman, and he also
served his class during the 65th reunion, at which time he established the
Joseph Galkin Scholarship. The recipient of several awards, he was cited by
B'nai B'rith International for "outstanding community service" and the
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National Committee for Labor Israel. In 1973, the Rhode Island Jewish
Bowling Congress named him "Rhode Island Jewish Man of the Year."
Died in Providence on January 22, 1999 at age 89.
Gutterman, Julie Claire, born in Detroit, Michigan, daughter of Gene
Nagler and the late Virginia (Harman) Nagler. She lived in Providence for
29 years and made a vast impact on the Rhode Island community.
She was an honors graduate from the University of Michigan, and an
honors graduate of Northwestern University, where she received a Master's
degree in teaching. She also received a Master's degree in social work in
1984 from Rhode Island College, where she eventually became a professor.
For several years she was a social worker and earned a reputation as a
respected clinician. She began her professional career at the East Bay Mental
Health and provided social work services to children and families. In order
to work on a more individual basis, Mrs. Gutterman became a therapist at
Delta Consultants. She was involved with the clients and staff, and she was
revered for her sensidvity and kindness.
In 1993 Mrs. Gutterman accepted the position of Director of Professional Services at the Jewish Family Services. She was an outstanding
supervisor and practitioner. She was involved in all phases of agency life—
adoption, personnel, and the elderly. She was a strong advocate for her
fellow employees and a cherished advocate for the needy.
In Julie's memory, Jewish Family Service has dedicated its Julie Claire
Gutterman Memorial Library, an extensive collecdon of books on social
work and counseling from her personal library.
She was a member of many civic and philanthropic organizations,
including the National Association of Social Workers. She was an active
member of Temple Beth-El.
Died in Providence, June 15, 1999 at age 56.
Hendel, Maurice, born in Holyoke, Massachusetts, son of the late Richard
and Helen Hendel, he lived in Rhode Island for over 65 years.
Mr. Hendel practiced law until 1992. He graduated from Brown
University in 1930 and Harvard University Law School in 1933. He was an
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Assistant Secretary of State for the State of Rhode Island for 25 years.
He was a former president of Temple Beth-El, a president of the Zionist
District of Rhode Island, a president of Touro Eraternal Organizadon, and
an honorary board member of the General Jewish Committee.
Mr. Hendel was a member of the Providence Royal Arch Chapter of
Masons and of the Redwood Lodge. He also served as president of Lincoln
Country Club.
Died in Lincoln, on September 17, 1999 at age 90.
Holland, Leonard, born in Providence in 1916, a son of Charles and Ida
(Levine) Holland. He attended public schools, and was drafted into the
United States Army in 1941. Erom the rank of private, he began a distinguished military career that lasted until 1983, when he retired as a Major
General. During World War II, he participated in the Guadalcanal and
Solomon Island campaigns. For his service in the war, he received the
Bronze Star, the Combat Infantry Badge, and the Purple Heart.
In 1961, Lieutenant Colonel Holland was appointed Adjutant General
of the State of Rhode Island. He held that post for twenty-two years, after
being reappointed by four governors.
Along with his military obligadons. General Holland was active as a
fundraiser for the United Way and the Rhode Island Holocaust Memorial
Museum. He had been a member of the board of the Jewish Federation, and
served on the executive committee of the Narragansett Council of the Boy
Scouts of America. He was also a member of Temple Emanu-El.
Died in Adanta, GA, on August 16, 1999 at age 83.
Knell, Dr. Martin, born in Harvard, Illinois, a son of the late Arthur and
Rose (Parks) Knell. He was a researcher for the Mellon Institute of Industrial
Research and a manager at the Ciba-Geigy Chemical Corporation.
Dr. Knell graduated from the University of Illinois. He received his
Ph.D. in organic chemistry from Northwestern University. He was a
member of the American Chemical Society.
He served in World War II as a commanding officer of Landing Ship
Tank #42.
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Dr. Knell lived in Rhode Island from 1950 -1957 and was a research
chemist for Geigy Chemical Company.
Died in Cleveland, Ohio on June 6, 1999 at age 79.
Levin, Ann, born in Providence, a daughter of the late Louis and Sarah
(Bernstein) Ross. She lived in Cranston for over 46 years.
Mrs. Levin was secretary for a sports newspaper in Providence for many
years, and later worked at the Levin Agency, a family real estate and
insurance business.
She was a member of the former Jewish Home for the Aged, president
of Host 284 of the Jewish War Veterans Auxiliary, and state president of the
Jewish War Veterans Auxiliary in 1965.
She was a member of Temple Sinai and its Sisterhood.
Died in Warwick on August 10,1999 at age 83.
Markoff, Lynn, born in Brooklyn, New York, daughter of Lottie (Braunstein)
Gelfand and the late Edward Gelfand. She lived in Providence for 23 years.
Mrs. Markoff received her bachelor of arts degree from the State
University of New York at Buffalo. She earned her Master's degree from
Boston University.
She was a member of the board of the Jewish Eamily Service and a
member of Temple Emanu-El.
Died in Providence on December 16,1998 at age 48.
Mellion, Evelyn, born in Pawtucket, daughter of the late Harvey and Ida
(Goldstein) Goldberg. She was formerly owner and operator of a family
scrap metal business.
A lifelong Rhode Island resident, Mrs. Mellion attended Bryant College. An avid golfer, she was amemberof Metacomet Country Club for forty
years.
She was a member of Temple Emanu-El and its Sisterhood, the former
Jewish Home for the Aged Womens' Association, Hadassah, Jewish Eamily
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Service, and a life member of Brandeis Womens' Associadon.
Died in Providence on July 14, 1999 at age 81.
Miller, Dorothy Waxman, born in the Ukraine, daughter of Harry and
Rebecca (Lightman) Waxman. She lived in Providence for 29 years working
as a recepdonist at the old Miriam Hospital.
As a resident of Ohio for 30 years, she held the position of secretary for
Booz, Allen, and Hamilton, a management consultant firm. In 1985 Mrs.
Miller was named "Volunteer of the Year" by the Lake County Community
Mental Health board.
Mrs. Miller moved to Arizona because she was an avid ornithologist
(bird watcher) and spent 12 years as a volunteer for Friends of Madera
Canyon, greeting visitors for the U.S. Forest Service.
She was a Life Member of the Rhode Island Jewish Historical Association.
Died in Green Valley, Arizona on September 1, 1999 at age 79.
Resnik, Jeannette Esther, a resident of Providence and Pawtucket for
many years, the daughter of the late Tobias and Eva Bella (Zawatsky) Strick.
Born in Ozorkow, Poland, she moved to the United States in 1913. Mrs.
Resnik also lived in Petach Tikvah, Israel.
Mrs. Resnik received a commercial degree from Bryant and Stratton
College, now Bryant College. She was a teacher, lecturer, and translator of
Yiddish poetry.
After returning to the United States from Israel, she pursued volunteer
work in Hadassah, Pioneer Women, Mishkan Tefilah, the Jewish Home for
the Aged, and the Zionist Organization of America. She served as the first
executive secretary of the United Jewish Appeal, now the Jewish Federation
of Rhode Island. She was a Life Member of the Rhode Island Jewish
Historical Association.
Died in Pawtucket August 7, 1999 at age 93.
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Salmanson, Diane M., born in New York, daughter of Martin and Toby
(Wolf) Salomon, she lived in Providence for 28 years.
A teacher in the Johnston school system, Mrs. Salmanson was a 1968
cum laude graduate of the University of Massachusetts in Amherst.
She was a board member of the womens' division of the Jewish
Federation of Rhode Island and was involved with charitable fundraising.
She was a board member of Temple Emanu-El, and active in the Sisterhood.
She was an active participant in fundraising and activities at the Mary C.
Wheeler School. She was a Life Member of the Rhode Island Jewish
Historical Association.
Died in Boston, Massachusetts on August 6, 1999 at age 52.
Schreiber, Ira L., born in Providence, son of the late Jack G. and Ethel
(Lippman) Schreiber, he was a resident of Cranston for 41 years.
Mr. Schreiber was a Democratic activist. He ran for a number of offices
and supported many Democratic candidates. He was the founder and senior
partner of Schreiber and Schrieber law offices.
He began his interest in politics while a student at Brown University,
class of 1950. He was alumni class president from 1970 -1975, and president
of the Brown Club in 1972 and 1973.
He graduated from Boston University Law School in 1965 and was a
member of the Rhode Island and Massachusetts Bar Associations. In 1967,
he was appointed legal counsel to the Rhode Island Department of Social
Welfare. In 1978, he opened the first Rhode Island legal clinic, which later
expanded to five offices. He served as president of the American Legal
Clinic Association from 1980 -1982.
An army veteran of World War II, he attained the rank of first lieutenant
in the Army Reserves.
He was a member of the Barker Players, the Turks Head Club, Ledgemont
Country Club, Jewish Federation of Rhode Island, and the Roosevelt Lodge.
He was a 32nd degree Mason of the Scottish Rite, Valley of Providence. He
was a Life Member of the Rhode Island Jewish Historical Association.
Died in Providence on December 30, 1998 at age 71.
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Scribner, Dorothy, born in Providence, daughter of the late Joseph and
Jennie (Spack) Nutman, she graduated from Pembroke College, and received her Masters' degree from Brown University.
Mrs. Scribner was a former secretary and board member of the Womens'
Division of the Jewish Federation and a board member of the former Jewish
Home for the Aged. She was an active volunteer worker and also served on
several committees at Laurelmead.
She was a member of Temple Emanu-El and honorary board member
of its Sisterhood.
Died in Providence on June 25, 1999 at age 83.
Steingold, Charles J., born in Pawtucket, a son of the late Max and Anna
(Schaffer) Steingold. He was an international consultant in the automotive
industry.
Mr. Steingold was the owner of the former Arena Motors in Providence
and the Charles Stuart Motor Company in Miami, Florida, from 1952 until
1968.
He was an Army veteran of World War II. He was past commander of
the Fineman-Trinkle post of the Jewish War Veterans.
Mr. Steingold was a member of Temple Beth-El and a founding member
of Temple Sinai in North Miami, Florida.
Died in Providence on May 1, 1999 at age 75.
Sutton, Alice L., born in Providence, daughter of the late Martin and Ida
(Guny) Lippman, she was a social worker and supervisor for the Rhode
Island Department of Welfare from 1954 to 1975.
Mrs. Sutton was a 1928 graduate of Pembroke College. She received the
award of "Woman of the Year" from the National Conference of Christians
and Jews in Pordand, Maine, where she lived from 1938 until 1952.
An avid bridge player, she was a member of the American Contract
Bridge League, where she attained the rank of life master. She was a member
of the Rhode Island Bridge Club, and an associate editor of New England
Bridge Bulletin.
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She was a member of the Miriam Hospital Womens' Association, the
National Council of Jewish Women, the American Civil Liberties Union,
and Temple Beth-El.
Died in Providence on May 25, 1999 at age 92.
Webber, Sherry, born in Queens, New York, daughter of the late Benjamin
and Pauline (Reiter) Polan, she lived in Providence for 36 years.
A former New York resident, Mrs. Webber was by profession a social
worker. She was a vocational rehabilitadon counselor and a disability
determinations examiner for the Rhode Island Department of Human
Services. She was a graduate of the College of New Jersey in Ewing.
Mrs. Webber was a member of Temple Beth-El and the Miriam Hospital
Womens' Associadon.
Died in Providence on April 12, 1999 at age 70.
Weiss, Rose, born in Koval, Ukraine, daughter of the late Joseph and Chassa
Feinglass. She lived in Rhode Island most of her life.
She was owner of Vogue Antiques in Pawtucket and vice president of
the former Vogue Texdles and Safety Elag Company.
Mrs. Weiss was a member of Temple Beth-El, a former member of
Temple Emanu-El, and a founder of the Teenah Garden Club of Temple
Emanu-El. She was a member of the former Jewish Home for the Aged, and
the Jewish Community Center.
She served as vice president, corresponding treasurer and secretary at
the National Council of Jewish Women. She was a member of the Rhode
Island Audubon Society, a volunteer at the Oaklawn Library project, and
was a Girl Scout leader in Providence for many years.
Died in San Francisco, California on August 10, 1999 at age 96.
Winston, James W., born in Steubenville, Ohio, son of the late Abraham
and Anna (Diamond) Weinstein, he lived in Providence for about 50 years.
Former president of Paramount Line Cards in Pawtucket, he served
twice as president of the National Associadon of Greedng Card publishers
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and was a former member of the Postmaster General's Technical Advisory
Committee.
He was a Fellow and Honorary Trustee of the Rhode Island School of
Design, a former vice president of the Rhode Island Philharmonic Orchestra
and a board member of Buder and Miriam Ho.spitals. He was the first
chairman of the United Arts Fund of Rhode Island, vice chairman of the
United Way of Southeastern New England, and the first board chairman of
Volunteer Services for Animals. He served on the board of the Jewish
Family Service and Camp JORI 2000 capital campaign. He was a Life
Member of the Rhode Island Jewish Historical Association..
Mr. Winston attended the University of Michigan and was a graduate of
the U.S. Naval Academy at Annapolis, Class of 1947. He served in the
Korean War as a first lieutenant. He was a member of the president's Circle
of the U.S. Naval Academy.
He was a member of Temple Beth-El, the Hope Club, and the University
Club.
He died in Palm Beach, Florida on January 17, 1999 at age 76.
Yaffe, Sybil G., born in Providence, daughter of the late Samuel and Jennie
(Goldberg) Ganzer, she was a lifelong resident of Rhode Island.
Mrs. Yaffe was a former real estate agent for Residential Properties. She
was a graduate of Wheelock College in Boston, and taught elementary
school for several years.
She was a volunteer at Dorcas Place Parent Literacy Center, and a
member of Temple Beth-El.
Died in Boston on December 8, 1998 at age 70.
1
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The Rhode Island Jewish Historical Association wishes to announce the
passing of Father Edward H. Flannery on October 19, 1998.
He was a sincere friend of the Rhode Island Jewish community. He
received many awards for his work in Catholic-Jewish relations, including
the "Never Again" Award from the Jewish Federation of Rhode Island.
Father Flannery will be greatly missed.
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Errata

Volume 12, Number 4

"The Last Jewish Steam Bath in Providence"
Page 479, last line, delete Magazine
"Jews in Ancient Africa"
Page 535, line 4, delete "his son"
Page 535, line 5, should read "The third ruler. King Solomon"
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Funds and Bequests of the Rhode Island
Jewish Historical Association
Funds

Arnold T. and Alice Axelrod Galkin
Ira S. and Anna Galkin
Seebert J. and Gertrude N. Goldowsky
Benton H. and Beverly Rosen
Erwin E. and Pauline E. Strasmich
Sylvia and Frederick Kenner
Judith Weiss Cohen

Bequests

Jeannette S. Nathans
B. Ruby Winnerman

General
General
Research Scholarship
Book
General
General
Memorial

Fund
Fund
Fund
Fund
Fund
Fund
Fund
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Life Members of the Rhode Island
Jewish Historical Association

Mrs. Saul Abrams
Stanley and Sandra Abrams
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Adler
Irving H. and Eleanor Adler
Mrs. Max Alperin
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Alperin
Banice C. and Beverly Bazar
Dr. Leonard and Shiriey Bellin
Rosalie Adelman Beloff
Mrs. Alice Bernstein
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley P. Blacher
Mrs. Jesse Bromley
Mr. Aaron Cohen
Mrs. Earle F. Cohen
Mr. and Mrs. Newton B. Cohn
Mr. and Mrs. Donald H. Dwares
Engle Tire Company
Barry and Elaine Fain
Burton and Lois Fain
Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. Feldman
Warren and Geraldine Foster
Mr. Arnold T. Galkin
Mr. and Mrs. James Gershman
Mrs. Seebert J. Goldowsky
Jeremiah and Rosalind Gorin
Mrs. Harry A. Course
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Grossman
Dr. and Mrs. James Herstoff
Mr. and Mrs. David Hirsch
Dr. and Mrs. Abraham Horvitz
Dr. Alfred and Betty Jaffe
Marilyn Kagan
Mrs. Mildred Feiner Kaplan
Mr. Sherwin Kapstein
Howard and Rachel Kaufman
Shiela and Arnold Kaufman
Mr. and Mrs. Fredrick Kenner
Bernard H. and Estelle R. Klemer
Robert A. and Betty Koden
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Krause
Mrs. Sanford Kroll
Mrs. Frank Licht
Dr. and Mrs. Stephen J. Losben

Darielle and Gabrielle Zarakov Mason
Jack Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Nachbar
Mrs. Dorothy M. Nelson
Mrs. Eugene Nelson
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Nulman
Mr. Thomas Pearlman
Mrs. Abraham Percelay
Dr. and Mrs. Marvin Pitterman
Mr. Hye Rapaporte
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Riesman
Mr. and Mrs. S. David Roberts
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Robin
Mr. and Mrs. Benton H. Rosen
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Rosen
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Rumpler
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Sadler
Mr. Donald Salmanson
Mr. Jerrold Salmanson
Mr. Harold Schein
Mrs. Joyce Schreiber
P. Susan Shindler
Phyllis and Irving Sigal
Mrs. Joseph S. Sinclair
Mr. Harold B. Soloveitzik
Sonia Sprung, M.D.
Milton and Selma Stanzler
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Stepak
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin E. Strasmich
Silvia and Richard Strauss
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Tanner
Mr. Joshua Teverow
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold B. Wasserman
Ina and Bernard Wasserman
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Waxman
Arline and Eugene Weinberg
Mr. and Mrs. Howard S. Weiss
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Winoker
Mrs. Gloria Winston
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Wiseman
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin L. Zurier
Mrs. Sydney Zurier

